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The fires that consumed almost 50,000 acres of northern New Mexico, including parts of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory, have raised new concerns over the buildup of nuclear and
hazardous waste stored at the laboratory.
State and federal officials have insisted that the fires, which were 70 percent under control by
late Friday, did not get close enough to threaten thousands of containers filled with used gloves,
rags, booties and other combustible items contaminated by low-level radioactive waste, such as
plutonium. By some estimates, the closest flames remained half a mile away.But scientists and
environmentalists said Friday that dry conditions in forests adjacent to the storage site make them
ripe for another fire -- and a potentially more dangerous situation because of the increasing
quantity of stored waste.
Typically, the laboratory generates 150 cubic meters of waste a year that is stored above ground
in 55-gallon steel drums and in smaller wood boxes that sit under a fabric dome. The current level
is 4,808 cubic meters -- the equivalent of 14,000 drums.

"The problem is just sitting there, just waiting for another incident to happen," said a Los
Alamos scientist who spoke on the condition of anonymity. "There are a lot of people who share
that concern. "
Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group, a nuclear watchdog organization, said:
"It's a dangerous situation. If they could get that stuff out of there, everyone would be better
served."
Officials from the Energy Depmtment have disputed the contention that anything at the storage
site is vulnerable to fire.
They cite an environmental-impact study of the laboratory conducted four years ago in which
officials created a theoretical worst-case fire and found that the waste would survive unaffected.
But even if conditions became so grave that the drums overheated and exploded, sending toxic
plumes skyward, the study concluded that no one within a 50-mile radius would suffer ill effects.
Many scientists, however, contend that the department's worst-case test was not worst-case at
all. While the department model assumed a breach of 62 drums, Edwin Lyman, scientific director
of the Nuclear Control Institute, a nonprofit research organization in Washington, said an intense
fire would more likely breach "closer to hundreds" of drums, causing a much greater potential for
illness than the study provides.
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SANTA FE, N.M. -- The fires that consumed nearly 50,000 acres of northern New Mexico, including
parts of the Los Alamos National Laboratory, have raised new concerns over the buildup of nuclear
and hazardous waste stored at the laboratory.
State and federal officials have insisted that the fires, which were 70 percent under control by late
Friday, did not get close enough to threaten thousands of containers filled with used gloves, rags,
booties and other combustible items contaminated by low-level radioactive waste, like plutonium. By
some estimates, the nearest flames remained half a mile away.
But scientists and environmentalists said Friday that dry conditions in forests adjacent to the storage
site make them ripe for another fire and a potentially more dangerous situation because of the
increasing quantity of stored waste.
Typically, the laboratory generates 150 cubic meters of waste a year that is stored above ground in 55gallon steel drums and in smaller wood boxes that sit under a fabric dome.
The current level is 4,808 cubic meters the equivalent of 14,000 drums.
"The problem is just sitting there, just waiting for another incident to happen," said a Los Alamos
scientist familiar with the storage area who spoke on the condition of anonymity. "And there are a lot
of people at the lab who share that concern."
Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group, a nuclear watchdog organization, said: "It's a
dangerous situation. If they could get that stuff out of there, everyone would be better served."
Officials from the Energy Department and the laboratory have disputed the contention that anything at
the storage site, a mesa surrounded by canyons known as Technical Area 54, is vulnerable to fire.
They cite an environmental study ofthe laboratory conducted four years ago in which officials created
a theoretical worst-case fire and found that the waste would survive unaffected.
But even if conditions became so grave that the drums overheated and exploded, sending toxic plumes
skyward, the study concluded that no one living within a 50-mile radius would suffer ill effects.
Many scientists, however, contend that the depmiment's worst-case test was not worst-case at all.
While the department model assumed a breach of 62 drums, Edwin Lyman, scientific director of the
Nuclear Control Institute, a nonprofit research organization in Washington, said an intense fire would
more likely breach "closer to hundreds" of drums, causing a much greater potential for illness than the
study provides.
"The depmiment," Lyman said, "has refused to look at the real worst-case scenario."

Efforts are under way to remove the waste at Los Alamos to the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant outside
Carlsbad, which opened last year after a decade of delays.
For now, the rate of removal is but a trickle.
With cleanup at the Rocky Flats nuclear-weapons plant outside Denver, which is scheduled to close
by 2006, and three other facilities producing nuclear waste for disposal, the competition for removal
has grown intense.
For Los Alamos, the pace has been further slowed by lawsuits challenging environmental impact and
a dispute between the state government, which requires that the contents of every container be
itemized, and the Energy Department, which does not agree that detailed inventories are necessary.
Energy Department officials said Friday that Los Alamos shipped
714 drums of waste last year, with 252 scheduled to go this year, 1,176 next year, 2,940 in 2002 and
increasing numbers in the following years.
While that leaves the majority of the drums on site for the foreseeable future, officials from the lab
and the department insisted that the containers were well protected, largely because the
recommendations of the environmental study were followed.
To add layers of protection, wood was removed from the perimeter of the laboratory, the tree line was
moved back and dirt pathways were built as a buffer against fires from the canyons below.
Still, critics are not convinced that enough safeguards are in place, especially with the unpredictable
updrafts from the canyons, which the current fires demonstrated, and the ever-present possibility of
sparks during an intense fire.
Rep. Mark Udall, a Democrat whose district includes the laboratory, said Friday that a recent tour of
the laboratory convinced him that the fire "was too close for comfOli," and that rebuilding efforts
some older buildings were destroyed should emphasize greater protection against fire and other
disasters.
Udall also said the waste removal from Los Alamos was part of a larger national problem for which
Congress has traditionally authorized only limited spending.
"On a national scale," he said, "this is not regarded as a high risk. But we need to get to the job of
cleaning up all over the country."
The Los Alamos scientist who did not want to be identified added one further regret.
He said he and his colleagues were eager to return to work next week when the laboratory reopens.
But they were anxious, as well, he said.
"The lab is tucked away in what was some of the most beautiful scenery you've ever seen," he said.
"Since the fire, it looks terrible, and you can't just go out there with a bucket of paint and fix it. That
was slow-growth forest that burned. It will take a long time to come back to what it was."
Author: Michael Janofsky
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Toxic Runoff Feared After Blaze at Los Alamos
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.. Disaster: Erosion on land cleared by fire may
release low-level nuclear and chemical waste into
waterways. Damage at nation's chief atomic weapons
facility worse than initially acknowledged.
W ASlllNGTON--More than two weeks after a
hellish New Mexico wildfire burned 400 homes and
closed the Los Alamos National Laboratory, concern
is mounting over whether erosion caused by the fire
.:,::. will unleash toxic and radiological contaminants into
. the Rio Grande.
Jim Danneskiold, a lab spokesman, said Friday
that emergency teams of hydrologists, soil scientists
and other experts this week began assessing the
threat from dozens of the lab's 626 known "potential
release II sites, many dating back to World War II and
the early Cold War.
.::
So far, he said, they have identified about a
.. :.:. half-dozen former dumps that might release low-level
nuclear and chemical waste into streams and rivers
once the region's annual "monsoon" rains begin in
JUly. The fire burned off the grasses and brush that
has held the contaminated soil in check.
"There definitely will be movement of
contaminated sediments off lab property, II
Danneskiold said. "It's a question of when, not if, the
flood waters come through. II
Overall, the Cerro Grande fire inflicted
considerably more damage at the nation's chief
nuclear weapons design and development facility
than officials initially acknowledged.
The blaze devoured about 40 trailers, sheds,
. warehouses and other nonpermanent buildings,
.. caused millions of dollars in smoke and heat damage
to lasers and other sensitive equipment, and delayed
an array of secret, defense-related research and other
work, officials said.
One scientist developing polymers lost his
computer hard drive and all his backup data
disks--eight years ofwork--when his office-trailer
was destroyed. Also destroyed were several wooden
buildings from the Manhattan Project, including one
containing blackboards still covered with chalk notes
lof3
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containing blackboards still covered with chalk notes
used to construct the first atom bomb.
Energy Department and lab officials said that the
fire did not jeopardize the lab's main mission:
guaranteeing the safety and reliability of the nation's
nuclear stockpile. Federal and state agencies have not
detected any release of radiation from the lab,
although local background radiation readings have
increased because of the fire.
Thousands of physicists, engineers and other lab
workers began returning to the battered facility this
week for the first time since the lab closed on May 8.
But several research and testing sites, where the fire
was most intense, will remain closed for an indefinite
period.
In addition, about 270 lab workers who lost their
homes or other property have been given liberal leave
to arrange their personal affairs. In all, 400 Los
Alamos families were made homeless by the blaze.
In Washington, President Clinton said that his
administration is "committed to ensuring that all
those who have been affected by the fire ... are fully
compensated for their losses. "
Clinton said in a statement that the White House
is working with the congressional delegation from
New Mexico to write legislation to provide for
federal compensation. "We are committed to
working with the Congress to ensure that this matter
is addressed as promptly as possible," he added.
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt separately
released a report from an independent review board
that sharply criticized National Park Service
personnel for igniting the blaze that accidentally led
to disaster.
Park Service crews at Bandelier National
Monument set a "prescribed bum" on May 4 in an
attempt to clear underbrush and prevent a wider fire.
Instead, the blaze roared out of control.
Babbitt said that he would extend a moratorium
on prescribed burns by the Park Service indefinitely.
Other federal agencies may resume the fire-control
tactic when the monthlong ban expires on June 12.
The New Mexico fire has devoured 47,650 acres
so far, including parts of the Los Alamos lab, the
Santa Fe National Forest, the San Ildefonso Pueblo
and Santa Clara Pueblo. Although the inferno is now
mostly under control, high winds continue to bedevil
firefighters and the blaze flared up again Thursday
night near the lab.
The fire's long-term danger is only now coming
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into focus. An interagency task force called the
Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation team this
week began assessing the threat from erosion on the
now-bare hills and canyons surrounding the town of
Los Alamos, which adjoins the lab.
Ken Palmrose, a spokesman for the group, said
that computer models project erosion "that could be
100 times normal" this summer from heavy rains and
lack of ground cover.
He said that 85 crew members already have begun
raking charred topsoil, planting trees and contou ring
slopes to reduce runoff. He said the challenge was so
immense that "we're considering things larger than
anything in our manual," including damming canyons
or building large sediment pools.
Indeed, three helicopters and a plane are on
standby to begin aerial reseeding of severely burned
areas with native species of grass. About 18
truckloads of seed--720,000 pound s in all--were
expected to arrive Friday.
But Greg Mello, who heads an independent
watchdog organization called the Los Alamos Study
Group in Santa Fe, said that officials are moving far
too slowly to clear up the witches' brew of toxic
contaminants in the lab's disused dumps.
"Huge flood flows are expected from the burned
watersheds this year," he warned. "Contaminated
sediment will move downstream."
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Pltltonium Amount
Detected Is Debated
By IAN HOFF1VIAN
Journal StajfWriter

A whiff of plutonium could
have floated into White Rock
during the peak of the Cerro
Grande Fire, as well as some
depleted uranium at the Los
Alamos County Airport. Or not.
They could have been ghosts
produced by ultrasensitive lab
analysis.
The latest wave of state airtesting data, rushed onto the
Internet on Friday before thorough analysis, is fraught with
such large uncertainties that it is
difficult to say for sure. State
scientists say their results show
nothing more than typical,
extremely tiny releases of lab
contaminants.
"It's consistent with historic
measurements," said John Parker, head of the New Mexico Environment Department's bureau
watching over U.S. Department
of Energy facilities.· "If what
we're seeing is what we've been
living with all these years, our
assumption is there's no additional risk."
. An array of state, federal and
Los Alamos National Laboratorv
scientists agree the bulk o'f
smoke-testing data so far
reflects no evidence of radioactive or hazardous releases from
the burning of 7,700 acres of lab
land. Instead, air-testing results
show increases in radioactivity
of a nature more close Iv matching emissions from the' burning
of a forest growing out of northern New Mexico's uraniumladen soils.
"Clearly there was some additional exposure based on natural
materials," Parker said. But "we
can't even quantify it. It's so far
below any level of measurable
health risk."
Environmentalists cited the
higher radioactivity levels in
demanding independent monitoring and analysis of fire-ravaged land around the Los Alamos
lab.
"We're calling for an independent citizens review board to
assess the monitoring data and
risks and we want a long-term
health study of people exposed
to the smoke," said Suzanne

Westerly, director of Concerned
Citizens for Nuclear Safety in
Santa Fe.
Sergei
Pashchenko
of
Bernalillo, a consultant to the
International Depleted Uranium
S1:udy Team, concludes "on the
basis of data from LANL, the
fires that began on May 8
increased the concentration of
alpha radiation in the air up to 30
fold," according to a statement
released by the study team
Thursday.
The state's latest data features
a questionable detection for plutonium in White Rock between
May 13 and 15, at a level of 15.1
attacuries, or millionths of a billionth of a curie, a hair above the
minimum detection level of 13.9
attacuries that is technologically
possible to see. Scientists generally dismiss any finding so close
to the minimum detection limit
as being within the margin of lab
error. They would still debate
whether plutonium detected at
almost twice the level found
actually existed.
Longtime lab watchdog Greg
Mello said the two apparent
detections are "not significantly
above zero."
Inhaling even tiny amounts of
plutonium can produce internal
radiation to lung tissues and
increase the risk of lung cancer.
But the tinier the number, the
more that risk "becomes quite
small compared to all the other
ways you can die," said Mello,
head of the Los Alamos Studv
Group, a nuclear-disarmamen't
group in Santa Fe.
"We have apparent spikes but
they may not even be there,"
said Mello of the state's latest
air-testing results. "I don't think
you can make definitive conclusions one way or another from
looking at these levels."
He commended state scientists for putting their data out so
quickly for public review.
"1 know they're rushing this
out prior to full analysis so the
world can see the raw numbers
whether they mean anything or
not," Mello said.
.
The ASSOCiated Press contributed to
this report.
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The article "Park Service Ignored Risks" [front page, May 13] contained the following
statement:
"The so-called 'Area G' covers 63 acres and contains more than 10 million square feet
of nuclear waste, according to the Los Alamos Study Group. "This is obviously an error
because 63 acres is equivalent to only 2.7 million square feet. I suspect that the authors
(or the study group) meant 10 million cubic feet. It would make more sense to measure a
quantity of stored radioactive material by volume rather than area, after all.
--James R. Frysinger
Section: OP-ED
Page: A25
Copyright 2000 The Washington Post
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Lab officials say neither of the canyons struck by monsoon rains is highly contaminatedRain fell
Wednesday in Los Alamos, and several canyons on Los Alamos National Laboratory property flooded
after heavy storms pounded the southern portion of the nuclear-weapons laboratory.
Declaring an unofficial beginning to New Mexico's summer monsoon season, meteorologists say
more rain can be expected in coming weeks on the 48,000 acres burned by the Cerro Grande fire in
May.
"It's pretty safe to say this is the start" of the monsoon season in Northern New Mexico, said Kurt
Van Speybrock of the National Weather Service.
Water Canyon and Pajarito Canyon -- both on lab property -- received substantial rains, causing water
and sediment to flow toward the Rio Grande. But lab officials say neither of the canyons that flooded
are highly contaminated with radioactive materials or other toxic chemicals.
It also wasn't clear whether the floodwaters reached the Rio Grande or whether they soaked into the
canyon bottoms before reaching the river. The water flowed several feet higher in the canyon but
apparently did not wash over canyon rims except in isolated areas.
Activists and environmentalists have been worried in recent weeks that ash and sediment in the lab's
contaminated canyons could wash downstream in heavy rains.
"Water Canyon flooded pretty heavily," said Lee McAtee, the lab's director for environmental health
and safety.
"There's not much contamination in either canyon," McAtee said. The lab did take samples of the
runoff water to check for contaminants; however, the results won't be back for three to four weeks, he
said.
One of the lab's water-monitoring devices also washed away in the floods.
Canyons that are more heavily contaminated -- such as Los Alamos Canyon -- did not flood, McAtee
said. Workers have been moving tons of radioactive sand out of Los Alamos Canyon in case of heavy
rains. About half an inch fell above Los Alamos Canyon.
Most ofthe rain fell between 11 a.m. and noon, causing N.M. 501 to be closed for several hours. Also,
the entire county of Los Alamos and the lab lost power for about three minutes.
"It was likely due to lightning," said Don Brown, a spokesman for Public Service Company of New
Mexico.

Wednesday's rain also caused lab officials to worry about Technical Area 18, a nuclear-weapons
criticality area where scientists perform experiments with radioactive materials. Materials stored in the
T A-18 buildings -- which sit just feet above the Pajarito Canyon bottom -- will be moved to another
area, McAtee said.

Liquid radioactive uranium nitrate in polyethelyne bottles could be at risk if the buildings were
breached by floodwaters, he said. Also, the lab will bring in steel sheets, which will be buried 10 feet
deep, to shore up the walls of the nuclear facility.

Other solid radioactive material will remain at the site in steel containers.
Some activists aren't sure LANL even knows what is in the canyons and therefore isn't able to say
what might have washed into the river.
"I can't agree that Water Canyon is not contaminated," said Greg Mello, of the Los Alamos Study
Group, a lab watchdog group. "To my knowledge, the lab has never given the public or the state any
inventory of the contaminants in the canyon."
Mello said Canon de Valle, which is known to contain high explosives and some radioactive material,
flows into Water Canyon. Several nuclear-waste dumps sit on the edge of Canon de Valle.
But McAtee said the lab remains confident there is no threat to public health from flooding and said
LANL is moving as fast as it can to move contaminated dirt; to mulch burned areas; and to take other
precautions against erosion.
As of Tuesday, only 14 of the lab's 91 contaminated sites affected by the fire had been taken care of.
Officials expect to have all sites taken care of by mid-July.
"Some of these things take time," McAtee said. "You don't just go out and move nuclear materials
around. You have to make sure it doesn't create (more problems)."
And they are moving the contaminated dirt just in time. Meteorologists from the National Weather
Service in Albuquerque say the rainy season is here.
Van Speybrock said although most people associate the monsoon season as a time when the rains hit,
a monsoon is actually defined as a c1imatalogical change of the wind, which he said has been
occurring in the Northern New Mexico. The moisture is only a byproduct of that wind change.
The moisture accumulates because of the slowing winds this time of year, he said.
In the town of Los Alamos, the water did wash away some ash and debris accumulated from the fires,
said Capt. Wayne Brownley of the Los Alamos Police Department.
"It was black water coming off that mountain," said Brownley, adding that the flow of water peaked
around 2 p.m.

That flow, according to Brownley, was slowed down by bales of straw and other measures put in place
by volunteers since the Cerro Grande fire.
Author: KRISTEN DA VENPORT and GEOFF GRAMMER
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Scientists
Warn Of
Flooding
I

Charred Canyons Could
Propel Water Into Los Alamos
By IAN HOFF,\1AN

~bok

Journal Sla]f Wrirer

Three burned Jemez Mountain canyons stand a 50-50
chance this summer of propelling flash floods carrYln a
the equivalent of the Rio Grande into the broad weste~
edge of Los Alamos and its nuclear weaoons lab.
Scientists' early estimates suggest Lo~ Alamos' main
north-south road would be hit by a third of the Rio
Grande's flow within minutes, leading county officials
to consider cutting new escape tunnels underneath to
release the flood.
.-\ more violent, once-in-a-Jifetime storm - dumping
twice as much rain or just over two inches of rain in an
hour - could blast into the town and Los Alamos
)fational Laboratory with four times the water, or more
than 100 times the canyon flows the town has experienced.
It is this more massive storm, seen 'perhaps once
e'lery century, that will drive much of a federal campaign to shore up mountainsides burned by the Cerro
Grande Fire.
The work could CUt the flood peaks by a third. more
with unusual "treatments" like emptying and dredging
Los Alamos Reser-voir to catch the"expected mass of
water. mud and logs.
See SC:ENT1STS ,m PAGE 5

Scientists Warn Of
Massive Flooding
from PAGE 1

"It could be 99 years from now or
it could be two .:veeks from now."
said V,S, Forest Service hydrologist
Greg Kuyumjian. a member of the
Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation team trying to stave off
floods and erosion after the fire.
He and colleagues are warning
people to stay clear of the 34
canyons crossed by the fire - especially Rendija, Pueblo and Pajarito
canyons - if they think there might
be rain.
"If I saw clouds developing, I
would get out of the canyons,"
Kuyumjian said. "The risk is you
might not see the clouds."
Los Alamos lab executives are
weighing a more elusive risk of losing radioactive contaminants into
the Rio Grande. Thev even are
mulling a plan to dig up 'nearly 4,000
dump truck-loads
of
polluted
canyon sediments.
, Disposal price tag: up to S25 million for burying 120,000 barrels of
low-level nuclear dirt.
Much of the waste comes from
Los Alamos Canyon, which early
predictions suggest may not produce enough flow to reach the Rio
Grande, But lab cleanuo scientists
who for vears have s8Jd Lfu'lL's
canyons don't merit excavation now
are reconsidering the risk.
The finest, most contaminantladen sediments might course
through Cochiti Dam toward 70,000
acres of irrigated farmland and a
quarter of New Mexico's certified
organic farmers."We're going to be
talking with the appropriate authorities" about the potential risks, said
Subhas Shah. chief engineer for the
lvliddle Rio Grande Conservancy
District. the region's largest riverwater user,
: Cochiti's operators at the L' .S.
Army Corps of Engineers also are
talking with Los Alamos National
Laboratory and other agencies
about ways to bottle up the potentially contaminated runoff.
"We are going to be looking at
some different operations that may
. affect things,", said DiCk Kreiner of
the Corps' Albuquerque district
-reservoir-co.ntrol branch. _"If there
are contaminants there, I don't
think you want it getting through
the dam."
Will this happen? Preliminary
flow estimates argue for the scenario in parts of Los Alamos,
against it elsewhere. A lot depends

on the violence of summer thunderstorms. the effectiveness of federal
fire rehab work and the dilution of
tons of uncontaminated mud and
water. among other factors.
For now, Los Alamos lab executives say the lab will adhere to its
stated goal of "zero" contaminant
releases at the lab boundarv.
'I\vo independent teams ;f scientists are running computer models
of Los Alamos' worst-burned watersheds and, although the predicted
flows in some canvons are lower
than first feared, they remain high
enough to carry contaminants off
lab .land in others, For lab cleanup
workers, the flows could translate
into an unprecedented campaign of
excavating wastes and building
defensIve bulwarks to slow the
floodwaters.
"It's not a matter of if (the waste)
moves," said Julie Canepa. "Given
some of the (preliminary flow)
numbers. I've been told vou're moving material."
The wastes - primarily plutonium, americium, cesium and strontium - are byproducts of nuclearweapons research and manufacturing from the Manhattan Project
through the earliest decades of the
Cold War.
So far, Canepa said, "we're going
to continue on that front of trying to
make sure nothing leaves the site.
It's an admirable goal. It's a matter
of what humans can do .... If that's
the goal this laboratory wants,
we're going to go for it."
Digging up 70 percent of the labtainted sediments in Pueblo and Los
Alamos canvons - an estimated
30,000 cubic 'meters - packaging it
in barrels and burying it could cost
the federal government $25 million.
she estimated.
"I can't do 100 percent, but I can
do 70 percent." Canepa said. "I
think we'd be able to do it quickly,"
before the start of the rainy season,
eALJected in early Julv.
Federal land ~gen~ies asked the
federal rehab team to reinforce the
burned watersheds to withstand a
100-year storm,
Leaders of the team had wondered whether they had enough
mountainside to install all the floodand erosion-control structures
needed but now are more confident.
"The more the numbers (for flow
estimates) come in. the more we're
heartened." said team· co-leader
Wayne Patton. "We're really starting to think this is possible."
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OPINION
Contradictory actions on nuclear weapons
By ,John lSurrou9M

,
and JuqutUnt CaiutO

eorge W. Bush's new proposals for
unilateral cuts in America's nuclear
arsenal while pursuing missile defense and space-b~d weapons are one illustration amon,g othel'3 that the U!Jited
States suffers from a-ldnd of schizophrenia
regarding the future of its nuclear arms.
One side of the American policy brnin
seems wired for the idea that huge stocks
of nuclear weapons are, as Bush said, "expensive relics of dead conillctB," and we
should use t:hIs moment in histolY to pursue anns reductions and'defuse the nuclear t.'lreat The other is wired foX' continued
reliance on fewer but fancier nuclear weapons, and missile shielQs that presuppose
nuclear weapons will ,exist .indefinltely,
Bush's rhetoric of rejecting the 'ColdWar mentality" Is indicative ofwelcome reevaluation of nuclear policy thinking. But
the contradictory idCQ of proceeding with
missile defense while at the' same time convincing the Russians to reduce the numbers and alert status of nuclear warheads is
out of touch with reality.
The Clinton administration sUffers from
the same sort of split personality. In inteX'national negotiations suc.h as the just concluded review of the Nuclear Non-Proliier·

G

Burrouqhl is th~ executive director of the New
York-based ~WYQrs' Committee on Nuclear
POlicy. ~bII,~ is the executfve director of the
Western States LeQal Foundation in Oakland.

allon Treaty at the United Nations, the
United States taIk:s disarmament and opposes the spread of nuclear weapons, while
in Washington policies are sti1I openly
based on fielding threats of nuclear annihilation.
On May 20, the NPT review ended with
the United States and other nudearweapons states agreeing to an historic consensus statement affirming their "unequivocal
undertaking ... to accomplish the total
elimination at their nuclear arsenals." For
the.first time in the NITs 3().year histoIY
they dropped weasel words 3\.\ch as "ultimate goal" regarding their treaty ob,liga.
tion to pursue nucleardisannament
Back in Washin,gton. by contrast, authoritative Defense Department annual report's plan for maintenance ofJarge nuclear
for:ces and the policy of nuclear deterrence
for the "foreseeable future." A 1997 presidential directive afIinns that the United
States will continue to rely on nuclear arms
as it cornerstone of Its national security for
, the "indefinite future." A March 2000 Ener·
gy Department document obtained by the
Los Alamos Study Group identifies the requirements for keeping nuclear weapons
viable "forever."
At the NPT conference the United States
also committed it:selfto "concrete agreed
measures to reduce the operational status
of nuclear weapons."nus means we prom.
ise to work with Russia to take nuclear
forces offhair·trigger alert. so that missiles'
are no longer ready to tlywithin m.inutes of
an order to do so. Candidate Bush also

says "the United States should remove' as
many weapons as possible "from highalert, hair-trigger status" because that status "may create unacceptable risks of acci· ,
dental or unauthorized launc.h."
But diplomatic "talking points" recently
obtained by The Bu/Jeti,.- 0/Atomic Scientists revealed that U.S. negotiators actually
advised Russia that k~jts nuclear
forus on Olert would be a good idea. Under"any possible future arms control
lIg4eement." the talking points say, Russia
(like the United SWe3) could maintain on
MCOnstant" alert a ~, wvernified. viabll;

arsenal," sufficient to mount an "annihilat-

ing counterattack" in response to a U.s.
first strike. This asmnishing suggestion

was supposed (0 reassure Russia that it.
could overwhelm the limited U.S. national
missile defense system the Clinton admiI:l~
istration gee1ll!!j bent on deploying.
,.
And Bush calls for an even more elabl>
rate missile defense system, possibly including space-based weapons, even
though he must know what the U.S. '
taIkio.g points make clear: that it would
force Russia to refuse de-alerting and re,duction in nucleJlr arsenals.
At the NPT conference the United Stares-,
also committed to "a diminishing role fQr
nuclear weapons in security polides to ....
minimize the risk that these weapons ever .
be used and to facilitate the process of thclr
total elimination. Yet Defense Secretary
William Cohen, .in his Febntary 2000 Report to the President and Congress, descnbed an ~ed role for nuclearwea£,
ons, "to deter any potential adversary fron;l
using or threaI:eiU.Og to use nuclear, c.heniical, or biological (NBC) weapons againat'
the United States or its allies, and as a
hedge against defeat oiU.$. c;onvention;1l.
forces in defense of vital interests.n
, ,
At the NPT conference the United states
. additionally agreed that a nl>backtracking :
"principle of irreversibility" applies to n~'
cleardisannament. Yet U.s.labor.ucrioS' '
are being funded for nuclear weapons '
maintenance, -research, design and dev~
opment at inflation-adjusted levels higher"
than the average Cold War year. Among
many new programs, the labs are planning
by 2020 to be able to produce annually, ~t ",
new facility, 450 plutonium triggers for nu,.
dear warheads - a nwnbeI' comparable to,
or exceeding the size of the individual arSe:
nals of China, France, the United Kingdom
and!sraeL
"
The U.S. government needs to start
speaking with one voice, its disarrnamep.t.
voice, and to act accordingly. The immi- '
nent CHnton-Putin summit In Moscow in'
June i8.the:plaee~ the United States
should stop pursuing national missile d~,
fense schemes that block arms reductio1l!i
'and threaten to spur new arms races. seek.
and accept sweeping reductions in both'
str.ltegi.c (Iollg-\"an!:{'!) and tactical (ahort- '
range) weapons, and together with Russi,a,
take all weapons off hair-trigger alert so ...
that Armageddon is no longer the push of4.,
button away.

'

Fmally, the United States should initiaIe
multilateral negotiations on the framework
,for a nuclear-weapon-free wodd. These, '
would be good first steps toward nude,,!
sanity and real global securilY.

A publi~ation-ofthe Progressive Foundation - Summer, 2000

.By Bonnie Urfer

Los Alamos, Ci

LOS ALAMOS, NM-,-{)yer 30 percent of the land at Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL), including some buildings, burned in
"Cerro Grande;" the largest fire in New MeJf:lco.Gt:eg Mello of the
Los Alamos Study Group said in an irlterView with Pacifica Radio's
Amy GOodman that the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) inune, diatelyeIassified aU information reglltdingairbome particulate from
the fires in and aroondLANL. ..' .
'. .
.
Media reports echoed DOE v~ onilie subject Of surface
recontamination While sayirig again and again that nothing
.leased from the corlcrete and steel storage bunkers.
Los' Alamos is heavily contamillilted With radioactive waste.
The fire swept areas contamihated with PCBs, dioxins and radio. '. active isotopes, and the DOE continues to deny that the poisons
becairie airborne. Siricethe f940's,radioactive waste and other tox~
ins have been buried anddumpe<i throughout the 43~Square~mile
compound leaving an estimated 2,000 "potential release sites."
LANL has disposed .of at least 17,500,000 cubic ft. of hazardous and radioactive wastes on-site at 24 dumps. Sixteen are thought
to pose "moderate" to "high" riskS of long~term groundwater contami~ation. "The fire torched three canyons on the lip of LANL
where liberal supplies of radioactive waste were dumped during
the Manhattan Project,". said Lee MCAtee, deputy division director
of environmental safety and health at the lab.
uibofficials said May 17 $It its wcilpons-engineering tritium
facility at Technical Area 16 "was swept by fire, but the masonry
building was left intact." Ground water contamination has already
occurred in Technical Area 16. Acid Canyon, near the town of Los
Alamos, burned. It was the site Ofradioactive waste dumping during the 1940's and 50's although the lab says it has been "environmentally restored. ~ Some 610 kilograms ofplutonium-23.9 is missing at LANL. PU-239has a half-life of24,1 00 years.
.' The May 12 New York TImes reported, "The flames were spewing b1J1lling chunks of wood thousands offect in the air, where they
were being blown as far as a mile and starting new fires." The gigantic plume, 17,000 to 20,000 feet high, stretched into .Oklahoma,
ColQrado, KansaS arid Texas. Local groups have called for inde,. :flt~dent anaIysis of air quality data by international scientists.· .
Lab Director John Browne is concerned about soil erosion of
contaminated areas. If radioactive soil erodes, the Rio Grande be'comes the dumping groUnd; Some heavily burned land from past
'."fires lost 100 tons of soil per acre or more. Browne is trying to
assure residents that LANL will do all it can to prevent defiled dirt
from leaving government property.
' .

of Fire

was

Liar, Li~r,Plant'son Fire--Thisphoto'(Jftlie smoke plume ris-: •.
ing from ~he New Mexie~wildfire was taken May 11 by NASA's .: : .
Terra SateUite. The fU"e burned more than'30% of the land at: .
the Los Alamos National Lab. Residents repOrtedradlation,Jev.els 2 to 10 ~es higher than nonnaLThe .QOE says increased: ..
leVels are normal when vegetation burns, but conceniedcitizens want independent analysis and monitoring.'
.
Russian nuelear and atmospheric sCientist Sergei·
Pashchenko, a consultant to a non-governmentaJgroup work-:
ingto ban depleted uranium weapons,said he analyzed the Iim-·
ited data available on the LANL's .internet site and ~etermined:
that elevated radiation counts could not be dismissed as natu-: .
rally occurring effects ofthe fires.

Ten percent ofLANL's 12,000 employees were expected back
.
at work: by May 22.
1,290 firefighters were exposed to unknoWn levels of contaminants. LANL representatives claimed they collected the clothes of
firefighters for proper d~sposal. Firefighters, who wore no radiation'
badges, say they still have the clothes they wore. state andfedc;:ral
health authorities are making plans for V'oluqmryurine testS for persistent toxic metals possibly absorbed by firefighters and residents
exposed to fumes.
.
"
The prize for the most ironic mixed metaphor goes to it local'
grocer who returned to his Los Alamos market to find $20,000 worth
of frozen food-spoiled. "We got rid of the chicken first," he said.
"That's like a time bomb sitting around."

Underground fire
still Gle/DO
burns at lab
,

By KRISTEN DAVENPORT

The New Mexican

Nearly one month after the
47,OOO-acre Cerro Grande fire
burned over Los Alamos National Laboratory property, officials
say one of the lab's waste dumps
is still ablaze underground.
The waste dump, known as
Material Disposal Area R, was
used in the early days of the lab
during and after World War II.
Although no definite information
exists on what the dump contains, state environment officials and' activists say it probably has high explosives, depleted
uranium, barium, beryllium and
heavy metals dating back to the
1940s and 1950s;,
I A recent study'of,material-dis-

po~al

dumps on lab' property
says the R-dump - one of 24
similar contaminated-waste sites
at the lab - contl::tinsthree pits
of unknown depth. The site is on
the state environment department's list of dumps with a high
probability of contaminants
moving off-site such as
through erosion - and a moderate to high potential of releasing
contamination to' the Los Alamos
groundwater.
Lee McAtee, the lab's deputy
director for environmental and
health safety, said it's not clear
how deep the fire is burning in
the pit.
"It's just kind of puffing periodically," McAtee said.
He said there is no apparent

Dump still ablaze at LANL
An underground dump at the Technical Area 16 site on lab properly continues
to burn. The dump, lridlcated by the red area at right, is Disposal Area R. The
waste rivulet, leading from the 260 Building, is thought to have soil that
contains up to 30 percent high explosives.
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public-health threat from the lingering fire, although it does
threaten workers in the area.
Lab and state environment
officials sent a remote-controlled robot Wednesday to begin
excavating the waste dump and
dig out some of the burning
material so the fire can be extinguished. They already had tried
to put out the underground fire
by piling tons of dirt on the
dump, but that didn't work.
"We think there is some construction debris (in the dump),
and we think that is what's burning," said Greg Lewis, director
for the state environment
department's
' groundwater
bureau.
Lewis said officials think
wooden items - such as old twoby-fours - are burning, not contaminated materials. But he said
someone still has to put it out.
"If you've got this pile of thick
rubbish, you can't smother it"
with dirt, he said. "So they're
trying to expose the burning
parts."
Because of explosives and possible radioactivity, workers have
to stay a safe distance from the
dump, Lewis said, so the work is
being done remotely by robot.
And lab and state environment
workers aren't sure whether
they can douse the dump area
with water for fear that contaminants could leach into the
groundwater or be sent down a
streambed.
The dump sits on the edge of
Canon de Valle in Technical Area
16, which is in the far-western
area of the lab bordering Santa
Fe National Forest land and West
Jemez Road. The area was badly
damaged by the fire. Most of the
work in TA-16 is done on high
explosives and involves uranium, a radioactive material.
"There is some potential that
(depleted uranium) is buried
there, yes," said James Bearzi,
director of the state environment department's hazardous
and
radioactive
materials
bureau.

High explosives contaminating
parts ofDl-16 and the burning dump
are considered by the Environmental
Protection Agency to be a possible
carcinogen.
Bearzi said the state is confident the lab is taking care of the
dump problem and agreed it
poses no threat to public health.
"It's a secured site (closed to
the public) and right now .the
biggest threat is to workers,"
Bearzi said.
The Department of Energy,
which runs the lab, has air monitors running near the burning
dump to see whether radioactivity or other toxic chemicals are
being released from the underground fire.
State officials and DOE teams
are monitoring the air, and the
filters on the air monitors will be
split between DOE and state
officials. Results are expected in
about two weeks after being analyzed by an Albuquerque laboratory.
However; McAtee said, an initial evaluation of numbers indi. cated nothing toxic was burning.
!'As far as we know, there is no
radioactivity coming off it,"
McAtee said.
The waste dump is at the same
site as a high-explosives facility
known as the 260 Building,
where for nearly half a century
scientists dumped untreated
wastewater tainted with high
explosives into the nearby
canyon.
Lewis said the rivulet that
leads from 260 Building past the
waste dump into the canyon

reportedly contains earth that is
as much as 30 percent explosives instead of dirt.
But no one can tell whether the
area exploded in the fire. It is
also unknown whether heat
alone would be enough to set off
a detonation.
"We've seen no evidence' of
explosions,"
Bearzi
said,
although he acknowledged the
possibility.
The state environment department, which has some oversight
over cleanup of the nuclearweapons facility, also has about
10 people at LANL to look thingo
over and work with the lab'~
environmental departments tc
clean up after the fire.
The lab also must deal with the
possibility of heavy rains causing a flood in contaminated
canyons because hillsides are
scorched and the fire left no veg-

etation to hold down soiL
Bearzi said the lab has
promised to mitigate that problem and prevent runoff from lab
property.
"We want (the lab) to do the
right thing," Bearzi said. "So far
the indications are that they
will."
High explosives contaminating
parts of TA-16 and the burning
dump are considered by the
Environmental
Protection
Agency to be a possible carcinogen. However, medical evidence
has shown only that certain
kinds of high explosives can
cause seizures in humans when
ingested or inhaled,. but effects
of long-term and low-level exposure is not known, according to
the Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry.
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LANL says potential runoff poses no health risk, but lack of information is causing concern from
others. How strange and sad that fire on Los Alamos lab property could make New Mexicans, of
all people, afraid of !·airL

Forecasters this week predicted that the annual desert "monsoons" -- New Mexico's rainy season,
which on average begins the first week of July -- will start early, any day now. The Los Alamos
area has already received one substantial rain since the Cerro Grande fire tore through the area.
And what that means for residents downstream from Los Alamos National Laboratory has a lot of
people worried -- just about everyone except for lab officials.
About 8,000 acres oflab property burned, or one-fourth to one-third of the lab's total property,
and thousands more acres above the laboratory on the hillsides were scorched. After any fire,
floods can be expected where there is no longer vegetation to hold the rains.
The concern is that contamination lingering in the dozens of canyons on lab property from more
than 50 years of working on nuclear weapons -- radioactive materials and other hazardous
chemicals -- could be washed downstream and into the Rio Grande, eventually depositing at
Cochiti Reservoir.
Dick Burick, chief of the LANL fire-cleanup operation, said recently that lab scientists believe
that even if evelY bit of contamination washed downstream, there would be no threat to public
health.
Just the same, lab officials plan to spend at least $300 million on cleanup from the fire -reseeding burned areas, felling trees, building rock structures, putting out jute mats and hay bales
and otherwise trying to keep dirt and sediment and water from washing away onto pueblo and
public land.
It's a matter, lab officials say, of being good environmental stewards and good neighbors -- not a
scientific question.
"There really is minimal risk," Burick said at a Los Alamos community meeting about the fire
cleanup. "There could be some radiological release (from erosion), but that is highly unlikely."
Other lab environmental workers are less equivocal.
"The contamination does not pose a health risk under any scenario," said Lee McAtee, director of
LANL's environmental health and safety division. "There is no health risk."
tlowt:ver, lie saw, .. "vve ulH.ier:;lauu
of the environment.

ljj~ jJUlllj"

"Our motivation is to do the right thing."

UOt::;lll Wall( il, ami we wam co be gooo stewards

So, somehow, in a matter of a few days to a few weeks (hoping the rains hold off), lab workers
must figure out how to keep sediment from washing offthe property. Estimates from erosion
experts say that a 2-inch rainfall in an hour -- a rain that comes only once every 100 years in this
part of the state -- could cause disastrous flooding.
Inventories of canyon contamination
Meanwhile, environmentalists and anti-nuclear activists say the lab could not possibly know
whether severe erosion poses a health threat, because no one is entirely sure how much
contamination exists in lab canyons.
In fact, the lab has fully inventoried only one of the canyon systems on its property -- Los Alamos
Canyon and its tributaries (Pueblo, Acid and DP Canyons). The result: more than 19 grams of
plutonium lie in the Los Alamos canyon system in various places, much of it at the confluence of
two streambeds. In some of those areas, the contamination is high enough that federal regulations
would consider it a mandatory cleanup site.
But there are other contaminated canyons that have not been similarly inventoried: Pajarito,
Water, Canon de Valle, Mortandad, Sandia, and Two-Mile Canyons are the major ones.
Julie Canepa, director of the lab's Environmental Restoration division, admits Los Alamos
Canyon is the only one that has been fully inventoried. Instead, the lab has only estimates on how
much contamination lies in those other canyons -- because no solid, thorough analysis exists
except in scattered areas such as old waste dumps.
Nonetheless, "we do have a good understanding of what's in the canyons," Canepa said. "It isn't
easy to entirely characterize eight miles of <.:anyon.
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concentrations of contaminants -- largely the confluences of canyons -- and extrapolating to give
an estimate of what contamination exists.
But that, anti-nuclear activists say, leaves things far too uncertain for lab and Department of
Energy offici~l!" to r:l1"r-!~1'1" th?t nn ruh1il' bf'~1th ride p:vists frO"n l(lh 1·P 110f f.
"I'm not convinced we're safe or not safe (from rUlloff)," said Greg Mello, director of the Los
Alamos Study Group, a lab-watchdog organization. "The lab keeps saying there's no health
risk, but there's no real analysis, and they don't really know what's in those canyons."
Contaminated areas that burned
There are an estimated 2,000 contaminated areas on laboratory property, in government lingo
known as "potential release sites."
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The estimate from LANL as of Friday indicated that about 286 of those contaminated sites were
actually touched by fiame during the fire.
But what precisely is at risk of erosion is uncertain. For example, Los Alamos Canyon, with its
fairly high levels of contamination. did not burn at all. But the headwaters of the T,os Alamos

Canyon were severely hllrned -- <lon therefore the r.nnyon is 8t risk of eroding despite its
vegetation if waters from upstream sweep through too quickly.

Other areas are risks because they were burned, exposing contaminants in the ground.
Tt ic::

~lmn<::t "pli~in~

f"r in"t[1'lPP; th?t thp firo hnrnprj ,wer fire?" ('on t 81l1infltpn with d",pkted

uranium -- a mildly radioactive byproduct of nuclear-reactor fuel found mostly where scientists
have done explosives tests.
But LANL environmental-cleanup workers are still evaluating which areas are really in danger of
washing away or otherwise releasing contamination, and they aren't sure how many will need
work. A map from the lab's Environmentai Restoration division completed in late May shows in
bright purple which areas wert affected -- buLthat map clearly doesn't mark all the areas that
could be threatened.
Fnr e"}11l1r1e; tl1P m::lp ~hnws lln hri£:ht-!1]lr!11f' rI?n~er 7nnec.; in T nc.; AIflmr,c:; ('::lnynn Offirifl Jc:;

know it is contaminated and have evacuated entire buildings -- more than 100 workers -- from the
canyon.
Th(' s,m1(:' 3n('c:; fllr Mnrtnnn8n ('flnYCln: fll t h()]1Zh 1111 in-rlf')1th stllrlipc:; pyi"t "b0l1t what lies in its
depths, lab officials know stretches of that canyon are contaminated because of treated effluent
pumped from the waste-treatment f8-c]ity tliilL sits on the: canyon's rim.

But Mortendad is not marked as a problem on the lab's map of potential problem sites.
Canepa said she didn't mark the canyons at all because "the whole canyons are areas of concern."
Air tests
Despite a clean bill of air health from the federal and state governments, who say the smoke
plume coming off the lab the week of May 10 through May 17 did not contain extremely high
levels of radiation other than what was naturally coming off the fire, there were almost certainly
some man-made radionucJides in the air.
When officials from the state environment department later received the results of in-depth
isotopic analysis tests ofthe air-monitor filters from that week, they found that at least two air
monitors had picked up trace amounts of americium, plutonium and depleted uranium.
Two UIl!!\;; liiU~UllU,",;~U\;; ;I~l:> YVl;;ll;; d. ';'1;; d~' IllUll;.Ul dl l;ll;; 'yy';l;ll;; ~Ul,;i" ;;l\;; :>ldliul1 -- laBll ual;\;;S
of plutonium and uranium were found on the air filter. Another, just miles down the road at the
juncture ofN.M. 4 and N.M. 501, picked up americium levels in the air three times higher than
the minimum detectable amount.

Americium is a byproduct of decaying plutonium. John Parker, chief of the New Mexico
Environment Department's DOE oversight bureau, said americium was found at 199 atocuries per
cubic meter of air. (An atocurie is 10 to the negative 18th of a curie.)
The air sample in question was taken during a 48-hour period from May 13 to May 15 -- the days
the fire was burning on lab property.
However, Parker said, the levels were clearly no threat to public health.

"We did some back-of-the-envelope type calculations and determined that if someone had
resided at that location (where the americium was found) at the time of the fire, they would
receive less than one millirem of radiation based on our reading," Parker said. An average person
living at this altitude receives about 300 millirems a year.
At the White Rock fire station, the in-depth lab tests of the air filters showed a level of 96
atocuries of uranium-23 8 (detectable levels start at 78 atocuries per cubic meter of air), and 15

All of those levels are negligible, Parker said, and are so low as to be questionable whether they
were "real."
"It's a very small number, and people shouldn't be concerned," he said. "If it's real, though, it
suggests that indeed there was a release. The proximity to Area G (a storage area for plutonium)
is such that one could develop a scenario where the origin of (the air contamination) could have
been from ::t hh rmerMion l l
So what does that mean?
Environmentalists say even the trace amount:' are "ignificant becau~e they show there was, after
all, a radioactive release from the fire -- and contaminated areas burned that are now exposed to
open air, wind, and rain.
The cleanup
Despite being adamant that the burn poses no hazard to people downstream, lab workers have
begun work to keep sediment on lab propel1y.
Two sediment-retention structures have already been built at Technical Area 18, a weapons work
area where plutonium is used. Technical Area 41 in Los Alamos Canyon has been evacuated.
Other buildings in Los Alamos Canyon, including a cooling tower around an old nuclear reactor
known as Omega reactor TA-2, are being removed from the canyon entirely.
Johnson Controls Northern New Mexico, which has been contracted to do much of the
environmental restoration work, has begun reseeding areas and laying out jute mats and hay
bales. The company is also doing work on various culverts and felling or removing dead trees
from areas that were burned.
The Los Alamos reservoir is being drained and dredged so when the rains come, the reservoir can
hold back some of the flooding.
Lab officials are working with flood and erosion specialists to use little tricks such as leaving logs
or
arotlnn to hold h8('k
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For some watchdog groups, the uncertain aftermath of the Cerro Grande fire just serves to
reinforce an old refrain -- the University of California, which runs LANL, needs to commit to
cleaning up the 2,000 potentially contaminated sties in Los Alamos County.
In the last decade, LANL has received anywhere from $40 million to $60 million each year for
environmental cleanup.
"I would like to have more money," said Canepa, who has overseen much ofthe cleanup in
recent years. Canepa said the lab's environmental-restoration division has followed the state's
instructions on which sites should be a cleanup priority. A waste dump (dump P) in Technical
Area 16, for example, has been excavated in recent months by a remote-controlled robot.
Also, the lab has been doing risk assessments in the canyons and has plans to do in-depth studies
of all the canyons similar to what was done at Los Alamos Canyon.
But watchdog groups say the fire highlights just how much has not been cleaned up.
"Los Alamos sucks in so much money each year -- a tremendous amount for cleanup -- and yet
so few sites seem to get cleaned up," said Christopher Paine, an analyst with the National
Resources Defense Council, an anti-nuclear group out of Washington, D.C. "The state regulators
don't appear to have a comprehensive map of all the contaminated sites. They're sitting around
trying to figure out what would happen in a rainstorm, and they don't even know what's out
there."
The New Mexico Environment Department does have oversight over the lab's efforts at cleanup,
and those state regulators feel the lab has its heati in the right place in this case.
"They're tlying to assess what's bad and what isn't -- and that's the right thing to do," said James
Bearzi, chief of the state's hazardous- and radioactive-materials bureau. "Trying to keep the
contamination from the river is the right thing to do, and we're pushing the lab to do it.
"We don't want to get sucked into the debate of whether there's any 'risk' to the public. We want
them to do the right thing. So far, the indications are they will."
Author: KRISTEN DAVENPORT, photos by Craig Fritz
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Latest Los Alamos incident furtl,ler-bruises a COmiTIUl1ity
and prompts scrutiny of a.s.~~ret,scientific
culture
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By Lawrence Spohn

LOS ALAMOS BY THE NUMBERS

LSPOHN@ABQTI1IB.COM / 823·3611

OS ALAMOS - After a halfccntury of being king ofthe science hill, Los Alamos National
Laboratory finds itself tarnished
allt! tinder siege.
In r;lre hit of good newS Friday, two
missillg computer hard drives conlainill!,!. Iluc!cm-weapolls information were
kHIIle! in the lab's X Division.
Still, the recnvelY of the hard drives
has only prolllpted lllore questions
about what's going on at the top-secret,
nucle<lr-Weapolls lab.
Critics frolll Viashington, D.C., 10
Californi,l this week snapped at Los
t\ l;lIIlOs' III ny rcputat ion·· .. Utterly astllilished that a place of stich intelligence
could ;Iet SIl stupidly in keeping track of
such highly sl'l1sitive Illaterial.
Los t\1;lI1lOs probahly is in no danger
of'toppling !111m "up on the hill" .... a
phrase uscd to dcscribe both its place in
the seienti fie ImH.Jseape and its physical
location on a collection of fingerlike
mesas that jut frolll the Jemez Mountains in nOI:tliel'll New Mexico.
But critics alld supporters agree that
Los Alalllos today is a troubled place,
where Ctllllllltlility confidence is shaken
alld hill Illomlc battered, where very

L

Dennis Cook/The Assor.lalecl Pln~~

Los Alamos National Laboratory Director John Browne (left) and Department of
Energy Intelligence Director Edward Curran talk during a hearing this weel{ 011
Capitol 11111 In Washington, D.C., about the lab's missing computer hard drives.
The drives were located Friday, appearing behind a copying machine inside the
lab's X Division.

fundamental questions are being asked
about its role, capabilities, management
and future.
Anchored in history as the place
where the first atomic bombs came together during the fabled Manhattan Project in 1945 amI as the first of the three
/

/

/

U.S. nuclear-weapons labs credited with

winning the Cold War, Los Alamos
Lab's institutional psyche has been
scan'ed repeatedly in the last 18 months
by:
• Charges early last year that (he 1:1h
was the source of Joreigll espionage and .

Los Alamos National Laboratory
• Budget: $1.2 billion.
• Employees: 6,800.
• Contractor employees: 2,800.
• Scientists' expertise: 33 percent
physicist; 25 percent engineers; 16
percent chemists or material scientists.
• Area: 43 square miles.
• Primary mission: nuclear·weapon
research.
" Other research: virtually all scientific
fields, including ttle Human Genollle
Project and NASA missions.
Los Alamos County
• Size: :1.09 square miles, smallest in
New Mexico.
" Population: 1.8,2311, 20tll in state.
" Per capita income: $32,095, first in
stille.
" II!(;orne I'<:'llll(illg: 110lh ricil8st in the
c01lntlY. 1111 percent of tile natiollal
average.

the alleged tiJen or top-secret. llllclenrweapons designs hy Chinese agents, including the modern W-RR w<lI'he'ld.
• The indictment of a ronner employee, Wen Ho Lee. 011 charges that he
copied and electronically moved
j'/l'IlSC see LOS I\LAMOSjAG

LOS ALAMOS· {rom Ai

Iji ofCalifol11ia undera conlrnrt ",ilh Ihe DcI partment of Energy. While Kortegaanl ~aill
ArOllnd Ashley Pond in Ihe city, south of
r he has long Iclt Ih<1llhe bh',s ..emi:ll'n,kmk
Fuller Lodge where Manhattan Prqject scienvironment is one orils ~lnll1g('sl poinls, he
entists soCialized and started the lab's tradii s.,id illw.~ rcsulled illl1l:m:lgcl1lcnt Ih:ll
tion of sCientific colloquia, lunchtime picwould not he toleratcd a1l\wlll're el~c in
nickers seem oblivious to the turmoil.
America.
Near trees wrapped in green ribbons, tied
"I mean, you ha\'c rC;llIy gol \olllt'ctihe
to express COl11l11llllity gratitu(le to those who
goals ofthe lab ami nalional sccmity:- hc
helped during the lire, a couple immediately
said. "There needs 10 be discipline."
become defensive when the issues are raised.
13\1t in thai regard, he said_ Ihe lab "has
I Ie is a 30-year-old cheinist at the lab who
been flawed since the day il began" when
declined to be identi fied for fear o flab retrisome orthe world's most important scienbution. She is a 31-year-old who also detists were drawn "to Ihe hill" by physicisl
clined to be named, concel11ed that her comRobert Oppenheimer to work on the Manpanion would be identified by his association
hattan Project.
.
with her. .
Korteg:mrd said the lab is filced wilh Ihe
. Asked whether such fears ofretribution
enormous. challenge of allr:lc!ing :mtl enare juslified, the man shrugged. 'lis compancouraging the nation's illdectllhc world's
ion seemed stllllrised when he said that
-_ ... best and brightest scienlists to think out"working under a microscope is not a velY
side the box while remaining ill~idc the bt'X
positive experience."
oflab securily.
)3olh Ii'eely expressed views Ihat lab
Few oUlside Los Alnl110s ilself:lI1d the ,.Ihmorale is bad, that the lab's itnage is at an
. er nuclear-\veapons labs 11\1(il'rst:md the dilliall-time low and that the growing sense of
cully ofdoing CUlling-edge sckncc in a
community between Ihe lab and the town
closed security envirt>nment, K(lrtegmml
since the fire may be strained.
,aid. lIe is among Ihose wl1(1 fear Ihat the
Lab Director John Browne, returning frol11
lab's reputation has been so t1allwgl'd that it
a week of congressional hearings Friday, dewill have serious dimculty allmcting top colc1inedto be interviewed.
lege graduates.
Lab spokesman John Gustaf.~on said that
Lab omcials acknowledg:: problems alwhile management was "extremely pleased"
the missing Imrd drives had been found, om- . ready in this regard hut say reeruitmenl difliculties also may reneet the heaviel' emphasis
ciills acknowledge the incident is among a
011 seclIIity at the lab, including Ihe prospect
number in recent months that. have been dis, ofpolygmph examinatiolls.
couraging because they have "overshnd. Kortegaard said most Amcricans know lilowed milch ofthe high-value, high-quality
tle about the realities of Los Alamos, hUI he
work tM.t we do."
docs agree wilh crilics Ihal protecling da~si
"Each Olle ooes make it more dimcult for
fied infonnatioll must take place. 1\ lost al Ihe
liS. to recover," Gustafson said.
lah klltlw and praclice th;,I, he says.
Gustafson said critics, the media and politWhile he favors exposing Ihe lab'~ prohicalleaders are focusing on thc lab problems,
lems 10 the public 10 gnin a belle.r Imlioll:11
rather than intemal reforms such as institutunder,~lal1(lil1g o~it, he said Ihc CIlmnllll1ity's
ing project-management controls 'to address
1\100d right IIOW is "'Ood hlrss ii, why did
conslruction cost ovemms or tlelays.
But even the lab's supporters say it's time
to clean house and present 10 Congress, if
not America, a well-oiled, lab engine that
runs without breaking down evelY few
months,
"I've never been velY impressed with lab
. management," snid Bert Korleganrtl, a retircd
Los Alamos Lab engineer who lives in ncarby White Rock. "They've never hecn velY
professionally managetl, but then I'm not an
Ivy League physicist, which is typically the
kind of people running Los Alamos."
Los Alamos is managed by Ihe Universily

View from the Illlltop
nlldenr-warhcad ~ecret~ {)ut~idc the lab 's ~e
cure fence. Lee i.~ being held in n Snntn Fe
iail.
. • The e~pll~lIre I:i~t spring ofcighllab
workers 10 plulnnillll1 conlaminalion in Los
Alanlo~' highly secllrc. hc~\'ily mtl1lilored
and olkn-crilici7.cd pIUI('nium-processing
f.1cilily.
• The ('ern' Cirande Fire, which singed
morc than 9,000 acres of the laboratory;
cbil11ed 260 dwelling.~ in Los Alamos, including Ihc homes of many lab workers; and
caused widespread public concerns over
ha7.nrdllus and radioactive ptlllution in the
fire's smoke. Crilics have complained the
lab wasn'l h0l1c~1 about Ihe fire's effect 011
Ihe lah and pllhlic health.
• Al1tllinnlly Ihis week, the announcement
Ihallhe lab c"lIld not account for the two
Ctllnpuler hard drives, which contained secret dala intended tl) be used by a special
tea", 10 di.sml11 U.S., and possibly some foreign, warheads in an emergency.
Benealh Ihe hinck-edged ridges and peaks
oftllc ash-('(wcred Jemez Mountains, Los
Ainlnos busille~s advocate Susan Musgrave
cotisidered Ihe pileup of recenl developmenls and said: "II comes at a lenible time."
Mllsgmve, who is member services (lireclor for the Los Alamos Chamber OfCOtllmcrce, added solemnly: "Wc e.~ist because
of Ihe Inh. Alld if the lab leaves, we die."
Slill, "". all the "lid news, Los Ainl110s
('(lUnly spokesnwn Billl..ehl11an ~aid, "You
have to he impresscd wilh Ihe resilicncy of
the peoplc here."
: LehmHnpointed oullhal despile "the dev. aslaling expcrit'lIcc oflhc fire and allihis
'olher sluO: peoplc evhcualed ami relurncd
willl(,ut illcidellt, there Imsn't been loss of
life, alld thcre are II number of things to be
th;ll1krull\)\·."
Not the lea~1 of these, he said, are the inlegrity, sln:llgth, inlelligence alld character
of the lo('als a direct renection of the lab.
"They're highly educated, and it's not easy
tt' knl'ck Ihe111 niT Iheir heels," he said.
Bill Lehnlnn saill the reaction this week to
the lilrtll' OVCI' the losl drives has been a hand
to Ihc head and thc question: "Oh, my gosh,
this all owr again?"
"Arc the I('cllsts ne~tT' he asked. "Is
rillnine just HlUI11ld the comer? There is a
dark side to all oflhis and people arc asking
'Cnn it getl1luch worse?'"
Allhe lab, sevcl,,1 employees say Ihe
mond is equnlly dark.
At the lab's public-nl1nirs omce·-· which
is Ilexllo Ille C,,"sll11ction sile for lilt> lab's
new $1)0 l11illion Siralegic COI11\,llling COI11plt'~
Knlh)' Ikl.uc:l~ shnlpgrd and ~~ked:
"WiI·,1 Il(,XI'.' Whl'll dn \w g':llhe plagues
::lnd

pf"'~lilplWI''!''

r.

I:

I

this have 10 h:1I'I'I'n

I1{)W·.'·"

"I'm CO!1t"C'l'nnl :1hplll hll\\' 1111.11.'11 l1H'Il' \\"1.' .
U1I1

t:lke." he ~ai<l.

X marhs the spot
(iuslalson said there :lIe ... .,Ill'lTn·'.lvlrlic\llarl\' intlle lah·sPllc,'I":r;<ldrd.Il'l\\ pill,,·
ricli. X 1Ji\'i,ion ahoul gCllil\(! SC'I cre1y hehiml schrdllk.
lie said Ihe divisi(ln.lhr ('Ill'" "rllw lab',
nllclenr-weapons drsi!;!11 progr"ln. h:" had III
deal wilh the cspionage investig;,tioniasl
ycar; the long work inlemlplions C:IIlSed hy
the fire: Ihe diniculty Ilfresllll1ing Ihc work_
especially wilh somc clllpirlyees dC;llillg
wilh pt'rsPllal emergencies caused by Ihe
fire: ami "noll' Ihis."
. Charles CranlilL:I1I X I 'il isiPl1 pl,,·sil'isl.
s:,jd hc Hlld r(lllcague~ had sfare-hcd -1(11 Ihe
drives eveiywhcrc and are in "stand· II. 'WI1
mode. reviewing (lUI' security I'rpccdures."
"We're Itying 10 improve :11111 iticnlilY Ilther possible weaknesses," he s;lid. "We haH'
to try to plug lip those crncks:'
Cmnfill.snid tlml whenlhc tlivi,inl1 \\·n.s infill'll1Cd abol1tlhe lalest securilv snafu, there
\vns (\ collective groan.
.
"Everyhody says: 'Thal's all we need. IUIeI' Ihe Wenllo Lee Ihing anti the lire. Ilnlt's
all wl' necd n(lw,'" hl' sait!.
"Bul clearly," he acknowktlgnl. "we !la'·c
more work to tltl tn hring Ollr sccurily procedures tip tn snuff." III' s;lid he and his collcngtles "nrc vCIY nnnoyed" ahnul Ihe recenl
lapoe.

Slash and burn
C1rnerallv, external kth nilics.

illdudin~

~CV(Ttll ntl~le'lr-\\,(,,(lpon \\'atehdng ~nl\lp~ .

do not see L"s Alam"~ lab's I',,'hkn'·~ a~
p:trliclliarly unique or new.
They ~ay Ihey are symplomalic or Ill': enlire nllclcnr-wcapons I'rngramlh;11 has heen,
Ihcy say, incl'(~a~in[!ly cnddletl sin'.. e Ihe end

Fnl' tntwh prtlte p~!'1 decade, they t"llal"!:!t'.
11r11gr;ul1 hHllg.cl:C: hn,\'C' beell iIlCI'C':1sillg
despite gltlb:11 prcs~\II"cs ror uuc:1(.'3r disHIl1H'1menl, ClllationnllllPod to CUI J(~dcl"nl ~pclld
in),! i'lIull';Jl:uIl'l'llll' htldp,t'l. nlHI <j\lC'stiotlahle
pl-lfnrnl~H'cc hy lilt, 1lIl\'knr lah~,
·'I.o~ Alamos i~II'I.i'I."t Stint-ring litlill a -

smoke and airhorne ash containcd 110 haz:':i)r:'
arJolI~ or radioactive elements above bacK..·...,·
,
'i~~~
Il1rt'cent days, however, officials h(lve:~~~!t,

ground levels.

el1li~sjlms contained no contmllinrl11ts froll]'I, ,

Ihe lab.
".
On '1'1 UIll;day, some 100 forcst Iireligitlei'';

plcx is Iwing rcw:m,h:d fill" railllll", dt'l·t'llti()fl
011(1 arn\g:lI1cc. crilir<; :Jth'(H.,.':llc:
• A rOll1plclc I,oe.; Alamos I.ah mal1:1gl"ment hOlls('r/(,:lIling.
• (':'IIH:t.'l1:lIioli or 'lK' Ullh'crsily of Cali rlll'Ilj:l'~ I 41" 1\l:1l11os lIlanag.cment contmcl.
• t\dc)pli(111 {Ir:l CI\f'!lt'r:ltl' llH'lnap.Cl1lcnl

\\'nnlcd (,n' fire remctliafi(HI crew.s, fearing "
exposure 10 lab conl;Jminalinll.
'

Back on the hili
B\lsillcs~ advocate f\.1usgmve ncknowl- .

edges Ilmt Ihe events in the recenl year do
"unnerve" some in the lown. She. exprcssed.:
whal she says is a l'Ollllnon commllnity reel·

n""kl. like Ih:,llIsed:l1 Salltiia Naliolllli Lah·
n]';lhlrh'~ in /\lhlHlllt'HJllC,
\Vidcsprt';ul h\ltl~~t'll'III~, p:lrlicllkll'ly in

ing.. and particularly muong. husinesses. of", .

Ih~' SI'ielln.'"Baq·d S!(I(,'kpilc Slc\vardship
111411-;',1 aliI, \\ lll'll~ \'\ I-:I!' ill ~:OIm.' I'll\j~rl~ 11:1\ €'

I\'nlltin~ 10 sllpporl the lah blll wondering
\\·hy it St.'(.'IllS jnl..'~pahlc of following bnsic

tlnllhkd lit tripled,

('Ollltl}{lll-SCtlSC

11111'11111,(\ \0 l''',\III\.,II.S, \\-:l1l!r:ul:.: ilH' ~alc,

niles,

SllC ;I(1<lc(l.lmwevcr. tIm! mal'Y lah-wakllin Ihe COlllilHlllily nrc empathetic hcc~lIIse
Ihey know the rcderal government Im~ rc- '

Ilw :;11'\\ :lI<l"hil' JH(IJ.!,f'am i~ hllill lillJ! :ul-

(~r~

\':Ull'l'll ntlch::lr,hflllih bh"l "illlIllalllrs ntHI
!,allll,'H'llIllplll('r~ 10 Icpia!,:e delonation of

lax"d ~ecllrity nlle< ill recclll year, and Ihal

tHll'kar \\ \':111\ \ll~,

b)~ AI~l1lo~ \Va~

foll(lwillg tho::;c guidelines.
upeople say. 'Come on, guys, kt's get

('hris hkl'hcls, n (.'(IIl\IHtlc.:r c:::ciclllist. ntHI

l.eo i\1;1"t'lir.'It\l1i,1l

rliSiPIl

plly::;idst, fire 1111'·

back on top orlhi~, ". she said. '''Lei's gel

mer I,tl~ AI:UllfIS 1.:111 <.'lIIplllyrc" who say

II,C'!;C sc<.:ulity

lilt.' l:!h i~ 1111umgl'd a~; Iholl~~h I.os /\lamtl!oi
were :m ar:ld('mir tillll!","'" not n hOlllh lah,

Thl'I' ('<",Ieud Ihal '",v"rill' has hl.'t'nla.x filr

d("\,::;<I('s :lIld Ihalllll: lah .!'. nllfttn.:' ('('"liIlI1C~

to rt'~ist, c\'cn ign<"c, 1.J()1: and public Ol'er·
sighl.
"'1 hc <:lIlll11'e, 11K' l11anagcmenl. thinks il'~
::'IbllvC Ihe law;' ~I:u:chcloni said, .eyO!!
1I'1I"ld thi"k ancr all Ihi~ c'pion:lge ,cm,dal
ln~1 \'("al' Ih:l1 Ihe'v would h~ "en" \\:dl-n:l!lIR

la",<I. Jlllln"lhi';~ I~nlly ch:"'g;·d. 11 is all f'1~

(pulllit'rd:lthlll<;).'·
~kchcl, saitl'

:'

t"lked about fire costs and damages in tl,e
hundreds "rmillions of dollars and acknowlL
edged cmi~si"ns were Ihree 10 I() times higli~
er limn nOl1nal backgmuntllcvels,
"u"
The lah's Guslar.~on said "Ihere were soille
glilches i11ll1e d,lIa," hut he mainlaincd the"

s<'(1rcllt'd l:lIHI~(":lI''' hllllhHll:i swrcllcd ide·
(ll()~y," said (;IC!' Mclin, a physil'isl a",II'"I'
icy ~\Ilal~'=,1 :llihe I.o~: J\i:lIl1tlS !'Iudy (irollp
in S:lIlla Fe.
t 'llll!<"lHlillg the 1II1c\(';lI'-\\'r';lP0l1!' Inh <.'Oll!-

II

I

"NIII,,,d\', I IIIeanlwh"dv,

11I11d,,, Illl'll\ aCCl l l1l1Iallll:. "If a l'rohklll lik~

Ihis hnrd·dril'c thill!! dC\'el"p~, Ihcyju" !!ct
I1Il1re Illl'''CY In lix il. iltll, aClualJy, Ihe)' nev· .
erdo."

rvl:nylia Kelly, dil'erl,'1' "flhe TriVallcy
C:m:s cili.,cn~ group in Liv('nnorc, Calif..
saiel ~he ha, symp:,th)' 1i,,'lhose aOecled by
Ihe nre hut mine fhr :lIly~llle in Los Alal\lo~
whillillg ahtlUl hard time!',
"'I hi~ is (11lC or the r(,;lllv rcw tim!.!!' tlml
the..;c I:ths h:I\'c had to Im~h:rgo nil)' kind or
t'c\'it'w:" Shl' ~:lid, "To dalc, irs been

j

jS:::l1e~

re!=:olved,'"

Insi<it' the llmdbury Museum, ,IIIdellls alHl
r.ol'"lly member" r,'om Duke {Inivcrsity were
being briefed by 1lirel'lor .1ohn Rhodes while
(llhcr visilOl's milled Ihmllg,h the collections
ulld exhibilS, including fulJ·scale models of
Fat Mall and Little Boy, the bomb~ dropped
on Ja!,,,n.
'A nc . .v mllSCU11l exhibit displny~ pictures ,
ami large maps, produced by the lab, that.
tm"k the I'rogres~ and inlcnsity or Ihe ('CI1'O
(I",nde Fire.
The cxhibil includes n small plal'anllillcd
"Ilcl"''; 10 Ihe heftles" _.. expre,'5ing thanks
10 alllho,;e who hclped litll'illg Ihe lire crisis.
"I('s "c'Y sobering, ve,y humbling," do·
cent Sandy Knight said.
/\sked abolll thc cspionage lIJ1cgalions
rromlnst year an" Ihe recelll news of Ollcemis~iHg nuclear compulcr hardware, Mar~ •

lene IletJderson, 51, of Evergreen, Colo.,
laughed 'and held up her hamL,.
"I didn'l iake anylhing," she said.
Growing up during Ihe Cold War, sile ex·

otll~hk~

pressed rcspct:( ror the role Los Ahllll0S

so ,\,cak ",,,llhis is long {l\'erd,,,,,"

played in pl'Otccling Ihe nalion.
But she saki: "( hope we are sCl1llinizing
Ihe billioilS Of dollars Ihat go inlo this and
other places Ihat are like it.
"They should be held accountablc,jusllike
I\'e "re in Ihe schools," said Ilendcrson, a
school princ.ipa!.

Sht.' ~:lyS Ihe st~nll;ty incidents al Los
Alamos m'e all indication thai the nuclear·
weapoll~ l:1h$ nrc "out of control" and need a

"Ih"rough Pllblic review and dehale oflheir
Il1i:.;:·,;iOl I."
Kelly ~~Iid lite sp:u'Sc inftmmlliol1 cOl1linl:!

0111 {lll os Ali\l1lo~ durinJ:! the fire, in I'mtirllI:u (In Ih(" alI11n~ph('ric ctl1is~inns, ~h{l\\,~ fhe

disclairl wilh which Los 1\l:lIlln~ holds its
Ill·jgllhl 1rs
1,:11, (1Iliri:l1s it,ilir1l1y in"ish.',lllw IIrl' Im(1

(lcntlcrson raised an eyehrow nnd ::mi<i: "I

think irwe ,,"n keep Ihese....l't recipe rlll'
Kelllllt:ky Fried (,hicken. we oughl to be

nhlt· In keep those IIl1denr S(~('ll'l~r Illilr(' .setme al Los /\1"l11os." '.

lab employoes approach n security checl<polnt Inndlng toward tho administration
bulld1ng.los Alamo~ resident Susan Musgrave noted the security prohlemct h,we p~ople
III town tatltlng. "Peopte say, 'Come on, guys, let·s get bacl< 011 top of this, '" she said.
U'let's get these security Issues resolved.'"

_ _ _ _ _ .__ ._
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John Browne, director of los Alamos National laboratory, was f1anhed by othp.r officials during a news conference In May <1fter Ih~ ('Nrl) Grmldf) FIr" encroacher! on lab property.
Lab manf1gement has come under scrutiny after recent problems, both from longtime supporters <llId constant critics.

Los Alamos Under Siege After Secrets Recovered
DAVID MALAKOFF.
Science 288.5474 (June 23,2000): p2109. From Student Edition.

Science
COPYRIGHT 2000 American Association for the Advancement of Science. Due to publisher
request, Science cannot be reproduced until 360 days after the original publication date.
Smaller than a paperback spy novel, the secrets-packed computer hard drives that temporarily
disappeared at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico could spark big changes in
science and security at the country's nuclear weapons laboratories.
As Science went to press, investigators were trying to determine if the disks--missing from a
vault since at least 7 May and discovered behind a nearby copying machine on 16 June--were
pocketed by spies or just mislaid by employees. Their disappearance touched off a debate about
how useful they might be to a rogue nation or terrorist group. Energy Secretary Bill Richardson
says he believes the disks never left the premises and "espionage was not a factor." But he isn't
waiting for a final report to slap new controls on the flow of sensitive lab information. He has
already blamed the lab's contractor, the University of California (UC), for the lax security,
raising the possibility that the Department of Energy (DOE) may try to sever the university's 57year oversight of the lab. At the same time, some lawmakers are calling for Richardson's head.
The incident has refocused attention on lab security and revived debate about the fate of Los
Alamos scientist Wen Ho Lee, arrested last December and awaiting trial for allegedly
mishandling classified information. It has also broken the logjam blocking the confirmation of
former CIA official General John Gordon as head of a new National Nuclear Security
Administration to improve security and oversee all weapons work. These and other issues were
expected to get a high-profile airing at congressional hearings this week, even as several task
forces and the FBI investigate how a team that is supposed to help prevent nuclear terrorism lost
track of its classified cookbook for finding and disarming weapons.
To date, DOE officials have been intentionally vague about the contents of the laptop computer
hard drives, confirming only that they stored information that might help its Nuclear Emergency
Security Team (NEST) find, identify, and disarm a homemade atom bomb or stolen warhead.
Formed in 1975, NEST has responded to dozens of calls with a team of scientists and emergency
personnel equipped with sensitive bomb-finding and -disarming equipment.
Those familiar with NEST have speculated that the hard drives contain information, ranging
from bomb radiation signatures to wiring diagrams, that could be valuable to terrorists and
aspiring nuclear powers. Even poorly detailed guides to the shape and construction of weapons
components, says Greg Mello ofthe nonprofit Los Alamos Project in Santa Fe, "would be very
valuable to a technically advanced but data-starved country like Pakistan. It would shave years
off new weapons' development by helping them avoid dead-end research alleys. "

A few commentators have proposed an even more frightening scenario: "The missing data also
reveal how a stolen bomb might be set off," Gary Milhollin of the Wisconsin Project on Nuclear
Arms Control wrote on 16 June in The New York Times. Such fears led Senate Energy
Committee chair Frank Murkowski (R-AK) to press DOE officials to confirm or deny that
assertion at a hearing last week. They declined, citing security concerns.
Some specialists, however, doubt that even savvy terrorists would be able to defeat the multiple
fail-safe devices that prevent an unauthorized user or an accident from detonating a weapon
manufactured by one of the major nuclear powers. Although little is known publicly about
Russian and Chinese weapons, U.S. and European warheads are known to carry "electronic
combination locks," called permissive action links (PALs), notes arms-control scholar Dan
Caldwell of Pepperdine University in Malibu, California. PALs automatically disable a weapon
if a user makes repeated guesses at the correct digital code, he says. Even a thief with the right
code would still face formidable obstacles to detonating the weapon, as sensors must detect an
exact sequence of pressure, acceleration, or temperature changes before triggering the
conventional explosives that prime the nuclear reaction. In addition, the trigger mechanism is
believed to be sealed in a tamper-proof barrier that disarms the weapon ifit is pried apart or
subjected to unusual electromagnetic bursts. For all these reasons, the idea that terrorists could
use information on the NEST hard drives to and a stolen weapon "doesn't seem to be the most
plausible" scenario, says Mello.
Still, the disappearance ofthe disks has reignited a long-running debate in Congress over how to
protect U.S. nuclear secrets. Richardson and several senators had long resisted appointing
someone to lead the new nuclear security agency, saying that the organization undermines the
secretary's authority and would hamper environmental cleanup and civilian science programs at
the labs. That resistance evaporated just days after DOE revealed the loss of the hard drives,
however, with the Senate voting 97-0 on 15 June to confirm Gordon.
More changes are on the way. In interviews after the disks were rediscovered, Richardson said
he had already ordered the reintroduction of document tracking and other security measures
abandoned in the early 1990s. He promised to penalize researchers involved in the disk episode,
once identified, and he declared that officials at the University of California, which oversees both
Los Alamos and California's Lawrence Livermore weapons lab, "have some explaining to do."
The university is "very strong on science," he noted, but hasn't "done a good job" on security.
Six members of the House Commerce Committee, including Representative John Dingell (DMI), want Richardson to dump Uc. "It is time for [DOE] to take charge," they wrote in a 16 June
letter. Other critics, such as Milhollin, would like to give weapons work back to the Pentagon,
which controlled it during and immediately after World War II, saying that it "has a much better
security record." UC's contract runs through 2002, however, and spokesperson Rick Malaspina
says its "commitment to managing the labs remains strong."
Meanwhile, many Los Alamos researchers are demoralized by the latest publicity and beg to be
left alone. "Things were just getting back to normal after the fire," says one scientist. "Now we're
right back in the flames."

Source Citation: MALAKOFF, DAVID. "Los Alamos Under Siege After Secrets
Recovered.(Brief Article)." Science 288.5474 (June 23,2000): 2109. Student Edition. Thomson
Gale. New Mexico State Library. 14 Nov. 2006
<http://find.galegroup.comlipslinfomark.do? &contentSet=IAcDocuments&type=retrieve&tabID=T002&prodId=IPS&docId= A63257 461 &source=gale&srcpr
od=STOM&userGroupN ame=nm~_ newmex&version= 1. 0>.
Thomson Gale Document Number:A63257461
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Tainted Los Alamos Soil Dug Up
By BARRY MASSEY, Associated Press Writer

LOS ALAMOS, N.M. (AP) - A legacy of the Atomic Age lies in the soil
along a canyon about two miles from a reactor once important in nuclear
weapons research and manufacturing.
Now there's a race against time and weather to ensure the
radioactive-contaminated soil from Los Alamos National Laboratory
doesn't flush onto neighboring Indian lands and into the state's largest
river, the Rio Grande.
Seasonal mins are expected soon and lab officials fear that could bring
heavy floQding because of a fire last month that consumed more than
48,000 acres in and around Los Alamos.
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Workers are digging up truckloads of the
I dirt
along Los Alamos Canyon and
shipping it to a waste storage site on the
federal laboratory's property.
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Large swaths of the once-green
mountainsides are barren, except for the blackened remnants of pine
trees. There's little or no vegetation to slow water or stop sediment from
pouring into some of the canyons that lead to the river about 10 miles
from the city of Los Alamos.
On Monday, lab officials led a tour of the contamination site and
explained the excavation operation that should be finished late in the
week.
Lee McAtee, the lab's deputy director of environmental safety and health,
said there's no serious health risk from the soil because it has very low
levels of radiation. A frequent hiker to the area, for example, would
receive a radiation dose equal to riding in an airliner for one hour.
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Tainted Los Alamos Soil Dug Up

But McAtee said the lab wanted to ease potential concerns of the public
by preventing any contamination from moving off of the government's
property.
"We're doing it because we believe it's the right thing from the
standpoint of being a good neighbor," said McAtee.
So far, about 360 cubic yards of soil- 33 dump truck loads - have been
.
dug from a sandy area alongside a rocky road that leads up the canyon
Up to twice that much may be removed by the end of the week. The
digging started Friday.
Environmentalists welcom ed the lab's effort to stop the spread of
contamination.
"It's a good idea to do cleanup where cleanup is possible," said Greg
Fe.
Mello, director of the anti-nuclear Los Alamos Study Group in Santa
Except for the excavation operations - roped-off areas with radioactivity
ea
warning signs - there's nothing to visibly sugges t the place had becom
dumping ground for early maker s of the atomic bomb. It looks no
different from the high desert canyons all around Los Alamos. A road
but
leading into the area has a gate that warns of possible contamination,
there are no markers of specific contamination sites. The area and road
has been open to hikers.
The soil is believed to be contaminated from dumping in the 1940s and
1950s ofliqu id wastes near a weapons research reactor shutdo wn seven
.
years ago. Rains have carried contaminated sediment down the canyon
Lab officials selected the area for excavation because it contained among
soil
the highest levels of contamination in flood-prone canyollS. Once the
be
will
rocks
is removed, clean dirt will be brough t to the site and then
placed along the meandering channel - now dry - where water flows
when 'it rains .
.' Email this story - (View most popular)
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LOS ALAMOS A legacy of the Atomic Age lies in the soil along a canyon about two
miles from a reactor once important in nuclear-weapons research and manufacturing.
Now there's a race against time and weather to ensure the radioactive-contaminated soil
from Los Alamos National Laboratory doesn't flush onto neighboring Indian lands and
into the state's largest river, the Rio Grande.
Seasonal rains are expected soon, and lab officials fear that the scorched, baked soil
conditions left by last month's Cerro Grande Fire could bring heavy flooding.
Workers are digging up truckloads of the dirt along Los Alamos Canyon and shipping it
to a waste-storage site on the federal laboratory's property.
Large swaths of the once-green mountainsides are barren, except for the blackened
remnants of pine trees. There's little or no vegetation to slow water or stop sediment from
pouring into some of the canyons that lead to the river about 10 miles from the city of
Los Alamos.
On Monday, lab officials led a tour of the contamination site and explained the
excavation operation that should be finished late in the week.
Lee McAtee, the lab's deputy director of environmental safety and health, said there's no
serious health risk from the soil because it has very low levels of radiation. A frequent
hiker to the area, for example, would receive a radiation dose equal to riding in an airliner
for one hour, he said.
But McAtee said the lab wanted to ease public concerns by preventing any contamination
from moving off of the government's property.
"We're doing it because we believe it's the right thing from the standpoint of being a good
neighbor," McAtee said.
So far, about 360 cubic yards of soil 33 dump-truck loads have been dug from a sandy
area alongside a rocky road that leads up the canyon. Up to twice that much may be
removed by the end ofthe week. The digging started Friday.
Environmentalists welcomed the lab's effort to stop the spread of contamination.
"It's a good idea to do cleanup where cleanup is possible," said Greg Mello, director of
the anti-nuclear Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe.

Except for the excavation operations roped-off areas with radioactivity- warning signs
there's nothing to visibly suggest the place had become a dumping ground for early
makers of the atomic bomb. It looks no different from the high desert canyons all around
Los Alamos. A road leading into the area has a gate that warns of possible contamination,
but there are no markers of specific contamination sites. The area and road has been open
to hikers.
The soil is believed to be contaminated from dumping in the 1940s and 1950s of liquid
wastes near a weapons-research reactor shut down seven years ago. Rains have carried
contaminated sediment down the canyon.
Lab officials selected the area for excavation because it contained among the highest
levels of contamination in flood-prone canyons. Once the soil is removed, clean dirt will
be brought to the site and then rocks will be placed along the meandering channel now
dry where water flows when it rains.
Author: Barry Massey The Associated Press
Section: Local News
Page: A3
Copyright, 2000, The Albuquerque Tribune
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Nuke Bombs

yield'nu~lear weapons could be better sttited to attacking buried, concrete bunkers and mobile missiles
New and precise, low-yield than today's U,S, arsenal of silonuclear weapons - perhaps built on busting weapons,
designs so simple -and tugged tbey
,A rogue nation threatening biodon't require testing - could aid , logical or chemical attack against
tbe' United States ill attacking a the United States or its allies might
range of modern targets; a U.S. view 'a massive, ballistic missile
weapons' executive says.. ,
attack "as' overkill and hence not a
Los ,AJmos' chief weaponeer" realistic threat."
Stephen M Younger, envisions a
"Such a reliance on high-yield
flexible U.S. strategic arsenal of,
conventional and nuclear weapons strategic weapons could lead to
of low and high yields. He suggests 'self-deterrence,' a limitation on
in a reCent paper that accurate, lowSee WEAPONS ()n PAGE 3
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strategic options and consequently a lessening
of the stabilizing effect of nuclear weapo nl1,"
Younger writes in "Nuclear Weapons in the
21st Century," a paper invited by the Penta~
goo's raillcing defense scientist.
Critics say Younger's proposals are the latest
, in' a pt,r:!istent. lobbying campaign by some
nuclear weaponeers for work on new bombs
an,d warheadS, theOJ:etically made usable by
limited damage and radioactive fallout.
"This is all premised on the notion that you
can cross the nuclear threshold ,if you don't
much of a mess," said physicist
,make
Frank von Hippel, a PrinCeton University P)."Dfessor of public arid international affairs.
"This isn't deterr~nce," v!>n Hippel . said. "
"This is trying, to use these things."
That
disimnameilt advocates.
, '~Right now there is a globaltiorm against use
of nuclear weapons," &aid Greg Mello,. head of '
tbe Los Alamos'St\ldyGroup in Santa;Fe.. "To
usea nuclear weapon would martyr the enemy,
give cover to (nuclear) prliliferants and open
us to attack by weapons of mass destruction."
,Younge~ declined interview Tequests liut,
said through a spokllsman that he intended his
paper to proVoke a discussion of the role of
nuclear weapons.
'
'ThePe~sian GUlf War and fear of Saddam ,
MARK HOLM/JOURNAL
Hussein's biological and chemical arseruils
fueled a round of low-yield weapons research NEW USE: The S-lnch nuclear-capable
in the early 1990s, but the effort collided with , artillery shells shown here coul4 be at the
a moratorium on nuclear testing and lackluster core of the design of new nuclear weapons.
political support. Congress added an extra barrier in 1994 byJorbidding engineering work on
Thick-walled concrete bunkers and weapons
nuclear weapons detonating at less than the
equivalent of 5;000 to~ of TNT. Younger's , factories buried under mountains, as suspectpaper coincides with a recen(push by conser- ed in Russia and Libya, could be immune even
vative lawmakers to bend and perhllPS break to high-yield nuclear weapons, says Younger,
Los Namos' associate lab director for nuclear
that six-year prohibition.
weapons.
A proposed Senate defense bill would overAn array of other targets could be vulnerarule legal objections at the U.S. Department of
Energy, based on the 1994 law, to research into ble to simple but high-precision nuclear
nuclear weapons to attack hardened command weapons exploding at five kilotons - roughly
or weapons bunkers buried under hundreds of a third the pOWt;r of the Hiroshima born\> - or
feet of rock: Colorado Republican Wayne less, he says,
Current weapons could be modified to
Allard sponsored a provision calling on the
Energy and Defense departm,ents to report reduce their yield or tailor their radiation
those targets and ways, to destroy them by effects, for example, to destroy electronics or '
July.
'
biological agents, Younger says, but those

too

alatms

changes could be expensive and require"
nuclear testing.
Younger suggests that fielding precision
low-yield weapons cOuld be less, expensive and
easier than trying to maintain the full, current
arsenal of sophisticated, high-yield weapollS at
a time when weapons designer:! are leaVing th~
nation's weapons labs.
'
''We could use gun-assembled or other siro: '
, pIe, rugged designs that might be maintained
with \Ugh cOnfidence without nuClear testing, ~ .
Younger Wrote. "Such designs would require".a ,
significantly smaller industrial plant for their
maintenance than our'cUrrent forces .... Final-"
Ix. simpler weapons lJlight be maintained witli :
hjgher confidence for longer periods by a'
weapons staff that lias little or no direct expe.:
rience with nuclear testing."
Los Alamos' Hiroshima bomb, Little Boy, .
was a gun-assembled design. A charge of high .
explosive ,blasts two chunks 1)f enriched' urani,
,um together to create a runaway chain reaction. Scientists· were so sure of its operation
that the Little Boy model was never tested
before it bec<lllle the firSt nticJear weapon !lsed ,
in war.
, Most weapons designers who exploded their .handiwork before a 1992 end to U.S. nucleljr
testing are expected to retire in the nextW
years.
'
Younger"s ideas "express the ongoing crisis
of legitim<\Cy that the Jaboratorysuffers," Mel-,
io said. "There is a: fairly des~rilte attempt to
stay in nuclear-weapons work, to be legitimate
and attractive to new hires."
Younger argues that the time to open !.he
debate on the future of U.S, strategic forces is
now, given the typicallO-year or greater delay
in fielding new weapons technologies.
"The time is right for a fundamental rethinking of the role of nuclear weapons in national
security," he writes. "Prudent thought given to'
the role of nuclear weapons in the 21st century
will reap handsome dividends for the national·
security of the United States and the stability
of the whole world."
Arms-{:ontrol advocates wince at Younger's
idea~ but say' the debate is overdue.
,"It would be great if this was a first word in
a discussion of what nuclear weapons are really for," von Hippel said.
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"Certainly the GAO (staff) are entitled to their opinions. We continue to disagree with their thought
processes.
"Since that report was written, we've had even more reviews," she added, including a weeklong review
last week by dozens of experts on an Energy Department-sponsored team.
The activists, who were shown an early copy of the audit by ANG Newspapers, have long been critical of
NIF. The Department of Energy believes the laser, designed to produce tiny thermonuclear explosions that
can later be harnessed and studied, is critical for ensuring that America's weapons are safe.
=

STAFF WRlTER Glenn Roberts contributed to this report.
Kelley and others have argued that the real objective ofNIF is to attract top scientists to Livermore and
maybe even to build new weapons -- a violation of American treaties. The project, they contend, is a
boondoggle that has slim chance of working as designed.
The GAO conclusions suggest the activists were on target with at least some of their claims.
Several said they felt vindicated by the report.
That doesn't make it any less shocking," Kelley said.
Most troubling, many said, was the finding that DOE and lab officials knew all along the NIF would cost
more than $1.2 billion, but pushed the unrealistic figure "in the belief that Congress would not fund NIF at
a higher cost."
Managers did this, they told auditors, because "the value ofNIF to the future of the Laboratory
overshadowed potential cost concerns."
Hisham Zerriffi, senior scientist at the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, called it
"absolutely unacceptable," for agency officials, rather than Congress, to decide what programs are most
important to the national interest.
"They had very direct knowledge that the budget being requested was too low, the idea being that once
costs were sunk, it would be very difficult for Congress to pull out. That sort of deliberate planning is
unacceptaple," he said.
"In its body that's scary," said Tarek Rizk, spokesman for Physicians for Social Responsibility. "That's the
DOE thinking they know what's good for America, not the people we elect."
Anti-NIF groups, for their part, want to see Congress pull the plug on the project altogether. But, many
said, they aren't holding out much hope of that.
At the very least, Rizk said, he hopes that the audit "causes a furor."
It's symptomatic of the fact that DOE acts so often with impunity. In this case it flaunted government
oversight, Congress' oversight, by giving intentionally false, low numbers to start the project."
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Nuclear-weapons scientists at a California nationallab deliberately misinformed the government
about the status, cost and technical problems of a controversial nuclear-weapons blast-simulator
program, a congressionally ordered investigation has found. The General Accounting Office, the
investigative arm of Congress, recommends in a report scheduled to be released Thursday in
Congress that the Department of Energy now "arrange for an outside scientific and technical
review" of the National Ignition Facility.
Critics are using the report's findings to call for a criminal investigation into the troubled $4
billion program, promoted as the world's most powerful laser and now under construction at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory one of the nation's three nuclear weapons laboratories.
The other two are in New Mexico: Los Alamos and Sandia national labs.
The 43-page GAO report concludes that "paying for NIF's cost overruns has broad implications
for DOE's nuclear-weapons program," now costing $4.5 billion a year with pending congressional
bills set to boost it to $4.88 billion next year.
GAO observes that DOE "tried but has been unable to secure agreement among its three weapons
laboratories that will use NIF ... about how, when or at what cost NIF should be completed."
It recommends that Energy Secretary Bill Richardson "not reallocate" funds from other nuclearweapons programs unless DOE "certifies" it "will not negatively affect the balance" of the
program.

Richardson, who is expected to deliver to Congress next month a new schedule and budget for the
facility, so far has said he intends to proceed with full funding and completion of the laser whose
mission is to simulate nuclear bomb blasts in the lab in lieu of underground nuclear testing.
Livermore public affairs spokeswoman Susan Houghton said both Livermore and DOE disagree
"vehemently" with the GAO's numbers and have concluded that project is "only $1 billion over
budget and only in the construction area."
"Yes, we acknowledge there were many problems, and we should have done things better," she
said. She admitted that Livermore still has yet to overcome the problem of damaging the laser's
optics when it is fired.
Originally proposed at about $400 million last decade and finally funded at $1.2 billion by
Congress, the facility is now estimated by the General Accounting Office to be nearly $3 billion
over budget and at least six years behind schedule with significant technical issues still
unresolved.
The GAO is expected to release the report publicly Thursday after the two congressional
committees that asked for the investigation have responded to it.

Storms flood canyons on LANL property
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By KRISTEN DAVENPORT
and GEOFF GRAMMER
The New Mexican

Rain fell Wednesday in Los Alamos,
and several canyons on Los Alamos
National Laboratory property flooded

after heavy storms pounded the southern portlon of th_e nUclear-weapons laboratoH· .
Declaring an unofficial beginning to
New Mexico's summer monsoon season,
meteorologists say more rain can be
expected in coming weeks on the 4S,OOO
acres
burned by the Cerro Grande fire
.
m May.
"It's pretty safe to say this is the
start" of the monsoon season in Northern New Mexico, said Kurt Van Speybrock of the National Weather Ser.vice.
Water Canyon and Pajarito Canyon _
both on lab property - received substantial rains, causing water and sedi-

• Congressional panel OKs $661 million
Cerro Grande aid package. Page B-1
.
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~Ithchemicals
radIOactive matenals or
other
.
It also wasn't clear whether the floodwaters reached the ~io Grande or
whether they soake~ Into t~e canyon
bottoms before reachmg the river.
The water flowed several feet higher
in the canyon but apparently did not
wash over canyon rims except in isolat-

Continued from Page A-1
Don Brown, a' spokesman for
Public Ser.vice Company of New
Mexico.
Wednesday's rain also caused
lab officials to worry about Technical Area IS, a nuclear-weapons
criticality area where scientists
perform
experiments
with
radioactive materials. Materials
stored in the TA-IS buildings which sit just feet above the
Pajarito Canyon bottom - will
be mo.ved to another area, McAtee said.
Liquid radioactive uranium
nitrate in polyethelyne bottles
could be at risk if the buildings
were breached by floodwaters,
he said. Also, the lab will bring in
steel sheets, which will be buried
10 feet deep, to shore up the
walls of the nuclear facility.
Other solid radioactive material will remain at the site in steel
containers.
Some activists aren't sure
LANL even knows what is in the
canyons and therefore isn't able
to say what might have washed
into the river.
"I can't agree that Water
Canyon is not contaminated/'

said Greg Mello, of the Los
Alamos Study Group, a lab
watchdog group. "To my knowledge, the lab has never given the
public or the state any inventory
of the contaminants in the
canyon."
Mello said Canon de Valle,
which is known to contain high
explosives and some radioactive
material, flows into Water
Canyon. Several nuclear-waste
dumps sit on the edge of Canon
de Valle.
But McAtee said the lab
remains confident there is no
threat to public health from
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ed areas.
Activists and environmentalists have
been worried in recent weeks that ash
and sediment in the lab's contaminated
canyons could wash downstream in
heavy rains.
"Water Canyon flooded pretty heaviI"
y, sal'd Lee McAt ee, th e Ia b's d'Irec t or
for environmental health and safety.
"There's not much contamination in
either canyon," McAtee said. The lab
did take samples of the runoff water to
check for contaminants; however, the
results won't be back for three to four
weeks, he said.
One of the lab's water-monitoring

flooding and said LANL is moving as fast as it can to move contaminated dirt; to mulch burned
areas; and to take other precautions against erosion.
As of TUesday, only 14 of the
lab's 91 contaminated sites
affected by the fire had been
taken care of. Officials expect to
have all sites taken care of by
mid-July.
"Some of these things take
time," McAtee said. "You don't
just go out and move nuclear
materials around. You have to
make sure it doesn't create
(more problems)."
And they are moving the contaminated dirt just in time. Meteorologists from the National
Weather Service in Albuquerque
say the rainy season is here.
Van Speybrock said although
most people associate the monsoon season as a time when the
rains hit, a monsoon is actually
defined as a climatalogical
change of the wind, which he
said has been occurring in the
Northern New Mexico. The
moisture is only a byproduct of
that wind change.
The moisture accumulates
because of the slowing winds
this time of year, he said.
In the town of Los Alamos, the
water did wash away some ash
and debris accumulated from the
fires, said Capt. Wayne Brownley of the Los Alamos Police
Department.
"It was black water coming off
that mountain," said Brownley,
adding that the flow of water
peaked around 2 p.m.
That flow, according to Brownley, was slowed down by bales of
straw and other measures put in
place by volunteers since the
Cerro Grande fire.

devices also washed away in the floods.
Canyons that are more heavily contamlnated - sueh as Los Alamos Canyon
- did not flood, McAtee said. Workers
have been moving tons of radioactive
sand out of Los Alamos Canyon m case
of heavy rains. About half an inch fell
above Los Alamos. Canyon.
Most of the rain fell between 11 a.m.
and noon, causing N.M. 501 to be closed
for several hours. Also, the entlre county of Los Alamos ~nd the lab lost power
fo;. about t~ree mmutes. .
.".
It was hkely due to hghtmng, said
Please see lOS ALAMOS, Page A·3
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DC May Lose Key Role at Nuclear Labs
Security lapses prompt call for new overseer
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LIVERMORE -- Reacting to recent scandals over the handling of nuclear secrets, Energy
Secretary Bill Richardson signaled his intention yesterday to strip the University of California of
sole management control over national laboratories at Livermore and Los Alamos, N.M.
The Department of Energy is strongly considering a separate contract with a new partner or
partners who would oversee security and possibly other management functions, an agency
spokesman said. Such a move would end UC's decades-old history as the exclusive contractor at
the two labs.
Richardson has been fending off demands that he resign or revoke the university's contract after
security breaches at Los Alamos, where scientist Wen Ho Lee was accused last year of
transferring secret data files out of secured computers, and where two hard drives crammed with
nuclear bomb details were missing for weeks this spring.
Richardson said the lapses call for restructuring UC's contract in negotiations to begin
immediately.
"The University of California's performance in managing security at our weapons laboratories is
unacceptable and must be immediately addressed," Richardson said.
He acknowledged, however, that UC brought an "unparalleled scientific reputation" to its
direction of research at the labs.
The university will retain management of nuclear research and other scientific programs at the
two labs through the end of the current contract, which expires in 2002, said a Department of
Energy source. But the official said Richardson's announcement cannot be taken as a signal of
the agency's plans for future contracts. The Energy Department could extend UC's historic role
as the sole manager for scientific programs, or put the next contract out to a competitive bid.
The Energy Department is considering a full range of options to fix security problems at the
labs, including a separate contract with a private firm or the involvement of a government
agency, an Energy Department official said.
UC Regent William Bagley said that having the government take over the security at the
laboratories could be good for UC.

'WE ARE SCIENCE FOLKS'
"We are not spy folks, we are science folks. So if the government would like to supervise the
security, that is a plus," Bagley said. "It is their responsibility anyway."
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However, he cautioned that they have to be careful to ensure that any new security measures do
not interfere with scientific work.
John Davies, chairman of the UC Board of Regents, said the university would not suffer if the
government takes a more active role in security.
"The benefit to the university doesn't come from the security. It comes from the scientific
interchange between the people on our campuses and the labs," Davies said.
But the idea of a private, for-profit firm supervising the safety of classified nuclear secrets raised
alarm bells for Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group, an anti-nuclear watchdog
organization.
"If there were ever a core federal function, this is it," Mello said. "I'd rather see the military do
this than a private company."

In addition to changes in security management, Richardson is also considering separate
contracts for environmental cleanup projects and for the management of projects at the labs.
Richardson was infuriated last year when the university revealed serious problems in
construction management for a superlaser project at Lawrence Livermore, the National Ignition
Facility, that is now estimated to be at least $1 billion over budget.
The university's role in the management of nuclear weapons labs has been the subject of
controversy almost from its origins in 1943 with the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos, which
developed the nation's first nuclear bombs. The association has drawn equal fire across the
political spectrum. Some critics have said that secret weapons research is inconsistent with
academic freedom, scientific independence and openness. Pro-defense advocates have warned
that a university is intrinsically ill-suited to the protection of top-secret projects.
Watchdog groups at both Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore favor putting the contract out to
bid in the hope that competition would improve accountability among lab managers for
environmental protection and worker safety.

UC'S LUCRATIVE CONTRACT
,

The University receives $11 million a year to defray the costs of its overhead in managing the
two nuclear labs as well as Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory for the Department of
Energy. UC can receive as much as $14 million in extra fees depending on its performance
ratings.
Some of that money could be diverted to another contractor if the Energy Department decides to
strip UC of part of its management responsibilities, a department source said.
Jeffrey Garberson, a university spokesman on laboratory issues, said the university has not been
told that it will lose the security aspect of its contract.
"We know what DOE has told us, which is that we are going to work together to improve
security," he said. "We've been told that they are anxious to restructure."
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About 7,300 employees work at Lawrence Livermore, and nearly 10,000 work at Los Alamos.
Richardson has directed General John Gordon, the recently confirmed head of a new
Department of Energy security agency, to present his recommendations for the restructured UC
contract by September 5.

SECURITY PROBLEMS AT WEAPONS LABS
Security problems have plagued the two nuclear weapons laboratories that the University of
California manages for the Department of Energy:
-- 1997: Clinton administration learns of allegations of Chinese nuclear spying at Energy
Department laboratories managed by University of California.
-- Oct. 31, 1997: A General Accounting Office report cites three Department of Energy labs -- at
Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore and Sandia
-- for lax security. The report says that thousands of Chinese and Russian researchers and
officials without security background checks gained access to the nuclear weapons laboratories.
-- March 8, 1999: Los Alamos weapons designer Wen Ho Lee is fired over suspicion that he
handed nuclear secrets to China in the late 1980s. Energy Secretary Bill Richardson orders
polygraph tests on about 700 laboratory employees.
-- March 14, 1999: The Clinton administration concedes that the Chinese government had made
significant nuclear technological advances from secrets stolen from the Los Alamos lab.
-- March 30, 1999: The Energy Department discloses that Los Alamos received a
less-than-satisfactory security rating for 1998.
-- April 6, 1999: The Energy Department suspends all scientific work on computers containing
the United States' most sensitive weapons secrets at Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore and
Sandia labs.
-- June 1999: The President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board criticizes the Department of
Energy and University of California for a "half-hearted, grudging accommodation" and a
"smug disregard" for security.
-- Sept. 10, 1999: The University of California disciplines three officials at Los Alamos for their
role in the espionage investigation.
-- June 2000: An FBI investigation of espionage at U.S. nuclear labs is criticized in a classified
Justice Department report that asserts the probe was slow and may have failed to detect more
security breaches.
-- June 2000: Energy Department officials report that two computer hard drives containing
nuclear weapons secrets are missing from a vault at Los Alamos. Six senior scientists are later
suspended from Los Alamos. problems at weapons labs
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Los Alamos Monitor

Three voices tell one stor}, about smoke
By JOHN BARTLIT
For the Monitor
Many north central New
Mexicans are confused and greatly troubled about what was in the
air emissions from the Cerro
Grande Fire. Was it safe to
breathe?
Three "government" voices
reply in the media and in public
meetings. These are the voices of
the
Los
Alamos
National
Laboratory, the New Mexico
~nvironment DeparqTlent, and the
U.S.' Environmental Protection
Agency, al1 of whom monitored {he
air during the fire.
These varied voices .l?ring a single message: Wood smoke is bad to
breathe and the smoke from burning buildings is worse. Yet, other
than its being smoke from burning
trees and homes, there was nothing
bad about Cerro Grande smoke
because of Los Alamos National
Laboratory and its past and present
activities.
Many still doubt and worry, but
there's more. Each of us gives or
withholds our trust according to
our unique background and resulting beliefs. It proves we're human.
This trait means more folks will
trust information, the more differ-

~

N~w

Mexico
Citizens for
Clean Air tr Water
ent, appropriate channels it may
come through.
The Los Alamos Study Group
- a frequent critic of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory and
its activities - gives their view of
the risk of the Los Alamos fire
smoke. This very different voice
brings the same message as the
"government" voices: That is,
other than its being fire smoke,
there was nothing special in it that
could threaten the health of imy
member of the public who was
more than a couple of miles from
the fire.
The Los Alamos Study Group
and
Los
Alamos
National
,Laboratory disagree about mariy
things and doubtless will disagree
again. They often disagree about
what nuclear policies are in the
national interest; they disagree
about the harm of verY,low levels
of radiation.
Yet they agree about the fire
smoke. In broad terms, the LA
<

Study Group and 'the LANL say:
The smoke posed, norisks to public
health more than any large fire anywhere, Such agreement from disparate voices should add peace of
mind for more New Mexi'cans than
does information that comes from
anyone sector,
The Los Alamos Fire Update #2
(dated June 9, 2000) from the
Los Alamos Study Group reads
as follows:
"While wood smoke itself is
hazardous, and the smoke from
burning buildings still more so, all
available information strongly suggests that there were no concentrations of radioactive or toxic materials in the smoke from the fire's passage through LANL that could
have threatened the health of any
member of the public who was
more than.a couple of miles from
the fire.
"This stat~ment can be made
with confidence based on available
monitoring data, on knowledge of
what materials could have burned
(which materials actually did burn
is' still partially unknown), on a
limited understanding of the physical processes involved in the fire,
and on data from prior experiments
and nuclear accident simulations

conducted elsewhere.
"We believe that none of the.
LANL's major holdings of radioactive or toxic materials (either stockpiled materials or wastes) burned
or were in any other way seriously
affected bYfhe fire, Even if Los
Alamos National Laboratory had
attempted to keep such an event
secret, we believe that it would not
have been possible to do so, especially for this long.
"There were minor contaminlint releases, of course; we just
don't know yet what they were.
Some hazardous materials were
exposed to the fire, both on the
ground and presumably also' in
structures, utilities, etc. which
burned. We do not have detailed
information about which materials
actualJy burned, were volatilized
by the fire, or were otherwise
released, or in what quantities they
were released.
"Depleted uranium i:; an example of a material that may have
be\!n present in the ~moke, and is
discussed further below. But to
repeat, we believe that such releases could .I)ot have been of public
health significance for people further than a mile or two from the
fire."

LANL plan
calls for
$1.6 billion
test facility
By KRISTEN DAVENPORT
The New Mexican

Los Alamos National Laboratory is developing a plan for a new $1.6 billion nuclear
facility, complete with miles of underground
tunnels to channel and transport radioactive
chemicals and avoid releasing radiation into
the air.
The Department of Energy requires the
national nUclear-weapons laboratory to
maintain a 10-year site plan outlining where
LANL managers want the lab to go. Comprehensive Site Plan 2000 shows that the lab is
pushing forward with a weapons facility
first conceived in the mid-1990s called the
Advanced Hydrotest Facility.
The hydrotest facility would be a sequel to
DARHT, the Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test Facility. DARHT is a $260 million LANL building used to take X-rays of
nuclear pits during simulations of nuclear
explosions.
Scientists are not allowed to do abovegroul).d or underground testing of nuclear
weapons; instead, they say they rely on such
facilities to take pictures of simulated explosions to know how weapons will behave
under certain conditions. .
The information obtained by hydrotests at
DARHT or AHF is used to maintain the
nation's stockpile of nuclear weapons. predict how weapons components are aging and
see what needs to be replaced in old
Please see UB. Page A-2
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weapons, scientists say.
Opponents,
however,
say
DARHT - and even more. the
$1.6 billion planned hydra test
facility - could be used to help
scientists develop new, more
powerful nuclear weapons.
"This could be the world's pre·
mier facility for designing
weapons of mass destruction,"
said Greg Mello of the Los Alamos
Study Group, a watchdog organization. "It's evil. And illegal, too."
Lab officials say it's necessary
to maintain the stockpile and say
no new weapons are being built
through the facilities.
"Essentially, stockpile stewardship is much, much, several
muches more difficult than
designing new weapons," said
lab spokesman Jim Danneskiold.
The Comprehensive Site Plan
outlines other lab wishes as well
- a $49 million gym for employees and the closure of Pajarito
Road to traffic to reduce security concerns. It also outlines
ideas for a replacement for the
aging Chemistry and Metallurgy
Building and the possibility of
bioscience - including technologies
surrounding biological
weapons - as another pillar of
future lab work.
The plan comes at a vulnerable
and unusual time in the Los
Alamos laboratory's 60-year his·
tory - when the future is per·
, haps more uncertain than it has
ever been. In the wake of several
recent security scandals, more
national and political attention is
being focused on the weapons
laboratory's future and its role in
a world after the Cold War.
Department of Energy Secre·
tary Bill Richardson announced
this week that the DOE is looking
at changing the management of
,the lab, taking away security
management from the University of California, which has managed LANL since 1943. And some

members of Congress have st:
gested taking oversight
nuclear weapons away from t
Energy Department.
So whether the people w
appropriate money to t
weapons labs will suppc
LANL's $1.6 billion plan
unclear.
Danneskiold said that rig
now there are not even any sol
plans for how or when tJ
Advanced Hydrotest Facili
would be built.
"Right now, it's entirely conce
tual," Danneskiold said. "The
are no construction plans."
It could be 10 years befo
construction begins, he said.
The new facility would be
highly technologically advancE
version of DARHT, using prot(
radiography, the science .
unproven so far - of using pr
tons to take snapshots similar'
X·rays, providing for higher re
olution in pictures. Also, tt
AHF would be able to take pi·
tures of simulated nuclear expl,
sions from six axes, or angle
while DARHT only has two axe:
The Comprehensive Site PIa
also talks about building tunne
leading to and from the AH
area to transport nuclear mater
als and radioactive beams con
ing from the accelerator at
nearby area.
Although construction plan
are still years away, the Compr!
hensive Site Plan indicates th~
the core area for the AHF woul
be just east of Technical Area!
on the eastern side of the lab nea
San Ildefonso Pueblo property.
The plan indicates that the cost
for AHF would be about $1.6 bi
lion - a larger budget even tha
the National Ignition Facility,
major stockpile-stewardship cer
ter at Lawrence Livermon
LAl'lL's sister weapons lab.
DARHT, built in the mid-'90:
was originally estimated to cos
$187 million, but that balloone
to $260 million.
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Lab Announces Several
Building Objectives
The Associa ted Press

LOS ALAMOS ~ Los Alamos
National Laboratory wants to build
a new $1.6 billion nuclear facility
that would allow scientists' to conduct simulated explosions that
replace banned actual nuclear tests.
The proposed facility also would
have miles of underground tunnels
for transporting radioactive chem~
cals. Lab officials believe by transporting the chemicals underground, they would avoid emitting
toxmsJnto the atmosphere.
The Depar tment- of· Energy
requires the laboratory to maintain
a 10-year site plan outlining its
future direction. . ....
~
The plan, called Comprehensive
Site Plan 2000, also outlines other
initiatives, including a $49 million
gym for employees, the closure of
nearby road to reduce securit y concerns and researching biological
. weapons as another pillar of future
lab work.
The major initiative, dubbed the
Advanced
Hydrotest Facility,
would be used to maintain the
nation's nuclear weapons stockpile,

[...os AlcuYlOS

predict how weapons components
are aging and see what needs to be
replaced in old weapons.
+-ab spokesman Jim Danneskiold
said current ly there is no timetable
for when the Advanced Hydrot est
Facility would be built.
"Right now, it's entirely conceptual," he said. "There are no construction plans."
. The new facility would be a much
more advanced version of the DualAxis Radiographic Hydrodynamic
Test Facility, a $260 million building
at the lab that's also used to test simulations of nuclear explosions.
The Comprehensive Site Plan also
mentions building tunnels leading
to and from the Advanced
Hydrotest Facility ~a to transpo rt
nuclear materials and radioactive
beams coming from the acceler ator
at a nearby area.
Although construction plans are
still years away, the Comprehensive Site Plan indicates that the core
area for the hydro test facility
would be just east of Technical Area
5, on the eastern side of the lab near
San Ildefonso Pueblo property.
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Fire and Water
Flood May Spread
Radioactivity in Los
Alamos
Standing above Pajarito Canyon
on the grounds of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory,
Rep. Tom Udall, D-N.M., right,
talks about the Anny Corps of
Engineers' plans to build a dam
in the canyon to prevent
flooding. (Jake Schoellkopf/AP
Photo)

By Sascha Segan

Related
Stories

eNEW&oom

Fifty-seven years of nuclear
waste may soon come back to haunt
the people of Los Alamos, N.M.
July 10 -

After wildfires denuded the countryside
around the labs,
flash floods now
radioactive dirt
buried as early as
1943 into the Rio
Grande river and
nearby Indian
lands, activists said.
"This is one of

emergencies to
occur in the U.S.,"
said Robert Alvarez
ofConcemed
Runoff from the Los Alamos Citizens for
labs could reach the Rio
Nuclear Safety, a
Grande river or a nearby
local watchdog
Indian reservation.
(ABCNEWS.coml Magellan
group which held
Geographix)
an unprecedented
joint meeting with lab officials this
weekend to discuss the issue.
Congressman Tom Udall, R-N.M., said
an unexpected heavy rainfall could cause
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trouble. The New Mexico monsoon season
started July 4.
"If there are large storms beyond the
normal, we could have some serious
contamination problems. That's what
they're working on right now," he said.

Dam It
The controlled brushfire started on May 4
and went wild, eventually scorching 47,000
acres, including 8,000 on lab property.
Lab officials say they're taking action to
slow flood runoff on the ash-covered
ground, reseeding grass, putting up log
barriers and building a 50-foot-high
concrete dam in one canyon. They say the
radioactive waste isn't dangerous, but that
they don't want it flooding off the lab site.
"It's just not a good thing to do from a
good-neighbor standpoint," said Lee
McAtee, the lab's deputy division director
for environmental safety and health.
The lab has started trucking
contaminated dirt out of one canyon, but
McAtee says tearing up all the waste sites
would do more damage than it would fix.
"You ravage the environment by going
into a canyon bottom with big dump trucks
and bulldozers," he said.
Though the lab currently must abide by
environmental regulations, McAtee said,
that wasn't the case from Los Alamos'
founding in 1943 through the early 1960s,
before the regulations were enacted. Los
Alamos was the home of the Manhattan
Project, which built the bomb used at
Hiroshima in WorId War II.
Watchdogs said the lab is still laying
down waste that some scientists consider
radioactive, but that is under the legal limit
for harmlessness.
Greg Mello, who was New Mexico's
lead hazardous waste inspector in 1984 and
now heads the Santa Fe-based Los Alamos
Study Group, said the lab is taking the
wrong approach, and is acting without
strong oversight. The waste at Los Alamos
needs permanent stone caps on mesas full
of waste, he said, and grass and bushes
would provide better runoff control than a
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The waste "should definitely be
stabilized for the ages, which the lab has no
plans to do," he said.

Keep Talking
This weekend's meeting was an unusual
show of good faith between lab officials
and activists who have traditionally
mistrusted each other, both sides said.
"The lab has operated under conditions
of secrecy, isolation and privilege for 57
years, and the lab for the first time not only
came out but publicly admitted that its
conduct with the public has not been one
that engenders trust," Alvarez said.
Los Alamos' McAtee said the lab is
fmally trying to work with, not against,
local citizens' groups.
"We can do a lot more working
together ... hopefully this is a small step in
the right direction," he said. _
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remove d from the building."
Plats did nor require the contrac tor
Accord ing to the report, "these situations occurred because Rocley
serial number s, and location s of its
types,
es,
to mAintain an accurate invento ry record detailing the quantiti
on cleanup i'\t the expense of
focused
s
measure
ance
perfonn
weapon s parts." "Fyrther. some contrac tor
said.
proper disposa l practices," the report
and account able for all governUnder the Federal Acquisi tion Regulation. a contractor is responsible
transactions, the IG ~aid.
all
of
ment-ow ned property it a.ccepts and must provide a complete record
since 1995 because it
parts
s
weapon
of
y
Rocky Flats manage ment has not conducted an inventor
:' the report said.
derived
be
to
benefits
the
with
believed the cost of doing sO "WaJ! not commensurate
s invento ry at
weapon
the
of
value
the
report
ly
accurate
not
The 10 also found that Kaiser-H ill could
at the site, the value of the weapon~
the site on its financial stmeme nts. When the contractor took over
to $59 million and then to $25
invento ry was reported to be $70 million. Later, the value was reduced
ry records were not maintai ned,"
million. "Howcve.r, all of these figures were unsupported because .invento
the report concluded.
The report i~ available at http://www.ig.doe.gov.

Nati ona l Sec urity
TS· IT WILL SUCCEED
LANL LAUN CHES SECURITY PROGRAM; WATCHDOG DOUB
conside ration of !)tcurity.
In an attempt to heighte n Lo~ Alamos National Laboratory employ ees'
ment program . The announc eManage
rds
Safegua
and
official s last week. announc ed an Integrat ed Security
the program will barely
said
which
group,
g
watchdo
Mexico
ment drew quick condem nation from a New
s.
scientist
LANL
change attitude s toward security among
is modele d after DOE's
LANL Director John Browne said in a memo to employees that the program
1998 to identify potential ~tety
Integra ted Safety Manage ment program. POE implem~ted ISM in
problem s early in facility operatio ns,
prompte d by concern s over a
In a July 3 memo to staff, Browne !laid the new security program was
tion were missing from a vault
infonna
d
classifie
recent discove ry that two comput er disk drives cootai11i.ng
outrage in Congre ss and led
general
caused
lapse
the
at the lab. Although the drives were later recovered,
to calls for suictcr security polices,
ess training ; to review
"1 am direclin g all manage rs to particip ate in ms.ndat ory security awaren
and upda.ting of perfonn ancc
their security responsibilities v.dfu their supervisor (including the review
and make appropr iate improvements."
objectiv es); and to addre~~ fmding:s from internal self assessm ents
Browne said in describing the new initiative.
program , safety and security
Tho~ efforts will be monitored by the lab, Browne said. Under the new
ents and inlProv ement
assessm
ance
perform
s.
manage ment will be incorpo rated into a1llab activitie
e will depend on the type of
employe
ar
particul
a
to
apply
will
program s. The extent to which the progmm
work and classifie d data, if any, that is involved.
period." Browne said. "The
"1 know I can count on your coopera tion and support during this difficult
we can do no less,"
nation expects excdlence in science and security from [LANL) , and
was skeptica l about the lab's
But Greg Mello, director of Los Alamos Srudy Group. Santa Fe, N.M.,
merely a tempora ry solution
offers
security plan. In an intervie w Wednesday, Mello said the new program
is a federal employee" at
who
ogre
security
tQ a long-standing problem , "There needs to be a fairly tough
each weapon s lab. he said,
security at LANL is like
Mello believes that having Univers ity of California employ ees monitor
is a lot like asking Moe to
"This
DOE.
for
lab
the
operates
having the fox guarding the hen house. UC
the Three Stooges .
team,
comedy
the
recall.ing
said.
he
Curly,"
solve the problem s of Larry and
balance between research and
Mello also criticized Browne for stateme nts stressing the need for
) bomb factory," Mello said. "Every
security . "You can't expect to have an academic setting in a (nuclear
n." he added.
confusio
of
effort has been made by Ll\NL manage ment to cultivate an air
been lax and is unlikely to
has
n!>
regulatio
Mello maintai ned that LA.NL·s enforcem ent of security
ts' morale, " he said.
SCientis
affec~
Ulat
system
change. "They don't want to have an intrusive security
may help allay some
program
"This
e.
initiativ
LANL
new
In Washin gton, a Senate aide welcom ed the
has a long way to go
]
[LANL
"But
said.
aide
the
,"
direction
right
the
concern s in Congress, so it's a step in
in restorin g credibility with Congres s."
to a recent directive by Energy
In another memo, also issued Monday . Browne alerted employ ees
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Secretary Bill Richardson directing the lab to hire outside help to bolster security (IE/FL, 3 July, 1).
"Vigilance must be our watchword," Browne said. "The failure of just one individual to be attentive or to
follow ~afety or security procedures can have ramifications for the entire institution."
Browne said LANL will attract increasing att¢ntion to itl) security. "We must work. to regain [the
public's] tru.~t and reaffirm that we are worthy guardians of our nation's most valued secrets," he said. 'The
metric will be our performance, not our words." - Tanm Reddy

QUESTIONS SURFACE OVER DOE'S ATTEMPT TO STRENGTHEN SECURITY AT LABS
DOE observers last week questioned the effectiveness of the department's recent decision to amend the
University of California'S management and operating contract at three national laboratories in an effort to
improve security.
Energy Set.'retary Bill Rich:ud'lon announced June 30 th..t DOE would reopen the contract to bring in
new security and management personnel (IE/FL, 3 July, 1). The contract with UC, which manages
Lawrence Livennore. Los Alamos and Lawrence Berkeley national laboratories, was signed in 1997 and
expires in 2002.
Marylia Kelley, ex.ecutive director of Tri Valley Communities Against a Radioactive Environment,
Livennore, Calif.• said in an interview Thursday that reopening the contract is unlikely to prompt improvements in security at the labs. "I'm not sure if this a just another tempest in a teapot," Kelley said-

,,-....

Kelley said the problems facing UC are related more to tbe lab management than the actual
incidents that raised the ire of Congress. LANL and UC have come under <.:riticism most recently for thc
disappearance of two computer hard drives containing classified nuclear weapons data. That incident came
more than a year after fOffiler LANL scientist Wen Ho Lee was fired for failing to cooperate with an
espionage investigation.
Kelley also cited the National Ignition Facility as a program that lacks accountability. LLNL and UC
llist year revealed that NlF, a laser program that will allow $cientists to simulate the behavior of nuclear
weapons. was over budget and behind schedule. "There are too many cases where the managers who are
responsible for these programs are never asked to testify before Congre$s. As a result. the lab is never held
accountable for its actions," she said.
Kelley was not the only person skeptical about the impClCt of DOE's action. Steven Aftergood, who
heads the Project on Government Secrecy for the .Federation of American Scientists, said in an interView
that Richardson's announcement "was a very cosmetic gesture."
Aftergood said the reactions by DOE and Congress are unfortunate because they represent a "predictable rush to scapegoating." He explained that officials still do not know how the LANL disk drives
disappeared, and should delay action until the case is solved. "It's disheartening to see this sort of
bloodlust in Congress," be said.
Rep. Ellen Tauscher, a California DemQ(."tll.t whose district includes LLNL and part of Sandia National
Laboratories, said in a statement that she welcomed Richardson's efforts to improve security at the labs.
But his action, She added, "does not mitigate the fact that the recent security breaches at fLANL] happened
because DOE did not have the right security policies in place."
"The more important cballenge that the department faces is rewriting the security code so that the
contrdctor in charge of security has the right policies to implement," Tauscher said.
UC President Richard Atkinson said in a statement that officials were pleased with Richardson's
decision. "1 am confident, that, working together, DOE and the University will succeed:· he said.
- Tarun Reddy

GOVERNMENT LISTS COUNTRIES FORMER LANL SCIENTIST MAY HAVE AIDED
Federal prosct.'Utors in the case of Wen Ho Lee last week claimed that the fonner Los Alamos Nationall..abo:ratory scientist's decision to seek employment in other nations, including France and Australia, JXlscd a risk to
national security. because he could have given those counuies nuclear weapons data from LANL computers.
Nonnan Bay, a U.S. attorney who is participating in the government's prosecution of the case, made the
claim in a "bill of particulars" filed Wednesday in U.S. District Court in Albuquerque, N.M. Lee has been
jailed since December on 59 counts of mishandling class~ed information while workiag as a physicist at
LANL. Lee has denied the charges.
Lee's attorneys have argued that he should not be prosecuted because the information was downloaded
from lab computers so that he could work at home, not help other nations leam U.S, sel.-'Tets. They have also
argued that prosecutors must prove that he cried to help a specific nation by giving them classified data.
"In 1993. or at about the time of the first offenses charged, the defendant addressed letters seeking
INSIDE ENERGY/with FEDERAL LANDS ~ 11)(}(J Tu Mt-<;,aw-Jlill Ct.lf1V>lINU. Jnc. klfUt:>duclif)n PfrJhilJi(¢;J
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Lab Chemical Found in Water
Level Isn't a Danger
To Public, State Says
By IAN HOFFMAN
Journal Staff Writer

7/U lco
AS'

For the first time ever, the federal
nuclear-weapons lab in Los Alamos has
admitted to finding one of its chemicals in
a drinking-water well.
Known as perchlorate, the chemical
cropped up in a Pueblo Canyon well at
extremely low levels - two to three parts
per billion - that aren't thought to endanger human health, according to independent scientists. The well is one of seven
supplying 12,000 people.
"At. these levels, I have not found any

evidence of adverse health effects," said
Ron Voorhees, New Mexico's deputy state
epidemiologist.
"This is not anything that poses any danger to the public," said Tim Glasco, deputy
utilities manager for Los Alamos County.
"Your water is safe to drink."
Yet the fact that perchlorate was found
at all in a drinking-water well is remarkable and could be a warning sign of vast
contamination slowly moving into Los
Alamos County's water supply, according
to state and private water scientists.
To date, the U.S. Department of Energy
has ruled out any ground-water cleanup at
its Los Alamos National Laboratory. The
perchlorate finding, coming on top of other contamination in Los Alamos' watersupply aquifer, makes such a cleanup
more and more likely.

Perchlorate is a nonradioactive chemical more commonly found where aerospace and defense contractors make rocket engines. It also has been a staple of
nuclear research at Los Alamos National
Laboratory since the Manhattan Project.
In the 1940s and 'SOs, scientists at the
now-defunct Teclmical Area 45 used the
chemical in analyses of plutonium and other radioactive metals, then flushed the
remains untreated into Acid Canyon.
Lab scientists suspect the perchlorate
found in late June and early July was
released a half century ago from Teclmical Area 45. If so, the chemical has seeped
eastward more than three miles and trickled downward through 1,000 feet of rock,
mixing with several underground bodies
See LAB on PAGE 3

Lab Chemical Found in Water Well
from PAGE 1

of water. Water scientists found it in
a deep and powerful well that draws
on a quarter-mile thick swath of
soggy rock, an underground reservoir for unknown billions of gallons
of water.
Any toxin to travel that far and
survive huge amounts of dilution
could be a clue that heavier concentrations - and perhaps more dangerous contaminants - could end
up in Los Alamos County's water.
In January, state water scientists
reported finding a low but undeniable level of radioactive tritium in
Otowi-I, the same drinking-water
well where the perchlorate was
found. They also found another
radioactive element, strontium-90,
in a second well.
"It is clear that a highly contaminated band of water is present in the
upper portions of these two wells
because they are very deep, and
there is a great deal of dilution,"
said Greg Mello, a hydrologist who
leads the Los Alamos Study Group,
a· nonprofit nuclear disarmament
I group in Santa Fe. "It is logical to
assume the perchlorate is a harbinger for other things."

Los Alamos lab scientists plan to
. test all surface and ground waters
for the chemical, plus drill new test
wells. Getting a grip on the extent
and levels of contamination will
take years, said Dave Rogers, a lab
hydrologist.
Mello argues that is a mistake.
"The answer is not to study the
deep aquifer in detail but to act, to
remediate the shallow aquifer" that
is the easiest-to-reach source of
contamination, .he said. "The
answer is prevention, not scientific
hand-wringing after the fact. Los
Alamos should be using its cleanup
budget to clean up."
Ammonium perchlorate is a main
ingredient in matches, solid rocket
fuel and fireworks and has been
found in the water supplies for 15
milliOli. people in the United States,
primarily near rocket-engine factories and testing sites in California,
Nevada and Utah.
Given to rats at doses 100 to 1,000
times greater than those in Los
Alamos' drinking water, perchlorate causes changes. in the thyroid
gland that can dampen production
of hOl'mones needed for metabolism
and development.

Effects on hUmans still are being it gets diluted (in the Los Alamos
studied, but scientists worry about water system), it goes down proporperchlorate because doctors used to tionally. So I don't think the levels in
use the chemical to treat overactive Los Alamos are of health concern at
thyroids. As a result, the U.S. Envi- this time."
ronniental
Protection
Agency
State environmental regulators
declared perchlorate a "contami- are keeping an eye on perchlorate
nant of concern" in 1998 and is per- in Los. Alamos' water. "It's not a
forming research to set its own health issue, though it's something
health advisory level.
we're very concerned about and are
The chemical has been dumped in following," said Bill Bartels, acting
five Los Alamos canyons over time. drinking-water chief for the New
Today, the lab flushes liquid waste Mexico Environment Department.
Some state officials are thinking
containing perchlorate into Mortandad Canyon at levels up to 66 parts about proposing a water standard
per billion. That is almost four for perchlorate. An aquifer undertimes the "health advisory" level of neath a "burn pit" at White Sands
18 ppb at which California regula- Missile Range shows perchlorate at
tors advise water systems to shut 25,000 ppb, and the chemical has
down. New Mexico has no standard turned up at lesser concentrations
near defense sites elsewhere in the
or advisory level for perchlorate.
. state. But state law allows regulaThe lab is testing all Los Alamos tors to step in despite the lack of a
drinking-water wells quarterly' to water-quality standard if they feel
see whether the concentrations go human health or water supplies are
up or down. Los Alamos' Glasco said at risk.
the county probably won't use any
"This is a time when the regulatowell showing levels above 18 ppb.
ry screw apparently needs to be
For now, said Voorhees of the New tightened," Mello said. "The answer,
Mexico Department of Health, "the instead, is real enforcement by our
levels in the Los Alamos drinking state regulatory authorities who
water are much less than the (Cali- have been unwilling to use their
fornia) current action level ... Once ample powers under law."

Lab Chemical Found in Water
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Lab Chemical Found in Water
Ian Hoffman Journal Staff Writer

Level Isn't a Danger To Public, State Says
For the first time ever, the federal nuclear-weapons lab in Los Alamos has admitted to finding one
of its chemicals in a drinking-water well.
Known as perchlorate, the chemical cropped up in a Pueblo Canyon well at extremely low levels
two to three parts per billion that aren't thought to endanger human health, according to independent
scientists. The well is one of seven supplying 12,000 people.
"At these levels, I have not found any evidence of adverse health effects," said Ron Voorhees,
New Mexico's deputy state epidemiologist.
"This is not anything that poses any danger to the public," said Tim Glasco, deputy utilities
manager for Los Alamos County. "Your water is safe to drink."
Yet the fact that perchlorate was found at all in a drinking-water well is remarkable and could be a
warning sign of vast contamination slowly moving into Los Alamos County's water supply, according
to state and private water scientists.
To date, the U.S. Department of Energy has ruled out any ground-water cleanup at its Los Alamos
National Laboratory. The perchlorate finding, coming on top of other contamination in Los Alamos'
water-supply aquifer, makes such a cleanup more and more likely.
Perchlorate is a nonradioactive chemical more commonly found where aerospace and defense
contractors make rocket engines. It also has been a staple of nuclear research at Los Alamos
National Laboratory since the Manhattan Project.
In the 1940s and '50s, scientists at the now-defunct Technical Area 45 used the chemical in
analyses of plutonium and other radioactive metals, then flushed the remains untreated into Acid
Canyon.
Lab scientists suspect the perchlorate found in late June and early July was released a half
century ago from Technical Area 45. If so, the chemical has seeped eastward more than three miles
and trickled downward through 1,000 feet of rock, mixing with several underground bodies of water.
Water scientists found it in a deep and powerful well that draws on a quarter-mile thick swath of
soggy rock, an underground reservoir for unknown billions of gallons of water.
Any toxin to travel that far and survive huge amounts of dilution could be a clue that heavier
concentrations and perhaps more dangerous contaminants could end up in Los Alamos County's
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water.
In January, state water scientists reported finding a low but undeniable level of radioactive tritium
in Otowi-1, the same drinking-water well where the perchlorate was found. They also found another
radioactive element, strontium-90, in a second well.
"It is clear that a highly contaminated band of water is present in the upper portions of these two
wells because they are very deep, and there is a great deal of dilution," said Greg Mello, a
hydrologist who leads the Los Alamos Study Group, a nonprofit nuclear disarmament group in Santa
Fe. "It is logical to assume the perchlorate is a harbinger for other things."
Los Alamos lab scientists plan to test all surface and ground waters for the chemical, plus drill new
test wells. Getting a grip on the extent and levels of contamination will take years, said Dave Rogers,
a lab hydrologist.
Mello argues that is a mistake.
"The answer is not to study the deep aquifer in detail but to act, to remediate the shallow aquifer"
that is the easiest-to-reach source of contamination, he said. "The answer is prevention, not scientific
hand-wringing after the fact. Los Alamos should be using its cleanup budget to clean up."
Ammonium perchlorate is a main ingredient in matches, solid rocket fuel and fireworks and has
been found in the water supplies for 15 million people in the United States, primarily near
rocket-engine factories and testing sites in California, Nevada and Utah.
Given to rats at doses 100 to 1, 000 times greater than those in Los Alamos' drinking water,
perchlorate causes changes in the thyroid gland that can dampen production of hormones needed for
metabolism and development.
Effects on humans still are being studied, but scientists worry about perchlorate because doctors
used to use the chemical to treat overactive thyroids. As a result, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency declared perchlorate a "contaminant of concern" in 1998 and is performing research to set its
own health advisory level.
The chemical has been dumped in five Los Alamos canyons over time. Today, the lab flushes
liquid waste containing perchlorate into Mortandad Canyon at levels up to 66 parts per billion. That is
almost four times the "health advisory" level of 18 ppb at which California regulators advise water
systems to shut down. New Mexico has no standard or advisory level for perchlorate.
The lab is testing all Los Alamos drinking-water wells quarterly to see whether the concentrations
go up or down. Los Alamos' Glasco said the county probably won't use any well showing levels
above 18 ppb.
For now, said Voorhees of the New Mexico Department of Health, "the levels in the Los Alamos
drinking water are much less than the (California) current action level Once it gets diluted (in the Los
Alamos water system), it goes down proportionally. So I don't think the levels in Los Alamos are of
health concern at this time."
State environmental regulators are keeping an eye on perchlorate in Los Alamos' water. "It's not a
health issue, though it's something we're very concerned about and are following," said Bill Bartels,
acting drinking-water chief for the New Mexico Environment Department.
Some state officials are thinking about proposing a water standard for perchlorate. An aquifer
underneath a "burn pit" at White Sands Missile Range shows perchlorate at 25,000 ppb, and the
chemical has turned up at lesser concentrations near defense sites elsewhere in the state. But state
law allows regulators to step in despite the lack of a water-quality standard if they feel human health
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or water supplies are at risk.
"This is a time when the regulatory screw apparently needs to be tightened," Mello said. "The
answer, instead, is real enforcement by our state regulatory authorities who have been unwilling to
use their ample powers under law."
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Who else could
do a better job of
running.
the
lab?
. .
(Jz-~/oo

tractors include Allied Signal,
which runs the DOE's Kansas
The New Mexican
City laboratory, and Lockheed
Martin, which is under DOE conAlmost no one thinks Los
tract to run Sandia National LabAlamos National Laboratory will oratories in Albuquerque.
move out of University of Cali"As a class, a private defense
fornia hands anytime soon.
contractor might make more
But the last time the lab's consense," Mello said. "Switching to
tract with UC was up for renewal another rogue (government) con- in 1997 - a handful of people · tractor is not going to solve the
in Congress introduced bills that
DOE's .problem.
would have given oversight of
"There is no question Sandia is
.the laboratories to the Pentagon.
a better-managed laboratory
And that is what most antithan LANL. Sandia~s mission is
nuclear activists would like no more comfortable for us (as
giving responsibility for nuclear anti-nuclear activists), but Sanwarheads to the people who run · dia's goals are at least coherent." :
the wars.
For example, almost all work
·at Sandia involves weapons
"We'd like to see the weapons
scientists wear military
design, while at LANL many
other types of scientific
uniforms," said~Gre~Jvle!!£~~!
the Los Alamos Study Group, a
research are being conducted.
Tii'6~watchCfOg'"anQanti:'fiTiclear
Santa Fe attorney Ruth Timorganization.
_~Trm.~rroFfueoa
Many people within and outstudy for the Los Alamos Study
side Los Alamos are hoping the =:~~t1iegovernmeil1'scon:b'
recent troubles up on the Hill
tract with UC several years ago
and questions over management
and said she found that the curcould mean exactly the kind of
. rent contract basically lets
major change they've been want- everyone "off the hook" - and
ing for a long time.
lets the lab do what it wants.
Critics for years have blamed
Lab spokesman Jim DanneskiUC and the Departmenl of Ener- old denies that the lab hasn't had
gy for not exercising enough
enough oversight from outside
control over the lab - making
organizations.
"The lab has always been
sure waste dumps are cleaned
up, workers are safe and secrets under intense oversight from the;
are securely under lock.
Department of Energy and from:
The General Accounting
Congress," Danneskiold said.
Office, the investigative arm of
"Certainly the current events
Congress, has cited the DOE and have intensified that scrutiny.'"
And there are people who
the university dozens of times in
think the new National Nuclear
just the last decade for security
and safety mishaps. Internal and Security Administration will settle the issue and get rid of the
external audits have revealed
DOE instead of the university.
problems for years.
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
Others have suggested that the
said the lab is under too much
laboratory's management contract be put up for bid - thereqy scrutiny from the DOE - mainly'
because the Energy Department
possibly giving control to a prican't keep its rules straight.
vate company or a university
"The DOE's myriad of conflict- .
such as The University of New
Mexico or the University of
ing bureaucracies and rules"
Texas, two that have been mendon't work to oversee the lab,
tioned as possible contractors.
Domenici said. "They don't let
Some suggested private conthe (lab) managers manage it."
By KRISTEN DAVENPORT

Anti-nuclear activists rally at Iab:[i/io!CxJ

,

Clyde Mueller(The New M!,xican

Gene Tucker, Los Alamos National Laboratory's deputy director for security, far right wearing a suit, watches as two protest·
ers dash across the lab's 'No Trespassing' line. The two were part of about 300 people participating in a rally for peace in
observance of the 55th anniversary of the dropping of the atomic bomb on Nagasaki, Japan.

Nobody arrested at quiet
bombing protest at LANL
By KRISTEN DAVENPORT

The New Mexical)
Amid dancing devils, giant Medusa
puppets and constant rhythmic drumming, about 300 protesters walked
almost two miles to Los Alamos
National Laboratory to rally against
nuclear weapons Wednesday:
Protesters chanted "Shut it down,
shut it down," and other slogans condemning the lab's work with nukes
and calling for nuclear disarmament.
Once the rally reached lab property,
Los Alamos officials had set up a yellow-rope line in a parking lot that protesters crossed to be "arrested." No
one was actually arrested and none
will be prosecuted, although 60 people
crossed the line and were detained in
a LANL bus before being driven back
to Ashley Pond where the protest
started.
The, anti-nuclear rally was the sec-

ond large peace protest in Los Alamos "rowdier."
in recent years, Last year, about 450
About as many LANL employees as
people came to the rally and 73 there were protesters stood on the
activists - including actor Martin .opposite side of the yellow rope, many
Sheen .:c. Were detained on the lab watching the protest through binocuarrest bus,
lars from the lab administration
Sheen, who now is the star of NBC's building's balconies.
hit TV show West Wing, had told orgaSome stood not far from the protestnizers he would attend this year's ers and exchanged a few insults with
rally, But he never showed.
those chanting.
Instead, actor Wes Studi, a Chero"Give up your yuppie lifestyle,"
kee who has had roles in movies such said one female protester, who wore a
as The Last of the Mohicans, gave a devilish mask for much of the march
brief speech and crossed the line with on the lab, "You are addicted to your
other protesters before being minivans."
detained.
She also pointed at one man and
"There's no such thing as .a smart said "You, the fat guy in the black
bomb," Studi told the crowd. "If we're shirt, you're a wage slave for war."
smart enough to build nuclear bombs,
Not all Los Alamos residents were
we should be smart enough to undo welcoming. On the walk back to Ashthem."
ley Pond, several people yelled "Go
Although the protest this year was a home" to protesters as they drove by.
bit smaller than last year, one lab offiPlease see RALLY, Page 8-4
cial said this year's rally was a bit
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RALLY........-_
Continued from Page 8-1

Two young men in a white convertible. honked and made
obscene gestures at people walking down Trinity Drive.
Also, a group of kids stood by
as protesters marched away
with a big sign proclaiming
"Why we love Los Alamos"
including "Because it -is a safe
'.
place." ,
'!You're riot safe here," on~
woman shouted at the kids.
"You must die!" a boy yelled
., . .
Clyde Mueller/The New Mexican
back, before an adult told him.to Anti-nuclear activist and'actor Wes Studi of Santa Fe was thesec'ond
be respectfuL
..,
But for the most part, organiz:
ers said, the protest went well~
and peacefully.
. '.

. p~r~on to erosi; the lab;s 'No Trespassing' line. S'tudi was esco.rted to a
detention bus by lab security. Protesters who crossed the line were
detain~d for about an hour before being driven back to. their cars.
..

Takeshi' Tahemori,a .survivor 55th a:nniversary of the 'bombing
of fhebombing of Hiroshilna; of Nagasaki on Aug. 9, 1945. The
talked about his experience for- Nagasaki bomb - built by sCien~
,giving Americans for the atomIc tists at Los .Alamos - was
bomb dropped on his town when dropped three days . after the
United States dropped the first
h~ was 8 years old. .
.
nuclear weapon in history on
"I .am not here to bl~me "Or Hiroshima.
.
accuse or point fingers that Los
\:.Alamos is full of evil people,"
Japan surrendered about, a
T~nemori said. "I'm here to week later.
plead with you that it's time for
ThOSe at the rally said 55 years
reconCiliation."
is too long for one town to be
"Please teU me why we contin- building weapons of mass
ue to ml1ke bombs ... in the name . destruction and suggest that the
of making peace," he said~
lab be changed to peaceful misThe rally was 'staged on the sions . . . .:: like ice-cream research.

.

"We felt like this iss~e needed
some humor and art," said Aysha
Massell, who along with Nik .
Bertulis has starte.d a new peace.
group in Santa Fe that promotes'
disarmamentthrough funny slogans.
Both were wearing blue lab
coats. that said "Los Alamos Ice
Cream Research Group" as they .,
-passed out pictures of Uncle
Sam saying ."1 want YOU to
make nukes."
"People don't' realize Los
Alamos is still in the business of
making nuclear bombs," Massell
said.
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Federal probe of
NIF costs sought
GAO audit suggests Congress was misled

By Lisa Friedman
WASHINGTON BUREAU
W ASIDNGTON -- Nuclear watchdog groups, incensed by a federal audit that shows
managers of the National Ignition Facility at Lawrence Livennore Laboratory turned
a blind eye to massive cost overruns, called Monday for criminal investigations.
The General Accolll1ting Office audit, which will be released Thursday, suggests the
people charged with making sure the world's largest laser gets built misled Congress
about the price tag from the very beginning. And, investigators said, they systematically ignored evidence
that NIF has had serious problems ever since.
The report concludes that the laser, which originally was to cost $1.2 billion, will really cost about $4
billion. Even then, it may not perfonn to original standards.
"There is a clear pattern of deceit, fraud and abuse. There should be a criminal investigation," said Marylia
Kelley, director of Tri-Valley Cares .
. Added Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group, "This is a conspiracy to defraud the federal
government by the University of Cali fomi a."
Department of Energy spokeswoman Lisa Cutler did not return a phone call seeking comment. Members
of Congress also continued to decline comment Monday.
Lab officials have disagreed with the GAO report's project cost estimates, which include costs for the
research and development of the BB-size laser targets that will be blasted by NIF's planned 192 laser
beams.
And the technical problems are a thing of the past, said Susan Houghton, a lab spokeswoman.
"Yes, we recognize that there were problems. They're behind us," she said.

DOE, despite widespread and growing criticism, continues to call the laser project the
"cornerstone" of the nation's Science-Based Stockpile Stewardship and Maintenance Program.
The stewardship program aims to use supercomputers and massive nuclear-bomb simulation
machines to maintain the reliability, safety and security ofthe nation's nuclear weapons.
Even facility proponents concede the project is billions of dollars over its authorized budget of
$1.2 billion and years behind schedule.
The GAO report confirms a previous analysis that found NIF was poorly managed at Livermore.
But it also concludes that the lab's fonner laser director "assured laboratory managers, DOE, the
university (of California which manages Livermore and Los Alamos), and the Congress" that NIF
was adequately funded, on budget and on time, "even while he was briefed on clear and growing
evidence that NIF had serious problems."
Scientists and officials at the other two nuclear-weapons labs have expressed concerns that
funding the project will shrink their budgets and could threaten the entire national effort to
maintain the nuclear arsenal.
This summer Richardson blasted Sandia and its officials when they publicly expressed
reservations about the facility.
"This report is terribly damaging," said Greg Mello, a physicist and weapons-lab watchdog
analyst with the Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study Group, which opposes NIF.
"This is conspiracy to defraud the federal government," he said. "It's time to look at calling in a
(federal) grand jury."
At the Natural Resources Defense Council in Washington, D.C., nuclear-weapons program
analyst Christopher Paine said the report "is grounds for a criminal investigation" because it
suggests that Livermore officials filed false reports with the government to maintain a flow of
funds to begin construction and build the laser in spite of its major technical problems.
Houghton dismissed the calls for a criminal inquiry as part of the anti-nuclear organizations'
agenda, and she insisted that after "85 days of review" NIF is back on track with no "technical
showstoppers. "
Author: Lawrence Spohn lspohn@abqtrib.com /823-3611
Page: A7
Copyright, 2000, The Albuquerque Tribune

LOS ALAMOS FINDS LOCAL FARM PRODUCE NOT CONTAMINATED BY WILDFIRE
A May wildfire at Los Alatnos National Laboratory does not threaten the produce of farmers located
downwind of the New Mexico facility, a lab official said last week,
Phil Fresquez, an officlal with the lab's Ecology Group said in an interview Wednesday that preliminary analysis of soil samples ta.ken from farms located between 20 IUld 30 miles away showed no significant amounts of contaminants were deposited by smoke and IIllh, "We hope to have final results within the
next two weeks," he said,
Working with the New Mexico Envirorunent Dept.. LANL ~ientists collected soil samples in mid-June
at the request of the Santa Fe Fanners' Market Task Force. "There is no increased health risk to the public
as a re!lult of the fires," Fresquez said.
The group had requested that samples be taken downwind of the lab because these areas ~ived the
most amount of smoke and ash from the tires, he said. Samples have already been taken at fanns upwind of
the lab and did not show any abnonnal readings.
The lab sampled for a variety ofradionudides including strontium-9Q, tritium, cesium·137, uranium
and three isotopes of plutonium. "We selected these elements because these are the ones people generally
worry about when a fire occurs:' he said,
Lab and NMED officials tested for elevated levels of these substances at ground-level and up to two
inche,.o; below the surface. While some environmental groups have claimed that OOB labs should monitor at
deeper levels below the ~urface, Fresquez defended the lab's approach. "'Our approach represents the best
way to test for the spread of radionuclides because they do not migrate beyond tile two-inch range." '
In addition, Fresquez pointed out that metal concentrations around the lab's perimeter, which was
much closer to the fIres than the farms were, experienced no changes in their contamination levels.
LANL, Fresquez said, wanted to address residents' concerns about radionuclides possibly migrating
from toil Urto locally-grown ptOdu.ct:. To ~p1iah tb8t goal. the lab collected 30 samples of fnliu and
veget.ab1ce that an: eum:ntly bdna lMlyzcd. 'We have coUected pt04uce that [ripened] at various times
after the fire to get a aood Ci1)&S section of data,H
While officj~ expect tQ have monitoiini data on the produce within tWO rtlOtltbs, Fresquez cx~
confidence that the ll'lsults WOUld mateh those front the soil analysis. '7bere is very little uptake of soil in
plants 50 we'n: not really WOIried," he said.
The monitoring undertaken by the lab ba:ause of lbt fire caused Fresqucz's group to double its budget
to $400,000. But he said the Upenditute~wtll worth it. ''The Cerro Grande fm i& atpbly the most
well-monitored event in the lab'$ history, he uid.
At 1eaAt one watchdog group was u .
sed with the lab's tcsUlts. Greg Mello. director of the l..Il$
Alamos Study Group. said in an interview Thursday that baving lab official& tout the minimal impact of
the fire lI1i.ua a mudllarget ilsue tegarding tbc cavimmnenta1 and health impacts of L.ANL research.
"Let's talk about the real dangers of nuclear weapons and not try to JUinimize tbcir impact through
analyses like this one:' he said.
LANL will post monitoring updates on iu website at http://www.esbJaotgovJesb/eovirepom/htmL
- Tarun Reddy
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Los AlamoswiII
,
temporarily store radioactive:
waste from priva.te industries
By KRISTEN DAVENPORT
I ..".

"

"

The New
Mexican
•

II WWlr 5 N7P7

,

some anti"nuclear aCtivists to
" . .
.
.
worry that a rogue nation or ter_ThIS ,Is really JE~t. t~;mng rorist could collect the devices
_Area G mto a WIPP_.sIte, ,sa!d and instruments to eventually
.
_Greg Msal~L..uLtb.e...L.o..s....Alamos " build a bomb
§tudy Gr;oup. "This' is a lot of
.,.,
plutomum to Dury tIiere ).,....-'----~
But Just the same, they say, the
~uch of the outs~ontami- 'wast~ should not be sent to New
nated material cannot be sent to M~XICO ~or storage ..
WIPP because it comes from
Why IS New MeXICO the target
nondefense source'S and the law of yet another kind of nuclear
does not allow defe~se waste to w~ste?" Mello asked. "Why is
be mixed in storage with waste thIS the natural place to accumulat; waste? Why are we the tarfrom other civilian industry.
Sealed sources are stainless- get. We se.em, to be G;,ound Zero
steel containers with nuclear for the natIon s waste.
materials inside _ largely from
But John Themelis, a~ting assisuniversity laboratories or pri- tant ~anager for envIr.onmental
vate industries. The 21 000 operatIOns at, DOEm Albusources will be stored in about querque, said that Los Alamos is
1,000 drums most of which will only a temporary storage spot for
th.e radioactive waste and that it
be put on th~ mesa top inLANL.
Many of the 21,000 sealed WIll be sent somewhere else.
A supplemental analysis for the
sources in existence in the United States come from devices for Site-Wide Environmental Impact
drilling oil and gas. Gauges used Statement for Los Alamos states
by research organizations to that waste storage would be "on
measure soil moisture and con- an interim basis until a strategy
tent also contain radioactive is developed for final disposition
chemicals. Qualified public and of the sources," a DOE letter
private organizations have been released this week states.
"We have no intention of disallowed to use nuclear materials
for some activities since 1954.
posing of it (permanently) at Los
Several years ago, the federal Alamos," Themelis said. "I don't
government ordered the Depart- see any chance Of that."
Themelis said it's important for
. me~t of Energy to round up the
estImated 21,000 radioactive the DOE to gather the dispersed
quickly
sources because they could pose radioactive sources
a threat to public health if they because similar devices in other
were accidentally opened.
countries have killed people when
The sources have periodiCally they were accidentally opened.
been found abandoned in ware- ' And "this is jU,st a small amount
houses ~I}.d trucks across the of waste compared to what is
country m recent years, leading already there (at Area G)."
Continued from Page A-1
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Truckloads of' radioactive waste from prt-,
vate infiustries will be arriving at Los Alam-'
os National Laboratory' to be temporarily
,
stored above ground for years at Area G.
This would apparently be the first time the
lab has accepted large amounts of radioa&- .
tive waste to store from private sources,
although almost 60,000 drums of contaminated material from the nation's weapons wor~
already sit above ground under tents at Arep
G, the lab's Technical Area 54., Much of th~
weapons waste is destined for WIPP.
The proposal to store outside "sealed
sources" "containing plutonium, beryllium
and americium passed an,environmental hurdle this week, the Department of Energy
announced.
The 30;000 curies of radioactive waste would
be temporarily stored in above-ground drums
while the Department of Energy decides what
to do with it - reprocess and treat it or send it
to someplace that accepts high-level waste
such as Yucca Mountain in Nevada.
Some lab-watchdog groups warn that by
allowing the waste onto LANL property even
temporarily, the state risks having it permanently buried here.
Please see LAB, Page A-4

The lab has been accepting
small amounts of nondefense
waste since 1979 - about 1,100 of
the radioactive, devicessources or
drums? have already been sent to
the site. However, in 1995, DOE
was asked to come up with a comprehensive plan to gather the
remaining 21,000 sources.
Themelis said the DOE hopes
to have all the sealed sources
gathered by 2006. They will be
separated, and the federal gov- .
ernment will then figure out
what to do with them.
The Cerro Grande fire, in May
burned within a half-mile of Area
G, where the current waste sits in
drums under a large tent. The fire
caused lab officials and activists
alike to say that the waste sitting
on the top of the mesa would be
better off in the underground salt
chambers of WIPP.
·"At the same time they're making a big deal about accelerating
sendmg that stuff to WIPP, they're
doing the opposite here," said Don
Hancock, director of the nuclearsafety program. at the Southwestern Research and Information
Center in Albuquerque.
Hancock said he also opposes
storing the sealed radioactive
sources at LANL because "the
DOE doesn't have a good record
of handling its own waste."
"In fact, commerciaJ industry
has a better safety record., So the
industry that handles it better
sends to stuff to DOE - this is
not a plus for the health and
security (Of the public)."
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• Sealed canisters from the 1950s
"
and 60s could end up at the lab
or recycling or storage

fi

Journal Staff Report

The go-go years of atomic energy scattered
tens .of thousands of sealed radioactive canisters
all over the United States, in factories, research
labs, schools and elsewhere.
Now these relics of the 1950s and '60s are
largely outmoded, unwanted and in some cases
carelessly abandoned. And the U.S, Department'
of Energy intends to bring them to Los Alamos
National Laboratory in roughly 1,000 shielded
barrels, according to a new DOE environmental
study.
Some of these sealed radioactive sources

J

would be cracked open and the metals inside such as plutonium - would be purified with acid
and r~cycled. Los Alamos lab is one of the few
place~in the nation where suche~ensive radi~chenustrY can be done under the kind of seCUrlty warranted by canisters that can contain
weapons-grade plutonium.
Unqer the DOE's plan, the likely minority of
sealed sources used for military purposes would
be sent for burial to the Waste ISolation Pilot
Plant, near Carlsbad.
Most of the'rest would be stored temporarily at
the lab's radioactive was~e dump at Technical
Area 54 or at the ChemIstry and Metallurgy
Research building. The 48-year-old building is
underlain by an earthquake fault and slated for
abandonment in 10 years or so.
The DOE's study suggests the sealed sources
and related wastes that don't go to WIPP could

~'.'''''
,'~'

• . ' .,'

remain at Los Alamos indefinitely. And that idea
rests uneasily with lab watchdogs such as Greg
Mello of the Los Alamos Study Group ,in Santa
Fe, which is studying the proposal.
Mello suggests the DOE is classifying the
unwanted sources as "material" rather than
"wastes" in order to evade environmental regulations for waste disposal. But just as worrisome
is the absence of a defined fate for the sources,
he said.
"Why move waste around if you don't know
what you're going to do with it?" Mello asked.
Instead, he said, the DOE should look at fully
processing and disposing of the wastes in
approved disposal,sites, leaving them in private
storage areas until a plan for final disposition is
decided or storing th~ni in a secure facility, such
as the Manzano Mountains nuclear-weapons
storage tunnels outside Albuquerque.

Another
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du~pnear
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Proposed facility would
bury radioactive: industrial
waste much shaUower .
, than WIPP does . lf/~/t>O
.~.

By KRISTEN DAVENPORT
The New Mexican ."
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· .' A private company." is. proposing another' .
· nuclear-waste dump for New Me¥ic;o near WIPP..
.. The proposed dump woul<j. ac¢~p;.~.Wh:at.WIPP·
and other nuclear dumps cannQt::)iighlynialQa'c,.
.'
· tive waste from private industry; .
.'. WIPP can only accept waste .from 'military
· activities - mostlynuclear-weap6tiswotk, And .'
. th~ proposal calls ·for a: dump that would accept'
Greater Than Class C (GTCC) waste - commerc.
cialwaste that is often highly ra,dioactive. .:'
There no facility licensed in the UI)ited States'
· forpetmanent dispos!ll of GTCC waste. The only
proposed site for such waste is at YliccaMountain
in Nevada"scheduled: to open in 2010 despite
· adamant opposition from Nevada citizeris~.
The idea for a new dump somewhere near Carlsbad'is extremely informal, New Mexico Environ- .
·.mentDepprtment officirus say, and nooffiei::ti pro-'
posal has been made to either th~ Department of
. Energy or the Environment Depar1;menf
"
However,docunients froin the DOE show that
. it tentatively supports the idea of a private contractor burying radioactive materials '''on land
in the vicinity ·of the WlPP site" about 150 to 200 .
feet below the ground in boreholes - a,bout
1,800 feet shallower thal;l the·WIPP wast,e.
"The basic proposal .... isreasonable/' wrote'
Ro!:;>ert Campbe~, who works in DOE's environmenUil~management ,bureau, in . Washington.
" "The department should support the concept of
(priva:te)compahies applying for and receiving ,
licenses to dispose of this waste," .
The nuclear waste in question is mostly from
what are called "sealed soutces" containlng plue .
tonium, beryllium and americium from private
industries. The sources are scattered throughout the United States, many of them abandoned
in old warehouse::; or ather areas.
Sealed sources are :stainless-steel container::;
with nuclear materials inside. Most come'from
devices used for drilling for oil and gas, such'as,
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;Continued framPage A-1.

''The oil industry doesn't believe. in being
regulated and ... lobbieqhard not. to hav~
these sealeds.putces kicked, up to be '
claSSified as' high.:leve1t· .....

~augesused by oil companie!)
'and others to measure soil mois.. :ture and composition.
.
.: Several years ago, the federal
:governme.nt ordered the DOE to _
:gathe-r'the' sea'le(j,s0t:\rces and,
.' .~, PoN ~t~:·,·
t~i~~;,~;;,.,;;~i,/,"~'&
:<Iisposeo(. th~m·ina~s'afeplace;\>',
:feariIig that plutonium and other
director of the nuc!ear-sajdy progrdmat the Southwestern Research'
radioactive chemicals strewn
.
, and Information Ceriter in Albuquerque ..
about the Uniteq. Sta~e$ was a
'::"'..
safety hai~td,triother co un..
,'
tries,peop,te have been killed waste. WIPP 'waste is buried '. hotte.;t, mO$t radtOactive ,kind.,~.
when they~~cid~,Qs~!lv)pened a about .~,l.OO feet, l?elow" the .' saiflDoIi Hancock, director.ofth~ ~
device conj~fning:'<hl:i~·'th:aterialS; 'Eafth'sscirface, while·the DOE's ,nudear.,safety ,'program' at, the \
Last week, the -riOE annoPnced d(icul'rl'6ntation shOW,S another' Southwe$teill Research arid Infor- ~
,that the sealed soutceswotIldbe dump could be '~nly ,ISO feel :niation Cimter in Albuquerque. :::
at least temporarily stored at below the surface.
"
,.., "We dOJl't- actually know, (if:
Area G- orpossjblyoth~ral'ea:sHowever, ,Lewis said, ,even if, t~ey are high~level)," he said;'.:
-at Los Alamos ,National Labci- ", the Environment Department '''The oil industry doesn't believe:
ratori after the proposal to stor~ 'began tb look seriously:at plans in being regulated and ... lobbied,
the material passed an,envir~m- for a 'dump ,for the sealed . hard} rio~tto have these ,seilled
mental hurdle.
,radioactive sources, any such sources K\jcked' up to be classiActivists and POE tn<l:nagers dump w.:ould be "tiny" by com- fied, ashigh~level because it
· say the waste should not be parison to Wlpp.
,would be so expensive to store.
· . stored permanently at LANL.
WIPP could eventually store
"Now; you've got sqme private
But the waste cannot be sent to up to 6.2 millfon cubic feet of . compani~s who want to make
WIPP because it 'comes from pri- . waste .. ' The DOE ·document$ some money," Hancock said. "If
· vate ·sources. WIPP regulations' show that the proposed dump for' you think you can, get a site a .
say oilly· transu~ariic military the nonmilitary radioactive mile,from WIPP and use WIPP':
waste will be accepted t~ere.,
waste would be ..:,... at first- transportation and get the DOE.:
"DOE istryipg.to.rouJid,upaboutitOOcubic feet.
to give you millions. if not bil";;
. However,
anti-nuclear lions :of dollars at. the.' taxpay.. erl':.·
these orphaned sealedsource~ to
manage in a respom)ible;way," ·a:ctivists. say they worry any expense, you'd want to do that:." ,-:
said Greg Lewis,;director of tl).~~ump licensed. to accept such
Hancock said that if Yucca'·
·New Mexico; Envirol).ment highly radioactive waste as Mountain opens under current'
Department's , W[i'st~-mailage-' GTCC coUld'easilypersuade reg" proposed regulations, it would
· inent diyision: "'I}hey're spread' u1ators to a~oW it to accept vast be able to accept the GTCC,
. <iuant~ties of low-level radioac- waste as well as radioactive.·
" outeverywh~re,""
materials from weapons work.
However, L,e~is said, the pro- . tive' waste as well. .
'It is not clear from the docu- :
· posal for a s,econd waste dump in
"New Mexico is really at risk
· southeastern New Mexico is ·in of gaining an identity as the: ments where, precisely. the con-';
· such early-stages - and, so little' state .of, nuclear waste, a state tractors might consider bormg tl}e .!
· information has been provided that uses its wide open spaces as . waste holes. The names of the Pri-I
' - that ,the Environment Depart- a place to put nasty things," said' 'vatecompanies have been blacked'.
ment can't commeIlt on whether GregMelIo of the nuclear watch~ out on a copy of the proposal :
.
the dump is likely 'or eveilvague- . dog Los Alamos Study Group. obtained by The New Mexican.
ly reasonable.
"The U.S. has so much nuclear
Lewis said he's not sure the
"Right now, it's just inqui~ies waste looking for a home, and state will receive any official"
into the feasibility of any facility," getting a dump open is really proposal for such a waste, dump,
'
Lewis said. '~'We have no details importanttomany powerful peoe however.
whatsoever. If we get .an actual . pIe in the nuclear in~i1stry." .
"This is a rather unusual
,proposal, of course we'll look very: M~llo said that private compa- inqUiry," he said.
critically at its technical merits.
nies would likely not make much
"We haven't looked at it, so we money storing only the waste
can't say, 'Oh, that's a terrible from GTCC sealed sources, iildithing,' or 'This isa great thing,' " cating that they could be hoping
Lewis said.'
to eventually' accept other
Lewis said it coul~ be a prob- . nuclear waste as well.
The GTCC sealed sources could
lem that the private company is
·~~oposing a shallow burial of the . easily be high-level waste - the
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Nervous laughter
Although I never thought I'd see a picture of Godzilla in the Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists, I have to admit that
I read every word of Janne Nolan's
hilarious cooperative security analogy
("When Three Heads Are Better Than
... Three Heads," July/August 2000
Bulletin).
Apparently, though, you're not the
only ones needing a little comic relief
from the nuclear threat: I understand
that the Los Alamos Study Group-a
serious and very earnest watchdog organization based here in Santa Fe that
keeps tabs on the Los Alamos National Laboratory-has been informally
screening some favorites from that
genre, including Them!, which was
mentioned in your mutant monster
movie roundup ("Creature DiscomSee LETIERS on page 66

LETTERS continuedframpage 3

forts," July/August 2000 Bulletin), as
well as The Invasion of the Body
Snatchers.
Dianna Delling
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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UC system

.keep Iab·c"
By KRISTEN DAVENPORT
The New Mexican
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The University of California
will almost certainly continue
to manage Los Alamos National
The contract '
Laboratory for a't feast five
renewai wfll
more years, Department ·of
'strengthen ,.
our longlasting
Energy officials announced
relationship. ';
Thesday,
Despite months of uncertainmight
consider
other
options
ty over the university's contract in the wake of several for lab management b.efore'
security breaches, the DOE that contract exPired.
In another alleged lllb'securi-: '
will renegotiate the 57-year,0Id
contract with UC,- with some ty breach, Los Alamos scien.tist
reworked language that federal Wen Ho Lee' was fired from the
officials maintain will improve lab, in 1999 during an FBI
inVestigation into alleged espisecurity at the labs.
The current UC contract to onage, ,Lee ,was' ,.arrested and
manage
the
laboratories charged' witheS9 counts of mis.-:
appropriaring weapons designs
expires in September 2002.
However, after two computer and other s'ecret data. But last
hard drives containing nuclear month Lee pleaded guilty to
secrets disappeared from the one count of the indictment and
laboratory in June, DOE offi- was freed from jail.
cials - under pressure' from
Please see CONTRACTS, Page A-3
Congress - , had said they

'Contlnued from Page A-:1.

run other weapons facilities.
TUesday, DOE Secretary Bill
L?ckh;eed Martln/un~ Sandia
Richardson announced that he is Natlonal LaboratorIes 10 Albuaccepting' a recommendation , querque, w,here much nuclear
that UC retain the contract bomb work IS conducted.
through 2002 and that' DOE
But LA'NL and Livermore scishould'also try to renew the con- entists' and lab supporters say
the UC contract is integral to
tract through 2005.
However, DOE .will ask the keeping employees ,happy.
university to hire subcontractors
The prestigious association
t,b improve security at LANL and with the university helps attract
its sister weapons'lab, Lawrence top scientists; officials' say, and
UC offers good financial bene, Livermore near Berkeley, Calif.
. DOE also wants UC to create a fits to scientists and technical
, new job, for a university vice employees.
.
LANL Director John Browne
, pr.esideIit for lab management to
"establish operational and man- issued a statement 'TUesday
agement standards," The energy applauding Rich.ardson's decidepartment also wants to 'create sion to leave the UC contract in
a 'new council on lab issues that place, saying it '.'will strengthen
would report to the university our long-standing relationship
president.
' a n d assure continued scientific
"We're going to look at a vari- and technical excellence in sup,ety of ways to improve opera- port of the nation."
tions and security," said MadeSen, Pete Domenici, R-N,M.,
, lyn
Creedon,
deputy who has much control over the
administrator for defense pro- labs' funding' in Congress, also
grams with the National Nuclear said he was hopeful that changes
. Security Administration, an to the contract will improve
'Energy Department subsidiary security at, the labs. Domenici
that oversees national security.,
gives most credit for changes to
"But we have decided we will the newly created National
enter into a new contract, and we Nuclear Security Administrawill not· compete with the con- tion, headed by Gen. John Gor'
tract for operating" the labs, don.
Creedon said in a 'telephone news
The NNSA is a semiautonomous agency within DOE
conference TUesday.
, She said the DOE and UC will created March 1 to oversee secu'work out details - and what rity at LANL and Livermore,
NNSA officials made the recomchanges will cost taxpayers later,
men dation to Richardson to
Critics say the University of maintain the UC contract.
California has done a poor job
But those who oppose the
overseeing the lab and was lax in decades-old
relationship
its oversight of environmental between UC, and the weapons
safety, labs say the NNSA and DOE are
protection, worker
national security and financial just fiddling with language and
management.
aren't
making
substantive
Other critics sayan academic, changes.
_
"This 'is more of' the same,"
nonprofit in'stitution such as UC
should not be in the business of said Maryalia Kelley, head of
building bombs, or maintaining TIiVillIey CAREs,an antinuke
the,nticlear iitoclqiile,' ,,"
' group' in :Live~mOl,e; Kelley said
'fIowever, at'· , the nuclear .. hergr.o\lp, believesUC Should
weap'onslabs, . administl'ation agree, to continue its manageand pcientists have almostunani- mentof the laboratories Qnly if
mously supported the UC cOh- the university also agrees to
tract and hlive openly fretted change the contract so the labs'
about what would happeri if that core miSsion is diverted from
, contract. were put out (or bid. nuclear weapons. ,
'The University of Texas has
"The 'university should be
'expressed interest in running pressing' for that Change," she
, the nuclear weapons 'labs, and ,said. "The fundamental issue
, several private companies slich here is the 'inissionof the'lab and
as Allied Signal and Lockheed ,not the question of who is going
Martin contract with the DOE to 'to manage Armageddon."

However, she said, the UC
regents "have never indicated
'they're willing to press for' that
kind of change."
Greg Mello, director of the Los
Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe,
also, issued a statement that·s.aid
the proposed, reforms to' the UC
contract· to improve security
"hilve Iio substance at all," ,
'.'The 'problems they are
designed to solve are in public
relations and morale, not security or project management,"
Mello said. He added that antinuke groups believe there is no
oversight 'of the nuclearweapons facilities because "the
labs merely run to Sen, Domeriici" to get what they want.
Mello said the reforms proposed by NNSA and DOE this
Week are simply creating more
bureaucracy to give the appearance of real oversight - a
charge the D,oE denies,
"This doesn't 'create another
layer (of bureaucracy)," Creedon said. "It will consolidate the
university'S supervision of the
labs. Right now, (oversight agencies) report to several different
peopJe' within the UC president's
office, This new vice president
will be a single focus,"
Creedon also said the ideas
outlined TUesday are consistent
with the idea of "integrated
se'curity," Earlier this summer,
some' DOE and UC officials had
said that perhaps DOE would
pull only security and project
management from the UC contract and bid out those responsibilities.
.
Creedon said the NNSA decided against that because the federal gov,ernment wants security
"integrated in,to every single
operation."
.
"After 'some reviews, ... it
became clear that there were
internal. improvements that
could be made to improve the
overall security situation," she
said,
In the past, the DOE contract
has given the ,university $2.75
billion a year to pay salaries,
operating costs and bonuses.
Additional costs - for a subcontractor and 'new vice president
-·have not been determined,

University of Califof11.ia
'Pjliy~r$ity
Hangs On to Lab Contract ;'~:P~dE:.-1 " ',;,-'
By

IAN HOFFMAN

Journal Staff Writer

I~k

A public university tapped S3
years ago to invent the world's first
nuclear weapons will continue the
enterprise at least three years
more, despite a recent rash of safety, security and management failures.
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson
said 'illesday he will extend the University of California's operation of
Los Alamos and Lawrence Livermore nuclear-weapons design labs,
with fairly minor though immediate
reforms in the security arena.
Los Alamos lab director John C.
Browne applauded the move.
"His decision to extend the UC
contract will strengthen our longstanding relationship and assure
continued scientific and technical
excellence in support of the riation,"
Browne said in a prepared statement.
The reforms, proposed by Nation-

al Nuclear Security Administrator
Gen. John Gordon, call on the university to hire outside security and
management consultants, at federal
taxpayer expense. The school also
must create a council of lab managers to advise its president and set
up a university vice president to
oversee the two weapons labs in
California and New Mexico.
"That's nothing new," notes
Christopher Paine, a nuclearweapons analyst for the Natural
Resources Defense Council. .
"I don't think handing this back to
the university shows much courage
on Richardson's part," Paine said.
"It's just the path of least resistance
and the nation will suffer for it.",
Yet employees of the labs have
overwhelmingly backed keeping
the University of California at the
helm. DOE worried a 'management
change would trigger a mass exodus of scientists into retirement and
See UNIVERSITY on PAGE 3

ptivate-sector jobs;
,
"UniversItY.' pr,esident Richard C.
Atkiilson hailed the 'contract extension as "a vote O!iCOnfi4l:lOCe;,'.,,,,
"Tills step wiUpe awelC9~e ~oost'
to our scientists ,and 'stilff;"·Atkiiison;; saldina Statement, "As ,We .
move forward; we, musf: 1I4"j:1ress,
sever/j.l' "import<mt, ,,' chiilleI);ges,
,inCluding ", .rebuildjrig·, ',e~ployee
nior~ellnd'coriQnuing':to recruit the
very bestscientistsJo olir'la,bs:" "
", "In the end,DOE exeCutiv:esdecil!, ed to stick: with the uiliversitY for
three.yearsbeyond the~002 eJid:of
'. the'cUlTent)ab Inlirlagement"c.on"
, tr<J,ct; The'stated Te3son'echoedthat
given byfortner Energy Secretary
Hazel' O'Leary in 1996 for the last
contract renewal: cOijtinuity.
, ''!9ghtliOW, it's important that we
maintain continuity;" said DOE
Assistan.tSecretaryMadelyn Creedon, who also serves ~s deputy
administrator in charge of riuclearweapoI).s ,progratns in ~the National
NuClear Security Administration.
But if continuity·is so important,
a.~ks Los Alatnos lab watchdog Greg
Mello, "why go through this charade?"
.
"What is especially boggling is

of Calif. Keeps Lab Contract

that afte,r ayear that ~sbeen chock
full of revelations of miSmanagec
ment that DOE would choose to discipline its nuClear lab contractor by
extending the contract," Mello said.
"If they're nOt looking at other contractors, then the DOE has no leverage to negotiate anything."
DOE executives debated.putting
the contract up for competitive bid.
A consortium of Texas and New
,Mexico universities was mulling a
bid in anticipation. But DOE rejected the idea.
"We discussed irand decided that
since the fundamental science was
not broken and was in fact SOund, it
,was important to have continuity, to
continue with, the university,'~ Creedon told reporters 'illesday by
phone.
Richardson suggested in late
June that he might split away security and perhaps lab operations
from the university contract. The
announcement 'illesday signals that
idea is dead.
"It,gets back to whether you want
security to be integrated or to be
separate," Creedon told 'reporters,
by phone. "The call at the end of the
day is, we really want to figure out a
way for it to be integrated."
Several members of Congress
had demanded this year that the,

DOE terminate the university con'tract and p'ut the contract up for bid.
But the lawmakers who control
DOE's budget often come from
,states with a large DOE presence,
such,as New Mexico. And they generally backed keeping the university in charge.
'
"Stability at the lab is important,
and I hope negotiations with the
University of California go well/'
said Sen. Pete Domenici, chairman'
of the Senate Budget ljlld E!lergy'
and Water Appropriations committees.
"In the past," said the' New Mexico Republican, "the institution has
clemonstrated a willingness to
accept changes and improvements
in jts management responsibilities.
I believe this is still true."
Critics of the UC-DOE relationship - the longest-running government contract in U.S. history - say
the renewal is not a surprise but evidence that the Energy Department
has been co'opted by the university
and its political allies.
Richardson himself was irate on
learning this year that Lawrence
Livermore managers had misled
him, into believing its giant laserc
fusion project, the National Ignition
Facility, was on sohedule and within
budget. Instead, the NIF construc-

,tion budget alone is more than dou,bling in cost, to $2.5 billion.
,Amonth afte~ he decided, to let
the university continue with its current contract, five lab workers were
exposedto an espe¢ially radioactive'
form' of plutonium.
Richardson endured, another
embatrassment this spring, when
'two computer hard'drives loaded
with nUclear-weapons desigps went
missing more than a' month from a
vault inside top-security offices at
Los Alamos.
The hard' drives later resurfaced
behlnd office copyinachi)1e.
More recently, a federal judge
scolded Richardson, calling him an
"embarrassment to the nation" for
his role in the prosecution and
imprisonment of Wen Ho Lee, a Los
Alamos scientist advertised as a
dire threat to national security then
let free ona guilty plea to a 'single
felony.
"Given the whole episode with the
National Ignition Facility and how
they lied to him and the whole mishandlirig of the security issues and
the Wen Ho Lee case," Paine said;
"I'm just astounded that they would
agree to extend the contract. They
should have competed it and given
more entities than the UniverSity of
California a cl;umce to bid on it." .

an

Contracts
DOE OFFERS UNIVERSITY A CHANCE TO REMAIN AT LABS; CRITICS HIT MOVE
Energy Secretary Bill Richardson last week annowlCed a series ofrcforms that, if implemented by the
Univcr~ity

of Califomia, could lead to a three-year extension o( the l>Chool's management and operating

contract to run Lawrence Livennore and Los Alamos nationallaborlltories. But critics of the labs' management questioned why the department would n:ward the univcrnity with an ex-tension in light of the
prohlem!: with I;ecurity since 1999.
'

The M&O contract with ve, which Wa'i renewed in 1997. is scheduled to expire in Sept. 30, 2002. If
the university mc:cts,'g series of requirements established by DOE,l.hecontract to manage LtNL and LANL.
as well as Lawrence:Berkeley National Lttboratory. would be extended to Sept. 30. 2005.
Under the refoniis announced by Richardwo, the university must!
- Establish a new pol'ition of vice president for laboratory management. TIlls individual would have
"authority to establis.h operational and management standards including securitY meas~r.es, for the
weapoos-l;l.bs;' DOE'Said.
,':'".'
- Hire subcontractors with expertise in security, facility operations, and project Iirld construction
management. The'sU.bcontractors would assist the lab directors in miling QveraJl sec\lrity and policy
dcci$ions and "help (he new UC Vice President obta.in ~imilar expertise;"
- Create a labOratory Senior Management Council. This group would report diredly to UC President
Richard Atkin.wn tJt'advise on key management and l>eCurity issues," the dep~lent said.
Richardson·s announcement on the contract is important on two levelS, Atkinson said in a statement
a. relationship that has
brought great benefits to our nation for more than half a centUry," At.k.inson said.'
",..
'
Just as important,..Atkinson said. is the signaltbc lUlnouncement sends to erilployees at LANLand
LLNL. Many DOE o~~servers have predicted It mass exodus of employees 'from lANL IUld LLNL if DoE
were to tcnninate th~ contract. There also has bee'1 speculation that UC might not bid on the labs' management if DOE op¢neJil to co~pctition, something that has never happened.
Atkinson called the DOE decision a "welcome boost" to lab employees. "As we move forward; we must
address several challenges. including rebuilding employee morale and continuing to reCt\lit the very best
sL'ientists to our labs. At the same time, we look forward to the opportunity to demonstrate our continuing
conulliunent to superb science in the nationll.l interest."
Rich'Hoson based his decision." on the UC contract on recommendations from National Nuclear
Security Administration chief John Gordon, who ha.'1 been studying the potential rc....1ructuring of the UC
contract SltlCe June 30. Sen. Pete Domenici. R.N.M .• who helped create the ~iautonomous NNSA,
applauded Richardson's and Gordon's handling of the matter. Congress last year ordered the establishment
of NNSA as a semiautonomous agency to manage DOS's nuclear weapons programs.
Tuesday, "The decision to proceed [with the extension1 is a vote of confidence in

The law authorizing NNSA allows Gordon to recommend poUcy changes, which then must be
approved by the secretary before they are implemented. "Th.is announcement shows that the process is
beginning to work.," the senator said in a statement last week.
Domenici agreed with Atkinson's view on the impact of DOE's decision on morale at the labs. "Stabil.
jty is important at fLANL] and I hope the negotiations with UC go well. In the past, the institution has
demonstrated a willingness to accept changes and improvements," the senator said. "1 trvst [UC] will work
diligently with Gene.ra1 Gordon to implement tbL-; security upgrade reccOiInendations at LANL and l.LNL,"
he added.
But not all members of Congress were happy with the department's decision. Rep. John DingeU of
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Michigan, the ranking D¢mopat on the House Commerce Corrunittee, said Wednesday the propo!ied
extension shows DOE resists security refoIm$. Dingell, lU1d Rep. Joe Banon, R-Texas, have been among
those in Congress who have called on DOE to fire the university. "1his latest coddling of its contractor, the
University of California, det,i)onstrates <business as usual' at
DOE and its labs," DingeU smd.
Dingell noted that numt;fous reports concerning DOE have cited lab officials and employ~~ for fniling
to emphasize security as a top priority in the wake of the Wen Ho Lee case. Lee, a fonner LANL weapons
designer, was fired from the )ab in March 1999 for failing to cooperate with a security investigation. "And
flOW the department has rew~ed UC with yet anothtl [three· year] contract for these cosmeticactionl;
which were actually lab--initiilted respon.~s to the bad press," he said. "The absence of accountability is
atanning. but no longer l\urPrising."
."
Two anti-nuclear groupS:llSO critici~ed the DOE announcement. MaryUa Kelley, ex.ecutiv~ director of
Tri- Valley Communities Agi)inst A Radioactive Environment, Livermore, Calif.• said in an interview·
Thursday that any plans to eftend the UC agreement would contradict thcdepartrnent's contract reforms.
That effort, started in 1994 under fonner Energy Secretary Hazel 0 'Leary. ha.~ rdvored competition as a
means of attracting the belIt Possible management for department facilities. Kelley said DOE ~hou1d open
the hlbs' management contract to competition. as it did at the Fernald Environmental Management Project
in Ohio. ·'Tills allowed both'employets and the public to comment onthc current. contractor's activities,"
she said of the ongoing soliditation lit FEMP.
.
She also doubted whcth6- the establiShment of the new vice president f~r lab management at UC will
have any meaningful effect on improving lab operations. "I think what you 'U see arc Ii serie-" of lliterai
moves IDlidc: by employces ij; a ,rel\ult of this new office ocing created,!' Ke~ey Said.
....
If those moves become r~a1lty. Kelley said that will only worsen the'prospects for projects like the
nothing
National Ignition ~acillty atLLNL. y(hich is over-budget and behind schedule. "The~,:moves
more than cosmetic," she sai~.·
.
,.:
Greg Mello, director of the Los Alamos Study Group. Santa Fe, N.M, said in an interview Th~rxday
that DOS's deci!:iion is di5.'\ppointing. .He maintained that the university has had ye<U-&' to improve .the labs'
management, but has f:riled to acquire the necessary expertise to,~ so. UC has ID/Ulagcd LAM, ;md LLNL
58 yean; - the university would have .
since 1942 Wld 1952 respectively. "You would think that Thtlle refonns are an &drnission that UC does not have that expertiSe:'
acquired that ex.pertise by
'
Mello wd. - Tarun Reddy· '., .,,'
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Committee to discuss LANL water ;contaminatio:ri
. '

.

in September, m~et$ informally tonight, Itlanage. to t,rayel (ui.der the RiO' Grartde,any
although the mayor has not yet appointed its . contammatlon would be so diluted ,by the
members.
Um,e it hit a well near Santa Fe, it could not
But some environmentalists believe Santa be t'raced; they say.
Fe is wasting its energy because the com"
But those hoping to form the study group
mittee willb~lookillg into something thaLis say recent news. that radioactive tritium
wasfotind in a drinking-water well in Lo's
impos$ible.,
'
By KRiSTEN DAVENPQRT
"Ther~ is ,absolutely no chance ,that the AlamoS indicates contamination has gone
Ttie New MeXican
groundw<\ter conJaniination in LQs Alamos, deep into the regioil's water reserves ,and
.'
17
.
now or irithe future, could contaminate the eQuid' eventually migrate east into. Santa
ijl)/) . .
" waterstipply of Santa Fe," says local lab Fe's supply.
.
For. ,years, . sCientists liave' dumped watchdog Greg Mello.
'Arid, says organizer Hank ,Daneman, a
radioactive materials irito canyons'sur- ,'Meli6,iilong with state environment offi~, retired el)gmeer; why take chances?'
roundirig Los Alainos Nati6nalJ.xiboratorY"cials,say, it's unlikely th~t underground ..' "For a long time, it was felt it was 'imp os. Now a task force is looking at wqether water could flow east and up to santa Fe's' .sible' for any of these contaminants to flow
water contamination in Los Alamos could ' aquifer because most Los' Alamos area into nie aquifer at all because of the layers
. seep into Santa Fe's groundwater. That task water comes back to the surface at the Rio
Please see LANL;Page B-3
force, created
by the
Sanfafe
City Council
,Grande and flows away. If deep water did ..
i
.
.
..
.
.

~

Task Jorcewilt study
contamination possibility
JorSanta FewC,it~rsupply

· .' I,

--- -...;..-------

LANL ----.;....-...;..~...............
,.

.

.......

water...
....
'Rio Grimde o~ ,the way to. Los
Chuck Montano, a lab employ~.. Alamos. Th'Qs~ wells are closer
' . of
impervious
. materials ee and Santa Fe activist who ,to ;thesource of contamination
(bedrock);'" said Darieman: hopes to serve on the water task ,and therefore could be threat"However,... we, .learned a few force, says the gr.oup's job is to ened.
'
,~'days 'ago that tritium is in that
However, .the· wells are north
deterinine whether future water
, water, It's n.o longer impossible," supplies for Santa Fe .'-.-. wells .of 'Los Alal1los, on the. east .side,
'The tritium; found ina well that have ilOt Yet been driIled,of· the 'river.' Hydrologists
northeast of" lab, , pr.operty, which could help 'solve the' city's ,believe water, flowing from the
'occurred in small amounts, pos- dire water trouble - are threat- lab., flows' S.outh . anddoesn;t
lng:riodimger to public health, ; ened by contamination fromcrossoverJr.om the,west side of
either Los Alam.os or industrial the Rio Grande. .
.
.
officials said~ .•
. James :eearzi, the state's chief
" ' H~peful m~mbers of the city's operations upstream., .'
"We realty" don't 15now if' of hazardous materials, sayS he
'Water Quality Task Force want
to begin .official meetings this there's any, threat to the wells, al.so believes it's "highly unlike· month -:- once its membership is and that's .our purpOse - to ly" Santa Fe taps. could ever
'firmly estal;>lished- and plan to- determine whether there's a shower locals with Los Alamos
.
,. .
start by a:;king people' from threat," Montano said. the task radiation,
"Los Alamos County's water is
· Rocky Flats to talk about water force, if it's finallyputih place,
:,contamination in that area of will try to identify money that amuchgreat'er concern," 'Bearzi
'., Colorado.
can be used' for an. independent '. said. "Ther.e ,are a lot of reasons
'The Department of Energy, evaluation of the hydrogeology why the possibility is so remote.
,which runs the nation's nuclear of the area and assess the risk to Butthe, governing body (of Santa
Fe) has' sP.oken, they want to loo'k
weapons cOinplel!;, replaced the . S.antaFe's water supply.
At issue, M.ontano, said, are into it, and: we're here to help."
.water supply for Westminster,
Anyone interested in serving
Colo., after it was discovered wells that are: plann~d for the
that work .at Rocky. Flats· was future north of Ot.owi Bridge, the' on the committee can call Mon.
threatening t,he town's drinking highway bridge that crosses,the tano at'466-3417.
- Contioued from P<lge 8-1. .

LANL budget jumps to $1.7 billion
'I JIt.{ 1 0 0 .

BYKRISTEN DAVENPORT

The New Mexican
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Speridingon weapons work has doubled in six
years and is also double the average of what was
spent each year during the Cold War, according
to an outside analysis of the budget.

Los Alamos National Laboratory has a
nuclear-weapons budget for 2001 that is,
for the first time, bigger than its budget
during the Manhattan Project when the
first atomic bomb was built.
of what was spent each year during the
In the 2001 federal defense budget, . Cold War, according to an outside analysis
signed into law Oct. 27, LANL was given of the budget.
.
.
$935 million for nuclear weapons work
The total .Manhattan Project budget
and stockpile stewardship; as well as mil- from 1943 to 1945 was about $919 million
lions more for environmental cleanup and in today'1{ dollars, and the Cold War
other defense-related work.
spending on nuclear weapons from 1970
The total 2001 budget, including $200 through 1995 averaged about $495 milmillion for cleanup after the Cerro lion.
The Los Alamos Study Group, an.anti-.
Grande fire, is about $1.7 billion.
Spending on weapons work has doubled nuke lab watchdog organization, perc
in six years and is also double the average form,ed an analysis of the lab's budget

over its 57-year history, adjusting' all
amounts for year 2000 :dollars.
Congress' final LANL l;JUdget for 2001
is also millions above. what the U.S.
Department of Energy had requested for
the lab in the first place.
"It's an obscene amount of money to
throw at improving weapons of mass
destruction when half the world is hungry
and without proper medical care or education," said Greg Mello, director of the
study group. "It's an appalling testimony

'

LANL __~____~__~_____
Continued from PageB-:l.

"The budget is bloated with
unnecessary projects that seek
haven't in more than six years,"
impossible goals," Mello said,
Domenici said. "When you don't
such as the lab!s attempts to sim- .
do testing, it's more expensive.
ulate on a computer every aspect
The truth of the matter is, we're
of a variety of different kinds of
spending what we think is necesnuelear explosions.
sary."
"This budget is prediCated on
changing all the weapons iIi. the
Domenici pointed to a recent
stockpile to new variations .or
DOE report that said the nation
modifications or entirely new
needs to· spend $5 billion to $8
billion more than anticipated in
weapons without testing," Mello
the next 10 years to improve
said, "Many people at Los Alamos believe this is impossible." .
nuelear~e~pons infrastruct~re Monday.
.
- the bU1ldm~s and laboratOrIes
Domenici said "plenty of pea- . The budget passed late last
where work IS done - to meet . pIe who are really knowledge- month includes a: total of $5.02
future weapons needs.
able" believe the government· billion for nUclear-weapons
"The more people who are· must continue to support stock- activities across the DOE comagainst our nuelear-w(,!apons pile stewardship and building .plex, including LANL and its sis.
program and against Los Alamos' the infrastructtire~
ter laboratory, Lawrence Liverand against the sophistication
But others say the money sim- more, in California. That is $580
we're trying to build, it makes ply isn't needed, and stockpile rriil~ion more than spending on
me proud to be on the opposite . stewardship shouldn't cost so nuclear weapons in the year
side from them," Dom'enici said much.
2000 ..

The budget
includes a total of
$5.02 billion for'
nUclear-weapons
activities across
the DOE complex.

..

on Western values."
. But lab officials say there's really no
news here. They say that stockpile stew·
ardship ~ maintaining the nation's
nuclear-weapons stockpile without under·
ground or other testing - costs a lot of
money.
"D'uh," said lab spokesman Jim
Danneskiold. "That's not a surprise. The
budgets have been predicted for years.
Everyone said stockpile stewardship was
going to be expensive."
And Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., said
the increased budget for LANL is good
news in a year of ww morale amid securi·
ty troubles and national scandals for the
nation's nuclear lab.
"We don't do underground testing and
Please see LANL, Page B-5
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Building features ventilation
system that cle~ns the airof
harmful particles I J /15 / ~o{

iii

By

JENNIFER MCKEE

Journal Staff Writer ",

. After five years of planning, $14 million
and activists' suspicions, J"os Alamos Nation-.
al Laboratory formally opened .its new beryl~
lium technology facility TUesday -'- a wellventilated cinder block building dubbed the
"flagship" of safety.
Th~building is designed to flush fine par-·
tides of beryllium.- an. especially lightweight, strong metal used in things from golf
clubs'to nuclear bombs - from tlle air as
machinists form it into' parts; said Steve
Abeln, the lab's beryllium project leader. .
Th~ building also plays a role in the. lab's
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ability ·to makepltitoniumpits; said Jim
. 'Parmeskiold, alab spokesman.
.
.. In generalterIris;" a ·plutonium pit is' the
,explosive part of.a nuclear boinb. Scientists
at Los Alamos aren't building weapons-quality pits right.now"Danneskiold said, but the
lab. has been designated the DOE's new pit
. source now that Cold War-era bomb plants'
are closed. .
'.
.' Beryllium is . fairly safe when it's. solld, .
Abeln said. But accor~g to Lee lYIcAtee,
deputy director of the lab's Environment,·
Safety and Health· Division, machinists
working with tb.e silvery metal shav~ off fine
partidestb.at can lodge in. the lqngs and.
,.
. Machined beryllium sits as a sample of work. at'
cause lung disease~
. "The pomt is to .h8.ve zero exposure;" he .the new beryllium technology facility Tuesday•
sa.id.·
. . ..'
..,
The metal Is 'used In a wide ~lffay of ,products
In the new plant, vents suck air immedi- ,ranging ~romgolf ~Iubst!> nuclear bombs.
ately away from, the berylliuin'working
,i
.,
machines. Room aIr is further pumped oJ.;t
i·'.

'.

.'

(

See BERYLLIUM on PAGE 3
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•

,Beryllium
Lab Opens
AtLANL'
from PAGE 1

from vents. along the floor, with
fresh air pumped ill from above. All
told; said Kathryn Creek, an industrial hygienist at the lab, air from
work areas and the building passes
through three filters, each removing between 85 percent and more
than 99 percent of all fine p'articulates. The air then passes through.a
stack outside.
.
. But safety isn't the only concern
with beryllium, said Greg Mello,
director of the Los Alamos Study
Group; a lab watchdog group.
"I'm very" suspicious that they are
dragging but pit production so they
can get the maximum amount of
money for it," he said.
However, McAtee said Los Alamos must,.maintaintheability to make
pits, whetl;:ter ;or not scientists there
.
ever bUild a new bomb.

WATCHDOG'S STUDY ASSAILS BUDGET ... 11/1612000
Publication: Albuquerque Tribune
Category: Local News'
Edition: Evening
Published: 11/1612000'
Page: A3
Watchdog's study assails budget for Los Alamos Lab
Byline: Lawrence Spohn
lspohn@abqtrib.com/ 823-3611

The current budget for Los Alamos National Laboratory is more than
double the average annual lab budgets at the height of the Cold War, a
watchdog group based In Santa Fe says.
The Los A!~~s S~~Y~Q!;!p~ WednesdaY~J~~~ that
.Elled the 2001 lab budget of11.54J)illion~unpl:ecedented;~in
peacetime.
~dget represents "a concerted effort toward the continued
evolution of the nuclear'arsenal," charged Greg Mello, a study group
analyst and a physicist. ;
He said the lab's budg~t is bucking an international trend to contain
or reduce the role of nuclear weapons as well counteracting the
government's claims tha:\ it is not designing new nuclear weapons.
"This has been going <;m now for the last six years, and this
continuing escalation in the budget represents a bid for permanent
legitimacy of nuclear weapons," Mello said.
Lab spokesman John Gustafson said that Los Alamos officials would .
have no comment and that the lab's budget "reflects the needs and
importance of the (lab's) mission."
He said "the level of funding is set by Congress and the
administration" and is based on the costs of complex scientific programs
and goals that are considered crucial to maintaining the nation's
nuclear weapons.
Mello said his funding analysis reveals that "most of the work isn't
vital to the safety, security or reliability of existing nuclear
weapons."
He said Los Alamos, like nuclear weapons siblings Sandia National
Laboratories in Albuquerque and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
in California, is gearing up for "future weapons not yet developed."
He said the costs are focused on weapons design, research and testing
infrastructure, such as "a large suite" of expensive nuclear weapons
simulation machines and modeling supercomputers that "you don't need to
maintain the existing U.S. nuclear deterrent."
Officials at the three nuclear weapons labs say these machines are
crucial in the Department of Energy's Stockpile Stewardship Program to
replace underground testing of nuclear bombs.

Mello countered the escalating budgets and nuclear weapons simulators
are laying the groundwork for "further U.S. intransigence on the
disarmament front. II
Mello said the historical analysis of Los Alamos budgets shows:
*Spending at the lab lias doubled in the last six years in constant
year 2000 dollars.
*Nuclear weapons spending now is more than twice the annual budget
averages during the Cold War years.
*Nuclear weapons spending is triple the spending level in the 1970s,
when tense relations between the United States and the former Soviet
Union were relaxed during a so-called period of detente.
*Spending this year alone will exceed the total amount spent (in
current dollars) during ~e three-year Manhattan Project at Los Alamos
to design, build and test the fust atomic bombs.
*Nuclear weapons spending at Los Alamos this year is on schedule to
exceed the administration's original budget requests for the lab by $394
million and is $606 million more than was spent in the program last
year.
,
Mello said the analysis does not include money for environmental
remediation of the Cold War legacy of radioactive and chemical
contamination at the lab,.nor some $200 million additionally
appropriated to the lab to' cope with the costs of last spring's Cerro
~
Grande Fire.
He said the lab's long-~ge plan calls for $5 billion in nuclear
weapons infrastructure improvements over the next decade, part of DOE's
proposal to remodel and ~onsolidate the nuclear weapons complex at a ,
cost of some $50 billion nationally.
A recent DOE Inspector General's report concluded those programs will
need another $5 billion to $8 billion, Mello said.
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In "Nuclear Waste: See No Evil," Mario Garrett
did a fme job of discussing some of the past (and
present) failures of the nucleadndustry, A couple of
his points bear some expansion.
Garrett begins his article by pOinting out the
nuclear industry was begun jn the Unfted States as a
weapons project, arid that the public relations aspe<:ts
of the project were ofparamou.nt importance from the
beginning-as they have been ever since, WhaiGen, era! Groves achieved waS to Set upa p'rogram so large,
so compartmented, $0 secret, and ohe which dealt with ,
objects and with knowledge of such awesOme destruc- ,
tive hnport, that this program becaine; in effeCt,' a'
sovereignty unto itself. The end of the war came and
went, but the Manhattan Project continued,right
down U) the present day. "
Secrecy, compartmentalization, and the techniques
of deception are still dominant in the culture of the
military nuclear program, Most-scientists and engi-,
neers in that program, if you talk to them, have
little idea of how their work fits into the overall picture, or why. With the eJ{ceptionofupper manage, ment; questions about mission orpurpose are usu,_' ally answered with slogans and half-truths gleaned
f.~- trom:tJh~ p~ssiveQbservationofhriefing:slides; ~-",,'
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Using these PR techniques, the U.s. nuclear weaponsprogram has been able to maintain robust and
even increasing funding despite the end of the Cold
War-and despite repeated offers from Russia to
mutually dismantle all but a small fraction of O\1r
arsenals .
About six trillion dollars has been spent on nuclear
weapons So far in this country-an average of about
$274 million dollars per day for six decades. Current
spending on all aspects of U.S. weapons of mass destruction is about $90 million per day.
'
About half of the U.S. warhead and bomb work'
(not the work on delivery systems) is done in New
Mexico, far more than in any other state. Perhaps
many readers of Radi<;al Grace do not know that
there are almost three thousand nuclear weapons in
Albuquerque.
, In his histori~ introduction, Dr. Garrett s~pped
over an important point.
The first, the most important-and until now the
most successful-job for the "PR machirie" he mentiOIJ,ed was to jUstify the bombings of Hiroshima and '
Nagasaki to the educators and historians who would
, shapethethoughtoffutu:regenerations. Thatshaping
was the self-avowed aim of a post-war PR campaign
that included a young policy wonk named McGeorge
Bundy-later to playa supporting role in justifying
the Vietnam conflict-former Secretary of War Henry
Stimson,and President Truman himself.

We know today that the Hiroshima and .NagaSakl
bombs were dropped over the objections of many (possibly even most) top-level military commanders, that
the official post-war bombing survey concluded that
these bombings did nothing to shorten the war, and
thatthemythof~undredsofthousands~oflivessaved

by the use of nuclear weapons (sometimes a larger
number is used) was a vezyintentional fabrication that
had nothing to do with official U.S. invasion plans.
The very idea of an invasion was more a product
of interservice rivalry over who would get the credit
for ending the war and therefore the best claim on
post-war appropriations than of any real military

need.
I:Q. fact, the war was essentially over and could have
. been completely over-by the time these weapons were
used, no matter what the soldier on the ground may
have thought at the time. Japan had certainly been
suing for peace for months. In the end, the United
States accepted a surrender that retained the emperor (as a hedge against Japanese social disintegration and the risk of communism), which was the main
sticking point prior to the bombing.
Despite decades of successful dissimulation, the
nuclear facade is slowly breaking apart at every
seam. On the points above, readers may wish to review Hiroshima's Shadow (Bird and Lifschultz, eds.),
. or The Decision to Use the Atomic Bomb, (Alperovitz). These authors have had access to newly-declassified materials which were not available until
rather recently.
Greg Mello
Los Alamos Study Group
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Editor's Note:
Los Alamos Study Group is a non-profit, researchoriented, nuclear disarmament organization. Their
web site is: www.lasg.org. Their mailing address is
212 E. Marcy St. #10, Santa Fe, NM 8750i.
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Mini-nukes, touted as'
weapons against rogue nations,
are being studied and couZd be'
produced in part at rANL
'
12.11 ~I 00

'-,

By KRISTEN DAVENPORT
The New Mexican

Some U.S. military officials, ,nuclear scientists
and members, of Congress say the' United States
must soon develop a' new kind of low-yield nuclear
weapon - amini-nuke that could burrow into the
earth to blow up an underground bunker filled
with chemical or biological weapons.
.
Despite a federal law that forbids development of
mini-nukes, Los Alamos N.ational Laboratory
, weapons chief Stephen Younger released a paper
, this summer saying the nation will need' precise, lowyield weapons and should ,consider building them.
It appears some senators' 'agree. They might
push for a change to t!ie 1994 federal law that pmhibits the design and manufacture of mini-nukes.
But for' now Congress has agreed to authorize $6
million for a study by t~e Energy and Defense
departments of the feasibility of using low-yield
weappns to attack hardened and buried targets.
The Defense Authol-ization Act, passed in O'ctober, says the'study must be completed by next July.
It's not clear whether Younger or other LANL
weapons managers will be involved with that
study. Blit if the United States decided to build
mini-nukes, experts say it's likely,they would be
partially builtin Los Alamos, because the lab is
capable of producing nuclear pits - the fissi6ning
cores of nuclear bombs.
'
Some peace activists are worried that recent
developments indicate a shifting attitude in Congress and the U,S. government toward another
arms race.
pfea'se see MINI-NUKES, Page A-7

bade the Department of Energy to do any
work on'low-yield weapons. According to
"It's not a:'huge change in pOlicy,but it is a LANL spokesmrui' Jim Danneskiold, the lab
shift," said Greg Mello, director of the Los "is not working right now on any low-yield
. . . .
Alamos Study Group, a lab' watchdog,' "It weap(;ms.~'
gives newfound legitimacy,to'this effort." '
, A neW nuclear bomohl!.s not been built 'in
Mello said it's 'likely any report tl}at , the United S(ates since the,1980s,and no
emerges next summer will say, the United nuclear testing,has been done mabout a
States needs the .low-yield weapon's, "and decade. But the government spends about
then they can use this report in the future so $4.5 billion a year maintaining the nuclear
they can keep going."
' ,
stockpile arid building facilities to ~imulate
nuclear blasts to replace live nuclear testing.
Sani' Cohen, ori'e of the scientists who
'
The case formin.l~nukes
.
designed the 9iiginal neutron bomb -..: a lowThe military has documented well its nee'd . yield nuclear weapon - said "the United
. for a mini-nuke;or conventional low-yield,
States, desperately neeqs the mipi-nuk,es in
earth-penetrating weapon.
'
its stoc'kpile and thinks American lives
And Defense Department planning docuwould have been spar.ed if mini-nukes had
ments released to a California anti-nuclear
been used in the Korean and Vietnam wars,
group, the Western States Legal Foun,dation,
as well as the Persiari Gulf War.
last monrh indicate that the military is ,eager
But he doesri't think the United States win
forlab sC,ientists'to study low-yield'weapons
ever use one o{theweapons.
.'
against buried targets and is planning tests of. , "In that sense, it's a colossal waste of.tax- '
how weapons behave in ul!derground tunnels. payer money" ,to even study the issue, Cohen
, Although the United States has about 5,000
said.
high-yield nuclear weapons in.its stockpileAn'aide for Sen: Wayne Allard, R.-Colo.,
plenty to deter aggression from major
who spoke on condition he not be identified
nuclear powers -such as China or Russia by'name said the senators pushing for a
military experts worry that rogUe nations
study of low.yield weapons only want the
slich as Iraq aren't threatened by those bombs Energy Department to be more free to talk
becaUse it's so unlikely they would be used.
with the'military about its needs.
,But a mini-nuke - which is expected to
Allard was one of the sponsors oJ the orig- '
cause less collateral damage, fewer fatali~
inallegi~lation asking fora repeal of the
ties and reduced radioactive fall'olit - might' 1994 bail on low-yield nuclear"weapons. He
present more of a threat. While its explosive voted in filV,or6f spending $6 million for a
power would not be nearly a's strong as most study on the topic. '
,
of the nuclear weapons ill' the U ,So stockpile;
"People have been saying this will lead to
it could be more precisely ,targeted to an
a new weapon," the Allard aide explained.
enemy bunker or facility.
"But this is just allowing them to talk about
Technically, a mini-nuke is a nuclear bomb
low-yield weapons ... even conventional
that carries about 100 tons of explosive
ones. We could dO' a study on building a rainpower. According to a'1991 article.in the mili- . forest in Washington, D.C., and that doesn't
tary journal Strategic Review, the United
mean you're .going to get a rainforest there."
States had plans for a 10-ton "micronuke" and
a 'l,OOO-ton "tiny nuke." By comparison, the
ADother arms race?
'bomb dropped on Hiroshima was 13,000'tons,
Others say the p~sh for low-yield weapons
Weapons now in the nuclear stockpile,are
is a sigii that the United States isn't taking
all larger than 5,000 tons; the 1994 Congresits treaty obligations seriously and indicates
sional prohibition covered 'any weapon'that
'a deep need for a national discussion o,n
, exploded at less than 5,000 tons.
nuclear policy.
However, even a 10-ton micronuke would
Those who oppose mini-nukes argue that
pack Ii punch 10 times bigger than the
by agreeing to new riuclear weapons, the
largest non-nuclear bombs dropped by,the
United States is violating disarmament
United States during the Persian Gulf War.
treaties and could provoke other nations into
The weapons community began thinking'
another arms race.
'
about low-yield weapons directed at under"The military clearly is thmking about this,"
ground targets - or at above-ground targets
where low collateral damage and fallout was said Andy Lichterman, program director 'for
Western SJ:ates Legal Foundation. "I' would say
desirable - after the Persian GulfWar
that t!ie ban on mini-nuke development is
ended icith Iraqi President Saddam Hussein
still in power. LANL abando~ed Project "Ply- under attack, and'there's a danger that the
(new law) authorizing this study will be taken
wood" (PLYWD, or Precision Low-Yield
as a license to work on new nuclear weapons."
Weapon Development),whenCongress for-

Mello said the nuclear-weapons labs push
'for mini-nui<:es and other weapons projects
simply because they have no defined mission since nuclear weapons are worthless,
"They' need a raison d'etre," Mello said.
"This is 'about their long-term legitimacy
problem."
William Arkin, a disarmament advocate
and cohimnist on military issues for The'
Washington Post, says hype over mini-nukes
is - more than anything:"" a distraction
from real nucleadsslies that politicians and
otlwrs want to avoid, such as the lack of a
solid V,S. nuclear policy.
During the presidential campaign, Texas
Gov. George W. Bush indicated that if he
were elected, the ,government would review
its nuclear posture. "And nothing is going to
happen until that review is done," Arkin said.
"The Clinton administration has failed to
determine what our nuclear policy should
be," Arkin said, adding that until a new
administration' reviews the nation's nuclear
posture, talk about mini-nukes is "nothing
'but agitation."
Arkin thinks a Bush administration - with
Gen. Colin Powell as the likely secretary of
state - would be more likelY to advocate
reductions in nuclear weapons and have
more commitment to global-disa'rmament
policies.
"In some cases; we should exp'ect Bush
will take more action regarding some of
these irritating nuclear issues than a Gore
camp ever would/' he said.
Arkin said the Alr Force and Navy need
other weapons more Jhan they need. earthpenetrating mini-nukes.
In fact, the military already has some conventional weapons that can penetrate many
feet of earth, The effort is toward bombs
that are more precise or bombs that can burrow deeper.
The'push for mini-nukes among nuclear
scientists such as Younger is self-serving, he
said.
"
"We can't have nuclear testing, we're losing scientists, arid it would be a good morale
b09ster (to be working on something new),"
Arkin said. "Don't underestimate that factor,
... A new warhead is a new welfare project
(for nuclear scientists)."
But LANL's Younger, who declined to be
interviewed, has said his paper advocating
low-yield weapons is simply an effort to get
people talking about U.S. nuclear policy and
what weapons will be 'needed 'in the future.
"Now is the time to re-examine the role
and composition of our nuclear forces,"
Younger wrote. "New technologies take at
least a decade to move from the concept
stage to the pomt where we can rely on them
for our nation's defense."
,

·.. ~ ","".""
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C()ngress Approves Funding for Mini-Nuke Study
The Associated Press

,

lo/t%j6(>

C0l!-~esshas agreed to authoriz~
$6mIlhon for a study of the feasl- ,
bility of using low-yield nuclear
weapons to attack hardened and
burie,d targets, although a 1994 federal.lawprohibits the~e.sign and '
manufacture of such "mIDI-nukes."
The Defense Authorization Act,
passed in October, says the study
mustbe completed by July.
In a paper released last summer.
Los Alamos National Laboratory
weapons chief Step~en Younger
said he thinks the nation will need
precise, low-yield weapons and

"It's not a huge change in policy, but it is a shift. It gives
,
,
newfound legitimacy to this effort."
,"

GREG

,',

MELLO, DIRECTOR OF T,HE LOS ,ALAMOS STUDY GROUP

should consider building them.
that carries about 100 tons of exploIt's not clear whether Younger or sive, power. Even a 10-ton microother Los Alamos weapons man- nuke would Pilck a punch 10 times
agers will be involved with the bigger than the largest non-nuclear
study.
bombs dropped by the United
If the United States decided to States during the Persian Gulf War.
build mini-nukes, experts say it's
Although the United States has
likely they would be partially built 'about 5,000' high-yield nuclear
in,L6s Alamos because of the lab's weapons in its stockpile, military
capabilities.
experts worry that nations such as
A mini-nuke is a nuclear bomb Iraq aren't titreatened by those

bombs because it's so unlikely they
would be used.
But a mini-nuke --:- which is
expected to cause less damage
fewer fatalities and reduced
radioactive fallout - might present
more of a threat.
Some peace activists worry that
developments indicate a shifting
attitude in Congress and th,e U.S.
government toward another arms
race.
"It's not a huge change in policy,
but it is a shift," said Greg Mello,
director of the Los Alamos Study
Group, a lab watchdog organization. "It gives newfound legitimacy

to this effort."
. A new nuclear bomb has not been
built in the United States since the
1980s, and no nuclear testing has
been done in about a decade.
"The military clearly is thinking
about this," said Andy Lichterman,
program director for Western
States' Legal' Foundation. "I would
say that the ban on mini-nuke development is under attack, and there's
a danger that the (new law) authorizing this study will be takenas a
license to work on new nuclear
weapons."
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I.i' '.some
: Lpg"ofA!am?~
~aqom~l L;tboratQry '~lans to'use
Itsmllhons oC-Cerro ,Grande 'flre dollars to
! .builda new operations center and offices for
i

workers;
.
.
.
.
. The federal. governin~nt so.fat .has--released
$342 I):iillioil. ihch~aIiup' arid rec().li~truction money
to t~e' nuclear-weapoQ.s lab()r.atory ....,..;. compari~d.
with $500 niillion earmarked{or th'eentiretown,
where.atiout- 400' families 105't their homes as. a
··resultoflastspring'sbhlze. . , . . . : .. '
.. 'And some l6Cal .politidalld.and 'lab,watchdog

.. '

".:fJ;~~' ~~:~~fufuf:~~t~i~~et~:~Q~~~~~a~~~11~;f6
..,,:.•.

/. :
'. that man.agars wanted anyway,
.....
.... ~.,:r
'. . "Wst~itlly an e~o!-:mC)us ainouQ.Hor the lab," saTd·•......
'. State I{~J.j~:M~x: CoU,D-Sauta Fe, '~Ifs~inS d~@ro~ _.
pbftiOlj-at'e.;to·me;but rim not entirelY aw~¢ of what .'
damage (the la,b) spffered;·so.I doll't rea1lykno.w:"
..'
.- rhelegJsl{itorsaW; ~'rf;'does se,em iIlor(iipatelY'
.large;'compared to the town."
....
' . ' '.
'...Of the foughly$500 million designated.for reparations'to Los .Alamos'fami1l~:s~.and-bus'ineSses who· .
suffere'ti losses, $16.4 rrtilIioh has b'een hartded Out .
, 'so (ir>' ,.{
, ,.,
,
'
".:"

.po1;~~ '. Knd.~~~~~~':~l!M!~fo:f~~ll%·:~~1~';':<
the
werej~pr,p,~'lll

f~~; y,;111~l!·staI;{~q:.<l§a Natl()nc; ..

. al?jr~(~;:~.~~pr¢$C~~~~d~. :purn,:,b.utq~ick.lY ;

... ;~,;,>g!ea,~f'se~:LA~;, pag~ A4/ \ ...
·::,:t<·
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,spread, About 8,000 3<;:res, wer~
scorched at LANL, or one-third
of the entire, 27;0004cre ' lal;) ,
property.
, "
, " Lab of~icia.ls s<\y much' of the
" $342 million will bespent,ori' ,
repairing physical damage' aM
environmental,:reinediation~:.:ti>, .,
prevent floods'al)d the possibility
of lab contamination washjngoff
into the Rio Grande in tMe:vent '
of a ,heavy spring rUl)off,or>pig
rainstorms. Abotit$lO<i mUHoq is:
earmarkedfo(those ef:foi~s.', ' ,
But the spending . plan. also , '
includes puHdb1gs and'cQnsfr!.lc;~ ,
tion projects::
' ,,", ,',;
One big"ticket item' is; a $20
million "emergency"opetilt1oP.s'
, center the l~b' Plans, to, Pltild,
LANL spoke~m'irn JirilDanfi¢ski.~
, old said. TheweapQns la:ff,~lsp'
will spend $10 'million, fottwo
, 2S,000-square-foot 'office" coni~
'. pIe xes that will house abOuhso
workers each. ";'" "'.,;>'
In addition, the lab wiH sp¢i1d
,"U19 million' for' nwaste7mlj,ri:<ig~: ,
, ~ent mitigation".~replaCiti~fthe :',
f,!bric domes', at Techp.icai:·Afea :
54 that cQverhundredsofbllrt&ls,'
of c;ontaminated' waste,·ni~Gh::Qf',.
it bC!.-und eventi,!.aHy fortheW~ste'
Isoilltion Pilot: PlantneatCiirIs>..
pad.:~":. ..". ~>...'::' '.. :
Another $2$., million
be.' :'
spent to replace fire-aliirbi"sy~~ '" ; i
terns througl:wut thelao;a:tidlg. ,"
million" will he spent for· ,a Jlew ,',"
multichiinnelenierge.h~Y·:ra:diQ:: ,', ~
system. From' $lStnilllQiI t~.~$:2p ',::

will.

,

~~~~~~r~as been r~~:~~#~,~?~W~y;.h:
burned power. poIes,reQuj.~djtig;:
some roa~s and 'reIiraptq'g'J~~,s ",

liT~~rl~~he~I;~ri~:d~~""X" jlf~

received about $6 <rut
" i;');
work' at ' the' Dual-Aik' dr.' ,
,ographic Hydrotest. 'rapility, a .'
lab facility under construction
that will be used to takeX;t~Ys
, of nuclear, pits during. siU;luia.'.
tions of nuclear eXPlosions: Some
of the equipm~nt was damaged
during the fir~, lab.off!cials s~y.

"Thos,e smoke clouds seem to
have had a golden lining' for~;the
lab/' said Greg Mello" director of
. the Los Alamos Study GroiIpin
Santa Fe, a djsarmament organi,; ,
zation.Mello. said he doesn't
understand why the iab can'tuse .i
one of its extsting 2,000 buildjri'gs '
for an eni.ergen~y·center: r~'t;h,er ,' •.
,than spendi~g $20 mHljimf.gr,:Ei.,',
new. "9ne: " . . . .' ;-.;. ~:. \.;'.:' :.".
"I'd like to know wh"at>kiild'Of'; ,.
, emergency' they~re;li#tipipy't['
ing," he said. '''Also l ' ev~~yth,iil.s: .,
at the labcostslO't~meswJ1~tj:~t
,would intheprivate sector:"'>:
But lab· officials say the:nioney :,
is definitely needed forr~ni..e~ia:~, .
titinafter the. fire. 'The:Ceho'"
Grande. biaz,ewas 'not ,tW~;tj;t~t·::,
time a forest. fire has:sCi>r:ect¢d,.<;,
,lab' acreage. In 1996;th~:g9Jne
fire burried on thefting¢~'Qf:lab.· ,
property. In the 1970s, LA:,MWsa, :
fkeburned about2,SOOab;¢$·~t "
LANL, Alotof the money Will· be
used for· thinning .trees td'pl;'e~
, vent ft).ture disasters, JaJ:(~{W \
daIs say. . '
',.:,'
, ,"Our, budget requests were',
revieWed' by the Departmeijt; ~f
Energy and the Office ofMah~ "
agement, and ,Budget ':arid'i'l
~I>proved, bY'~' Congress;'\$~id' ':
com,munic~tidns direCtQr';r~hti:,'

Gustafson.
.: ' ,:'. ~-: ...."<: ..
" A ,meeting is scheduleq"Mqp"/,
, day with LANLenviroort1&p,~{il;
workers" the state'senvironn)'erit-·· •
department and anti-nilclear
talk about
. activists
mental repair work ands~QP~1~g
the spread of contamination 'Off.
lab property in the.' everil'< of:
flooding next spring or sutihner:. '
The meeting of the Intet.a~
"geney FlooQ Risk Asses~rt1erit',
Team is s.et for' 4 p.m. ~fthe
Hilton on Sandoval Street. Vaii,ous groups. will have posier' dis~
plays, al,ld from 5 p.m. to:6:,30
p.m. officials will give presentations about postfire work at the
laboratory.
'
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A bag of cattail reeds collected
[t!
from areas near the los Alamos
. Ford-Schmid said plutonium,
National laboratory that were
americium and strontium are all
burned in the Cerro Grande fire
radionuclides that the environsat in three plastic bags. A geiger
counter sat atop the bags, rapidly
ment· department normally looks
clicking aWay,indicating radioacforatlANL.
tivity. When it was pulled away,
Be that as it niay, los Alamos
the clicking slowed dramatically.
Study Group Director Greg Mello
This "exhibit," set up by the
said the meeting was little more·
watchdog group los Alamos.study thana "set piece performanc~ to
Group, was an omi.nous sight
upon entering an
otherwise low-key
even ing of reports
on the aftermath
of the Cerro
Grande Fire.
The Interagency Flood Risk
Assessment Team,
a team set up to
investigate and
inform the public
of flood contaminatibn risks from the
fire, held ar:l open
house at the Santa
make the. audience feel like those
Fe Hilton Dec. 18 that included
involved are concerned." As
speakers from the IFRAT team,
far as LASG's geiger-counter
US Rep. Tom Udall, D-NM and a
display at the Hilton, Mello said,
Question and answer Session.
"Those cattails are my way of
IFRAT's preliminary findings,
saying that we r)eed to make this
released at the event, stated that
discussion a little more concrete."
there are no acute toxicity levels
(BMel)
. in the water or sediments in the
. canyons around los Alamos. Yet
there were elevated radiation levels in Some ash samples: "This is
elevated but not alarming," said
Ralph Ford-Schmid of the New
Mexico Environment Department.
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LETTERS

Cleanup Dollars Must Be Well-Spent
LAST MONDAY NIGHT (Dec. 18), at the public open-house for the Interagency Flood Risk
Assessment Team in Santa Fe, the table manned by the Los Alamos Study Group (LASG) caught my
attention.
On the table were bags of dried vegetation that Mr. Greg Mello, chairman of the LASG, collected
on LANL property, presumably from a contaminated site identified for remediation. A radiation meter
registered about 0.3 millirems (mrem) per hour.
Mr. Mello presented a bag to James Bearzi, Chief of New Mexico Environment Department's
(NMED) Hazardous Waste Bureau, and told Mr. Bearzi that he had many more bags in his office.
To put this dose into perspective, the recently published LANL Environmental Surveillance Report
shows that the hypothetical, maximally exposed member of the public received 0.7 mrem during
1999 from all operations past and present of LANL.
In a few hours of being near the "bags" last night, members of LASG and others in the room may
have received more radiation dose from those bags than did members of the public from an entire
year from LANL causes. Certainly, they received more dose than if the contamination had been left in
place.
Mr. Mello is well-versed in radiation from his past job at NMED and his current work with LASG.
He clearly does not fear the small radiation doses from the bags and also is not concerned about
others receiving such doses from his actions. Implicitly, he is saying that low levels of radiation are
not of concern for human health, a positive, rational, and technically defensible statement.
All taxpayers have a stake in seeing that dollars are spent wisely and effectively to clean up
radioactive wastes. I hope that we can use the common ground established by our mutual recognition
that low levels of radiation are not harmful to move toward a more reasonable approach for cleanup
and other issues regarding radiation dose. Lets spend our dollars only where they will make a real
and positive difference to human health.
Dave Kraig
Pojoaque
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$tudy Group
Sel1dingC'ards'
By j~J\1NIFER MCKEE .'
Jouriia~ Staff Writer

.

.

. AS~rita Fe anti-mike~ grouppi:aris

to sen·d. all 8,000 employees 'of the
Los' Alamos National Uboratoiy
New' Year's cards encouraging
them to slow the spread of nuclear

weapo~sand wishing them a "won- said: j'\V~wantto reap~:dli:ectly to like greetings Wish the employees.a
lab . empl~yees to let .them' know'happy 'new year and explain, the
.derful new year.': .
The cards, each hand-painted, are we're here" let ·them, ~ow .we .stii:9,y group's stance on . nuclear
exPected to go out in the mail·this respept them.. Noteveqoileat Jhe .. ·:prolifera~6n.-. that international.
. week and will, be maned to the la,bor,atQry '" t~,supports. ,:~..nilclear ·.treanes-·for.bid the development 9f·
"...
'new bo~bsand :that the "stockpile
employees' home 'addresses; '. pro~' weapons.'~ .'.:., .
vided they are: in the phone' bocik,
'I):1e whole mailing, fromprmtingstewardshlp" program atLos Alamsaid 9reg Mello-,of the'I.os Alamos to pos~age, will post about $2,500.
'os flauntsthoseglob~ agreements~
.; "One,·EarthiOne-Life/~·the,;~ards· . The cai:dSaJ.so :invite. employees
.' Stud.Y- Gro\lp,the :activist group
behind the caras. The group rusa . read, .albIig!Witha;quot~atti:i1:iuted to join the study group as Jldvisers,
. pays fOr a sma):terihg 6f anti'-nuke . to the Vatican: "Nuc:le8r:we~poIis .yolunteers orfiriancialiupporters .
billboards in the region and other are incompatible With tb;~pe~ce.we.. . Stockpile 'stewardship refers 'to
seek for the 21st ce~tut1." ...
,the Department of Energy's policy .
anti-nuclearcff.orts,· . .
·Thereverse sideoftl,iepostcard- of maintaining and repairing' the
"I hope we have enough," Mello
.', "'~l ",
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nation's existing nucl~~r,weapons,.
tl}e program also aim; to~~ke ;'1
.as opposed to makingilew,ones. The. changes to. eXisting weapons~ Mello :
United States haSn't manufactured thinks such chang.es actually con~ ;i
any new nuclear weapons .since the . stitute new bombs" which· woUldg't it·
'. late 19805' when' the. :RockY ·F1lits . uphold ;the spirit of the treaty. ".
jl
. Plant near Denver closed. "
Anoth~r.reasori bel¥Pd th~.tar4 Ii
But . according .to Mello). the.· ~p~gn, the study group's ~i,rst, is I!
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Paper: The Denver Post
Title: Cost ofN.M. lab repairs questioned by watchdogs
Author: The Associated Press
Date: December 29,2000
Section: A
Page: A-36
LOS ALAMOS, N.M. - Plans to use federal money from the Cerro Grande Fire to build a new
operations center at Los Alamos National Laboratory have watchdog groups and local politicians
questioning lab motives. The federal government has already released $342 million in cleanup
and reconstruction money to the lab. About $500 million has been earmarked for the town where
500 families lost their homes.
"It's really an enormous amount for the lab," said State Rep. Max Coli, D-Santa Fe. "It seems
disproportionate to me, but I'm not entirely aware of what damage (the lab) suffered, so I don't
really know."
About 40 buildings - mostly portables and trailers - and 8,000 acres were scorched in the fire,
which started as a controlled burn by the National Park Service.
Lab officials say much of the $342 million will be spent on actual repairs to the physical
damage. About $100 million has been earmarked for landscape changes to prevent floods and
runoff.
The spending plan also includes a $20 million emergency-operations center, a lab spokesman
said. The lab also plans to spend $10 million for two office complexes that will house about 130
workers.
Another $29 million will be spent on a new "waste management mitigation" and $25 million
will be used to replace fire alarm systems throughout the lab.
"Those smoke clouds seem to have had a golden lining for the lab," said Greg Mello director of
the Los Alamos Study Group in Santa Fe.
Mello says the lab should use one of its existing buildings for an emergency center instead of
spending $20 million to build a new one.
Lab officials say their plans have been approved and most of the money will pay for fire
repairs.
"Our budget requests were reviewed by the Department of Energy and the Office of
Management and Budget and approved by Congress," communications director John Gustafson
said.
Author: The Associated Press
Section: A
Page: A-36
Copyright 2000, 2001 The Denver Post Corp.
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Title: Letters
Date: December 31, 2000
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Page: F-5
Aglow over implicit agreement on radiation?Dec. 18, at the public open house for the Interagency
Flood Risk Assessment Team in Santa Fe, the table manned by the Los Alamos Study Group
(LASG) caught my attention. On the table were bags of dried vegetation that Greg Mello,
chairman of the LASG, collected on LANL property -- presumably from a contaminated site
identified for remediation. A radiation meter registered about 0.3 millirems (mrem) per hour. Mr.
Mello presented a bag to James Bearzi, chief of the New Mexico Environment Department's
(NMED) Hazardous Waste Bureau, and he told Mr. Bearzi that he had many more bags in his
office.
To put this dose into perspective, the recently-published LANL Environmental Surveillance
Report shows that the hypothetical, maximally-exposed member of the public received 0.7 mrem
during 1999 from all operations past and present of LANL. In a few hours of being near the
"bags" that night, members ofLASG and others in the room may have received higher radiation
dose from those bags than did members of the public from an entire year from LANL causes.
Certainly they received more dose than if the contamination had been left in place.
Mr. Mello is well-versed in radiation from his past job at NMED and his current work with
LASG. He clearly does not fear the small radiation doses from the bags and also is not concerned
about others receiving such doses from his actions. Implicitly, he is saying that low levels of
radiation are not of concern for human health -- a positive, rational and technically defensible
statement.
All taxpayers have a stake in seeing that dollars are spent wisely and effectively to clean up
radioactive wastes. I hope that we can use the common ground established by our mutual
recognition that low levels of radiation are not harmful to move toward a more reasonable
approach for clean up and other issues regarding radiation dose. Let's spend our dollars only
where they will make a real and positive difference to human health.
Dave Kraig
Pojoaque
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peaceful anti-nuke message
ALBUQUERQUE CAP) - An
anti-nuke group from Santa Fe is
sending New Year's cards to 8,000
Los Alamos National Laboratory
employees that encourage them to·
slow thespread of nuclear weapons. '
The hand-painted cards wish the
employees a "wonderful new year"
and contain a quote attributed to the
Vatican: "Nuclear 'weapons are
incompatible with the peace, we ~
seek for the 21st century." .
Anti-nuke activist Greg Mello, of
the Los Alamos Study Group, said
the cards will be mailed to the
home,S of lab employees listed in the
ttldpJ)bii6"bobJ(:: 'The 'rri~mll~') ~ili
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"We want to r~achdireCiIY to'lab:
employees to let them know we're
here, let them know we respect them .
. Not everyone at the laboratory supports nuclear weapons," Mello said.
The postcards read "One Earth,
One Life" and explain the study
group's stance on nuclear proliferation
- that intemationaltteaties forbid the
development of new bombS and Los
Alamos' "stockpile stewardship" program flaunts such global agreements.
The stockpile stewardship program refers to the Department of
Energy's policy of maintaining and

repairing existing nuclear weapons·
rather than making neW ones.
The United States hasn't manufactured any new nuclear weapons
sinc;e ~he late 1980s When the RoclcY
Flats Plant near Denver closed.
.But Mello ~dthe Nuclear Nonproliferntion Treaty, which was rati~ed
by tbe United States 30 years ago, calls
for gtadualre<luction 'andultimately.
the elimination of nUclear weapons,
. MelI()saidh~ believes s'toc'kpile
stewardship aims to maintain the
nation's nukes indefinitely.
Changes to existing weapons
undef the program actually constitute

a

riewr'tX;'mb~, 'wii1cHjrq8esn;t~P1\b\d!

t~e'spintofifie treat~~b said! b',";;?
", The'NewYertr's"tards invite lab'
employees to join the study group.
The card c~mpaign, the ,group's
first, is an attempt to reach lab
employees without having to go
,through management, Mello said.
"Some employees have been reprimanded for talking to us," he said.
Lab spokesman John Gustafson
says the lab does not control what its
. employees do on their own time, He
says the institution would. not block
them from joining the study group
as longas they didn't join as official
lab representatives.
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manned by the Los Alamos Study
Group (LASG) caught my attention. On
the table were bags of dried vegetation
that Greg Mello, chairman of the LASG,
collected on LANL property - presumably from a- contaminated site identified .
for remediation. A radiation meter registered about 0.3 millirems (mrem) per
hour. Mr. Mello presented a bag to James
Bearzi,chief of the New Mexico Environment Department's (NMED) Hazardous
Waste Bureau, anc;l he told Mr. Bearzi that
he had many more bags in his office. '
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The article stated tha(samples from
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the minnows and the crustaceans in seven
radiation ,dose frOm those bags than did
days.
, members of the public from an entire
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year from LANLcauses. Certainly they
received more dose than if the contamina- percent of the crustaceims died but there .
was no toxicity measured in the fathead
tion had been left in pla.ce.
minnow ,tests. These toxicity tests do not
Mr. Mello is well-versed in radiation
correlate to human health risk"but are a:'
from his past job at NMED and his current work withLASG. He clearly does not means to m:easlu:e potential effects on
aquatic ecosystems.
"
, fear the small radiation doses from the
A lot ofinformation W;l.S presented at ,
bags and also is not concerned about others, receiving such doses from his actions:' the meeting,some of it difficult to under- '
'stand gIven its technical content. It would
Implicitly, he is saying that low levels of
therefore be prudent for The New Mexiradiation are not ofconcern for human
'can to v~rify its information prior to pubhealth -a positive, rational and technilishing it. We appreCiate the opportunity ,
cally defensible statement
, All taxpayers have a stake in seeing that to correct the record' on these results. Ins
dollars are spent wisely and effectively to important for the public to have accurate
information.
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, clean up radioactive wastes. I hope that'
Ralph Fc>r(I·Schmid
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Accuracy important
As a presenter anhe Dec. 18 public
meeting of the Interagency Flood Risk
Assessment Team, I would like to clarify
some statements itl the article printed
Dec. 19. The article stated thatthe aver- '
age levels of plutonium, strontium and
cesium in sediments from the Cerro
Grande fire are"10 times'higher" than the,
" levels found in sediment from the Viveash
fire. Actually, a review of our preliminary
data indicates that Cerro Grande levels
are 1.4 to 3.4 times higher.
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